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ABOUT THE COVER: The Falcons will look to extend their 13-game home winning 
streak this afternoon. Tailback Zeb Jackson is pictured in action against Cincinnati 
earlier this season in a 21-7 Falcon victory which kept the home winning streak intact. 
TODAY'S GAME 
Facts, figures and what to watch for in 
today's game against Kent. 
17 
31 
32 
46 
BGSU ARCHIVES 
One of the treasures on the BGSU 
campus is athletic archives where you 
can find just about anything. 
BGSU IN THE NEWS 
The top faculty members at BGSU 
were recently honored. 
PREVIEW DAY 
There will be some extra people on 
campus today as the Admissions Office 
hosts its annual day for potential high 
school students. 
MEET THE GOLDEN FLASHES 
The top Kent players are pictured 
along with some information on the 
program. 
BAND 
Find out what the BGSU band has lin- 
ed up today for your enjoyment. 
75 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
The fourth 15-year segment (1964-78) 
of Falcon football is covered in a conti- 
nuing series that salutes the 75th 
Anniversary. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL PREVIEW 
A preview of what fans can expect 
from the Falcon basketball team in 
1993-94. 
Credits - Editor- Steve Barr; Editorial Contributors: Mark Kunstmann; Printing: The Bluffton News, Bluffton, Ohio; Photography: 
Jeff Hall and Clif Boutelle of the BGSU Public Relations Office, Eric Mull, and Jay Murdoch; Advertising Representative: Brad Browning, 
Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing and Promotions (419) 372-2401.  
FALCON FOOTBALL MAGAZINE 
TODAY'S GAME 
Knowing that they still control their own 
destiny if they can continue winning, the 
Bowling Green State University football 
team hosts "sister" school Kent this after- 
noon in the Annual Parents' Day game. A 
big welcome to all the parents of BGSU 
students and athletes attending this 
afternoon. 
The goal is the same, but the cir- 
cumstances are different this season for 
the Falcons. In winning the Mid-American 
Conference title the last two seasons, by 
this time in the year BG had developed 
some breathing room in the standings and 
looked to be the favorite for the title. This 
season, while Coach Gary Blackney's 
troops have maintained their winning 
ways, so has Ball State and Western 
Michigan, who are also right in the thick 
of the race. 
The adage in sports saying it's harder to 
repeat as a champion than winning the 
first one would certainly fit this year's 
league race and the road for the Falcons as 
they chase a third-straight league title. 
Today's opponent, Kent, is one of those 
teams which you can, in no way gauge, by 
their record. Despite the fact they are look- 
ing to break a 13-game losing skid and are 
winless this season, you have to look no 
further than their scores in MAC play to 
realize this is a team which was a whisker 
away from winning four games and being 
a factor in the race. 
Kent has three losses in league play by 
five points and they lost a six-point deci- 
sion to Western Michigan. That fact alone 
will make the Golden Flashes a tough op- 
ponent for the Falcons. Factor in last year's 
game between these two teams, in which 
BG built a 28-9 lead and then had to hang 
on for a 28-22 victory, and you have the 
makings of a competitive collegiate game. 
A young Kent squad, three freshmen on 
each side of the ball start, should provide 
a stern test for the Falcons. 
Two of those first-year players for the 
Golden Flashes lead the offensive attack. 
"True" freshman Raeshuan Jernigan is 
fifth in the MAC in rushing from his 
tailback position where he is averaging 4.6 
yards per carry. A leading candidate for 
MAC Freshman of the Year honors, Jer- 
nigan is the only KSU running back with 
35 or more carries. 
The other "rookie" making a statement 
this season for Kent is quarterback Mike 
Acie, who is a Marcel Weems (Akron) type 
quarterback possessing the ability to run 
the ball as well as pass it. Acie has taken 
over the controls from Kevin Shuman, last 
year's starter, who has been slowed by in- 
juries. Shuman is expected to be available 
to play this afternoon. 
Kent also features the MAC's top re- 
ceiver, senior split end Brian Dusho, who 
is averaging 6.8 receptions per game. 
Defensively, Kent plays a style which 
dares you to beat them with the pass as 
they normally will put as many as eight 
players near the line of scrimmage. Senior 
inside linebacker Sean Patterson and 
junior outside linebacker Rich Yurkiewicz 
lead a small, but quick, unit. 
Head coach Pete Cordelli is in his third 
season at Kent. 
The series has been dominated by the 
Falcons in recent years who hold an overall 
edge of 42-13-6 having won 18 of the last 
19 meetings between the two schools. BG 
has compiled an 18-8-4 record at home in 
the series, including wins in each of the 
last 10 home contests in the series. Both 
schools were founded in 1910 thus the 
establishment of the Anniversary Award 
by the respective alumni departments at 
the two schools as the prize to the winner 
of the annual football clash. 
-BG- 
21 AND COUNTING: The Falcons' win 
at Miami last week extended their Mid- 
American Conference unbeaten streak to 
21 games. The longest streak, either win- 
ning or unbeaten, in the history of the 10 
Division I-A conferences in the country is 
the 31-game winning streak Oklahoma 
had in the Big Eight between 1984 and 
1989. Both Bowling Green and Alabama 
have 21-game unbeaten streaks while 
Texas A&M has a 20-game winning streak 
in the Southwest Conference. 
-BG- 
HOME SWEET HOME: The Falcons 
were perfect at home the last two seasons 
recording 5-0 records. They extended their 
home winning streak to 13 games with the 
victory over Akron three weeks ago. Over 
the last 12-plus seasons, BGSU is 45-9-3 at 
Perry Stadium for a 81.6 winning percen- 
tage while in the 27-year history of the 
stadium BG has won over 67% of the time. 
Over the last 12-plus seasons, BG has com- 
piled a 36-6-3 (.833) mark in home league 
games. Head coach Gary Blackney has not 
lost in 13 games at Perry Stadium during 
his tenure. The longest home winning 
streak in the history of the program was 
a 16-game streak between 1983 and 1986. 
-BG- 
STRONG ON BOTH SIDES OF THE 
BALL: During the Falcons' 21-game 
unbeaten streak in league play, the Falcon 
defense has been dominant while the of- 
fense has done its share of scoring. During 
the winning streak, BG's defense has been 
superb allowing an average of just 12.7 
points (267 points in 21 games) holding the 
opposition to 10 points or less in nine 
games. In addition, only six teams have 
managed to score more than two touch- 
1993 MAC STANDINGS 
Team (Overall Record) W L T 
1. Bowling Green (5-2-1) 4 0 1 
Ball State (5-2-1) 4 0 1 
3. Western Michigan (5-3) 4 1 0 
4. Eastern Michigan (4-4) 3 2 0 
5. Akron (4-4) 3 3 u 
Central Michigan (3-5)* 3 3 0 
7. Ohio (3-6)* 3 4 0 
8. Toledo (3-5) 2 3 0 
9. Miami (2-6)* 1 5 0 
10. Kent (0-8)* 0 6 0 
*play 9 MAC games; all other teams play 8 
Today's Schedule 
Eastern Michigan at Akron, 1:00 
Western Michigan at Ohio, 1:00 
Miami at Ball State, 1:30 
Central Michigan at Toledo, 7:00 
Nov. 13 Schedule   
Bowling Green at Central Michigan 
Ohio at Eastern Michigan 
Ball State at Akron 
Miami at Kent 
Toledo at Western Michigan 
Nov. 20 Schedule 
Western Michigan at Bowling Green 
Kent at Ball State 
Central Michigan at Miami 
Eastern Michigan at Toledo 
Youngstown State at Akron 
end of regular season  
downs since the streak started in 1991 
with the Falcons holding 15 of the 21 op- 
ponents to 14 points or less. On the other 
hand, the Falcon offensive attack has 
scored 555 points over the 21-game period 
for a 26.4 average. On the average, BG is 
outscoring its MAC foes by just less than 
two touchdowns (13.7 average) per contest. 
The 26 points Ball State scored two weeks 
ago are the most by an MAC school during 
Bowling Green's current unbeaten streak. 
-BG- 
ONE OF ONLY SIX:BGSU is one of on- 
ly six teams in Division I-A who have won 
back-to-back bowl games the last two 
seasons. Besides the Falcons, Georgia, 
Notre Dame, Syracuse, Florida State and 
Alabama have bowl victories the last two 
years. BG defeated Fresno State in 1991 to 
win the California Bowl and last season 
the Falcons defeated Nevada in the in- 
augural Las Vegas Bowl. 
-BG- 
TAKING ADVANTAGE: One part of 
the turnover story is taking advantage of 
opposition miscues while holding the op- 
position on a BG turnover. A trademark of 
Blackney's teams has been excellent per- 
formance in these two categories. Since the 
start of the 1991 season, BG has scored 229 
points off of opposition turnovers while 
allowing only 97 points on their own 
miscues. While his teams have been very 
good in these two areas, maybe never 
FALCON MAGAZINE 
TODAY'S GAME 
better than this season. BG has scored 69 
points off of opposition mistakes this 
season while allowing just 17 points on 
their nine miscues through the first eight 
games of the season. BG had a 79-25 edge 
in points off of turnovers in 1991 and an 
81-55 edge last season. 
-BG- 
MORE ON FUMBLES: The Falcons 
have lost the ball just twice this season via 
the fumble and for the sixth time in eight 
games this season they did not lose the ball 
via the fumble in the Miami contest. In 18 
of 32 games during head coach Gary 
Blackney's tenure, the Falcons have not 
had a turnover via the fumble. 
-BG- 
OPPONENTS ARE SEEING REDD: 
Junior split end Ronnie Redd was a vital 
cog in the Falcons winning MAC titles the 
last two seasons, leading the team in 
average yards per reception each season 
splitting time at his position with Dave 
Hankins. So making the big play is not 
anything new to Redd, but he has gone 
beyond the norm in helping the Falcons 
win this season. Redd has accounted for 
the following this year: a 77-yard 
touchdown on a pass-run play in the 
Toledo game, a 66-yard punt return to set 
up a BG field goal in the Ohio game, a 
48-yard touchdown reception in the Akron 
game, a 48-yard reception in the Navy 
game, a 46-yard reception on a reverse pass 
catching the ball while on his back in the 
Akron game, a 42-yard reception for a 
touchdown in the Ohio game, a 39-yard 
reception in the Miami game, and a 
30-yard touchdown catch in the Ball State 
contest. In all, eight plays covering 30 
yards or more. He extended two impressive 
streaks in the Miami game by catching 
three passes, one of those for a touchdown. 
Redd has now caught a pass in 31 straight 
games while he increased his touchdown- 
catching streak to five games. He has a 
touchdown reception in six of eight games 
this season. His 17 career touchdowns ties 
him with Jim Ladd (1951-53) for the #4 
spot on the BG list just four shy of the 
school record. His seven six-pointers this 
season is just four shy of the BG single- 
season record (held by Ladd, 1952). Of his 
17 career touchdown receptions, 12 have 
covered 10 or more yards with eight of 
those covering 30 yards or more in length. 
He leads the team averaging 22.1 yards 
per reception this season and he has 
averaged 24.7 yards on his last 16 recep- 
tions covering the last five games. 
BOWLING GREEN 
RUSHING 
Zeb Jackson, TB 
Courtney Davis, TB 
Michael Parker, TB 
BOWLING GREEN 
OPPONENTS 
Att. 
159 
51 
31 
353 
313 
Net 
608 
244 
128 
1256 
984 
PASSING 
Comp. Att. 
Ryan Henry, QB 111 236 
BOWLING GREEN     115 243 
OPPONENTS 127 233 
RECEIVING 
Rameir Martin, FL 
Ronnie Redd, SE 
Darius Card, FB 
Ryan McElroy, TE 
BOWLING GREEN 
OPPONENTS 
No.      Yards 
42 
23 
21 
12 
115 
127 
660 
508 
238 
116 
1742 
1506 
PUNTING 
No.     Yards 
Andy Tracy 38        1430 
BOWLING GREEN      40        1489 
OPPONENTS 48        1705 
PUNT RETURNS 
No. Yds. 
Ronnie Redd, SE 17 190 
BOWLING GREEN       17 190 
OPPONENTS 22 202 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
Steve Ayers, CB 
Zeb Jackson, TB 
BOWLING GREEN 
OPPONENTS 
No. 
7 
6 
23 
29 
Yds. 
129 
175 
463 
529 
Avg. 
3.8 
4.8 
4.1 
3.6 
3.1 
Yds. 
1653 
1742 
1506 
Avg. 
15.7 
22.1 
11.3 
9.7 
15.1 
11.9 
Avg. 
37.6 
37.2 
35.5 
Avg. 
11.2 
11.2 
9.2 
Avg. 
19.4 
29.2 
20.1 
18.2 
TD 
2 
2 
1 
8 
7 
TD 
12 
14 
10 
TD 
4 
7 
2 
0 
14 
10 
Long 
57 
57 
56 
Long 
66 
DEFENSE 
Solo         Ast. Tackles 
Vince Palko, ILB              51            52 103 
Jason Woullard, ILB         26             48 74 
Steve Rodriguez, FS         26            32 58 
32 
Long 
45 
50 
50 
39 
Ints. 
1 
1 
2 
1993 Schedule 
Sept.    4 at Virginia lech L   33-16 
Sept. 11 CINCINNATI W   21-7 
Sept. 25 at Navy L   27-20 
Oct.    2 ♦TOLEDO 
(Homecoming) 
W 17-10 
Oct.     9 *at Ohio V7    20-0 
Oct.   16 ♦AKRON 
(Group Day) 
W   49-7 
Oct.   23 *at Ball State T   26-26 
Oct.   30 *at Miami W 30-25 
Nov.    6 •KENT, 1:30 
(Parents' Day) 
Nov.   13 *at Central Michigan, 1:00 
Nov.  20 ♦WESTERN MICHIGAN, 12*0 
(Fan Appreciation Day) 
*MAC game 
Compare The Teams 
BGSU 
(MAC Rank) 
Total Offense: 374.8 (2) 
Rushing Offense: 157.0 (3) 
Passing Offense: 217.8 (3) 
Scoring Offense: 24.9 (t-2) 
Total Defense: 311.3 (2) 
Rushing Defense: 123.0 (2) 
Passing Defense: 188.3 (7) 
Scoring Defense: 16.9 (2) 
Turnover Margin: +0.50 (t-2) 
Kent 
Total Offense: 291.9 (8) 
Rushing Offense: 136.4 (9) 
Passing Offense: 155.5 (8) 
Scoring Offense: 15.6 (9) 
Total Defense: 405.9 (9) 
Rushing Defense: 220.9 (8) 
Passing Defense: 185.0 (6) 
Scoring Defense: 33.3 (10) 
Turnover Margin: -0.75 (9) 
KENT 
RUSHING 
Att. Net 
Raeshuan Jernigan, RB 111 512 
Mike Acie, QB                  46 191 
Omar Williams, FB         33 130 
KENT                          341 1091 
OPPONENTS              377 1767 
Comp. Att. 
Kevin Shuman, QB          80 154 
Mike Acie, QB                  28 88 
KENT                          108 242 
OPPONENTS                 87 171 
RECEIVING 
No. Yards 
Brian Dusho, WR             54 658 
Raeshuan Jernigan, RB   14 79 
Lester Carney, WR           13 186 
KENT                            108 1244 
OPPONENTS                87 1480 
Avg. 
4.6 
4.2 
3.9 
3.2 
4.7 
Yds. 
919 
325 
1244 
1480 
TD 
5 
3 
0 
11 
22 
TD 
4 
1 
5 
Avg.       TD 
12.2 
5.6 
14.3 
11.5 
17.0 
1 
0 
3 
5 
13 
Ken Walter 
KENT 
OPPONENTS 
PUNTING 
No.     Yards Avg. Long 
53         1771 33.4 57 
55         1829 33.4 57 
42         1506 35.9 59 
PUNT RETURNS 
No.         Yds. Avg. Long 
Dujuan Franklin, DB       16             70 4.9 15 
KENT                            19            97 5.1 15 
OPPONENTS                  9            31 3.4 8 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
No.        Yds. Avg.   Long 
Lance Hansen, WR          17          279 16.4         43 
Raeshuan Jernigan, RB     6          206 34.3         73 
KENT                            36          653 18.1         73 
OPPONENTS                26          512 19.7         81 
DEFENSE 
Solo         Ast. Tackles   Int. 
Sean Patterson, LB          45            41 86             1 
Rich Yurkiewicz, LB        35            47 82             1 
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DWAYLON ALEXANDER 
Sophomore • FB 
Youngstown, OH 
Interpersonal 
Communications 
DUANTE ANDERSON STEVE AYERS ALBARNETT JASON BOECKMAN BRIAN BORGMAN CAL BOWERS 
Freshman-WE Sophomore • DB Freshman -TE Freshman -WR Freshman • LB Sophomore ■ OL 
Farmington Hills, MI Columbus, OH Belleville, MI Centerville, OH Williamston, MI Auburn, IN 
Undeclared Computer Art Communications Business Biology Sport Management 
LEEBOYER TOMBREITIGAM DAVEBRUHOWZKI CHADBUKEY 
Senior - LB Sophomore - DL Freshman ■ DL Sophomore ■ OL 
Maumee, OH Fostoria, OH Northville, MI Centerburg, OH 
Social Studies Undeclared Political Science Graphics 
CHRIS BURTON 
Freshman ■ FB 
Ft. Wayne, IN 
Undeclared 
CLYDE BUTLER 
Freshman ■ LB 
Columbus, OH 
JOECANZONERI 
Sophomore - OL 
Ypsilanti, MI 
Construction 
CATCH THE SPIRIT, 
of the BGSU 
FALCONS 
Where else can you receive great coverage on BGSU Sports, 
tackle money saving coupons, get yards of entertainment 
ideas and T.V. listings, get the latest lineup for 
fashion and car sales, and score good grades by 
keeping abreast of current events? 
Subscribe to: 
jSfentfttel ~ <& i 6 line 
CALL 352-4611 TO BEGIN DELIVERY TODAY! ^ 
GO FALCONS! 
FALCON FOOTBALL M    A    G    A    Z N    E 
DARIUS CARD GREGCEPEK 
Sophomore ■ FB Sophomore ■ LB 
Cleveland, OH Westerville, OH 
Undeclared Sociology 
VTTOCINQUEPALMI MAURICE COLES CURTIS COLLINS KEITH CREECH BHX CROWE 
Senior • OL Senior ■ DL Junior • DL Junior • LS Freshman ■ OL 
Chicago, IL Wheeling, WV Ft. Wayne, IN Franklin, OH Cortland,OH 
Sociology Education Sport Management Visual Communication Undeclared 
COURTNEY DAVIS BILL DiO RIO JASON DOLLIVER ROB DONAHUE BOB DUDLEY MARKDUNAWAY TONYEVERHART 
Freshman • TB Freshman-TB Junior ■ DL Junior • P Senior - DL Freshman ■ QB Sophomore - DB 
Ft. Wayne, IN Poland, OH Fenton, MI Youngstown, OH Northville, MI Butler, PA Middletown,OH 
Undeclared Undeclared Education Social Studies Prod. Operation/ 
Purchasing 
Business Administration Undeclared 
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HEAD COACH GARY BLACKNEY 
Although he has accomplished as 
much as any coach in college football 
in his first tenure as a head coach, that 
will not stop Bowling Green State 
University head coach Gary Blackney 
from continuing to work as hard as he 
has in his first two seasons. 
Blackney has resurrected a once- 
proud football program, guiding the 
Falcons to back-to-back Mid-American 
Conference titles while going 
undefeated in league play over the 
period. This comes on the heels of five 
straight years when 5-6 was the best 
record. 
The 1993 season will present some 
new challenges for Blackney and his 
staff as they look to become only the 
third team in league history to win 
three consecutive titles. And there is 
also the matter of putting their names 
alone in the record book for the most 
consecutive wins in league play, which 
they now jointly hold with Miami 
(1973-75) at 16 games. Blackney will 
lead his team against arch-rival 
Toledo in the league opener this 
season, looking to add to his list of 
history-making accomplishments dur- 
ing his short tenure. 
In order to three-peat, the Falcons 
will have to overcome the loss of eight 
starters on the defensive side of the 
ball, including the entire secondary, 
and the loss of one of the top quarter- 
The Blackney File 
Full Name: Gary Richard Blackney 
Age: 48 
Birthdate/Place: December 10, 1944/Astoria, New York 
Hometown: Plainview, New York 
Height/Weight: 5-8/180 
Began at BGSU: December 5,1990; Record (Yrs.): 21-3 (2) 
High School: Plainview High School, '62 - College: Connecticut, '67 
Wife: Lauretta 
Children: Debbie (26), David (25), Kyle (19), Gary Jr. (15) 
back-wide receiver duos in league 
history. But, overcoming obstacles in 
something Blackney, as a coach and 
person, has grown accustomed to. 
All Blackney did, in not only his 
first season at BGSU but his first 
season as a collegiate head coach, was 
take a 3-5-2 team and turn them into 
a 11-1 squad which won their last 10 
games. The Falcons clinched the MAC 
title with two weeks of the league 
schedule still remaining, which is 
believed to be the earliest any team 
has ever wrapped up the title. The 
final standings showed BG with a 
perfect 8-0 mark while the second 
place team finished at 3-1-4. 
The top first-year coach in the coun- 
try, Blackney was just the fifth coach 
in MAC history to lead his team to an 
outright conference title in his first 
season. He is also the winningest first- 
year head coach in BGSU history 
equalling the NCAA record for most 
wins by a coach in his first season in 
the top spot. The 11 wins by the 1991 
team tied the school record. 
For an encore, with the Falcons no 
longer an unknown as they were in 
1991, the 1992 favorites gladly ac- 
cepted that role and again won the 
league title with a perfect record. The 
Falcons earned the right to represent 
the MAC in the first Las Vegas Bowl 
and backed up the program's first bowl 
victory in 1991 over Fresno State in 
the California Bowl with a thrilling 
35-34 win over Nevada in Las Vegas. 
The BGSU head coach is a much sought-after speaker during and after the 
season, having spoken to many community groups throughout the state since 
taking over as head coach, in addition to speaking at numerous banquets. 
FALCON FOOTBALL MAGAZINE 
Needless to say, the success that 
Blackney has brought to the program 
has also meant some prestigious 
honors along the way. 
He became only the second coach in 
league history to earn Coach of the 
Year honors in back-to-back seasons 
earning the award the last two sea- 
sons. He has also been named the 
Coach of the Year in region 3 by his 
peers, the American Football Coaches 
Association, the last two seasons. The 
region included all I-A schools in the 
states of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Il- 
linois and Big Ten member schools 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa. The 
BGSU mentor was also the 1992 Ohio 
Coach of the Year. 
A little less than three years ago, 
Blackney realized his dream of becom- 
ing a collegiate head coach. He cer- 
tainly paid his dues serving as an 
assistant the previous 21 years at such 
programs as Wisconsin, UCLA, 
Syracuse and, most recently, Ohio 
State. The list of coaches he ser ved 
under ranks among the best in the col- 
legiate game - coaches such as Dick 
MacPherson, Terry Donahue, Earle 
Bruce, Rick Forzano and John Cooper. 
The Plainview, New York native 
began his coaching career at his alma 
mater, Connecticut, in 1968, 
where he spent two seasons as a 
graduate assistant on a staff 
that included, in addition to For- 
zano, current Notre Dame head 
coach Lou Holtz, former Cleve- 
land Browns head coach Sam 
Rutigliano, and Dave Adolph 
and Dan Sekanovich, both NFL 
assistant coaches. 
That was followed by stops at 
Brown and Rhode Island, in ad- 
dition to the aforementioned 
schools, with all but two of those 
seasons spent on the defensive 
side of the ball. Last season was 
the seventh time in the last nine 
years Blackney has helped a 
team to a bowl bid. 
His success story is certainly 
one that makes all people feel 
thankful. 
In March, 1986, Gary's wife, 
Lauretta, suffered a basilar 
artery aneurysm which has led 
to her need for 24-hour care. 
Forced to take over the duties of run- 
ning the household, which were 
previously handled by Lauretta, 
Blackney made the necessary changes 
and still keeps up with the demands 
of being a head coach and a father. 
"I look at Lauretta's situation and 
know she could call it quits. But she 
keeps competing to get better and bet- 
ter. If you want to talk about en- 
durance and courage, look at her - not 
me." 
The Blackney Resume 
Brown 
(1970-71-72 - Defensive Backs) 
Rhode Island 
(1973-74 - Offensive Backs) 
Wisconsin 
(1975-76 - Defensive Backs, 1977 - Defensive Coordinator) 
UCLA 
(1978-79 - Defensive Backs) 
Syracuse 
(1980-81-82-83 - Defensive Backs) 
Ohio State 
(1984 - Defensive Backs, 1985-86-87 - Defensive Coordinator 
1988-89-90 - Inside Linebackers) 
Bowling Green 
(1991 - Head Coach - Record: 11-1 - California Raisin Bowl Champions) 
(1992 - Head Coach - Record: 10-2 - Las Vegas Bowl Champions) 
Honors: 
Mid-American Conference Coach of the Year (1991,1992) 
American Football Coaches Association Region 3 Coach of the Year (1991, 
Football News National Coach of the Year Finalist (1991) 
Tied NCAA record for most wins by first-year head coach (1991) 
Touchdown Club of Columbus Award of Distinction (1991) 
Ohio Collegiate Coach of the Year (1992) 
1992) 
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ASSISTANT COACHES 
1993 BGSU Coaching Staff: Front row (left to right) Bob Ligashesky, Tony Pusateri, 
head coach Gary Blackney, Bruce Gregory, Bruce Cunningham and Paul Fer- 
raro. Back row (left to right) Vic James, Mike Ward, Scott Seeliger, Terry Wilson, 
Michael Farragalli, Terry Malone, Jim Bridge. 
BRUCE CUNNINGHAM 
Assistant Coach 
Bruce Cunningham, 27, is in his second 
season as a full-time assistant coach after 
serving as a graduate assistant with the 
program in 1990 and 1991. Cunningham 
will work with the inside linebackers 
again this season. While a graduate assis- 
tant, Cunningham worked with the of- 
fense, mainly the wide receivers. The 1988 
graduate of Eastern Connecticut State 
University coached high school football in 
his home state for five years before coming 
to BGSU. The Greenwich, Conn, native 
will recruit Upstate New York and the 
New England states. 
MICHAEL FARAGALLI 
Assistant Coach 
Michael Faragalli, 34, returns for his third 
season after directing the Falcon offense to 
the #1 spot in the MAC in scoring last 
season while they were second in passing 
and total offense. Faragalli, the offensive 
coordinator, works with the quarterbacks 
and receivers while recruiting Canada and 
Indiana. Prior to coming to BGSU, 
Faragalli was one of the top offensive 
minds in the Canadian Football League for 
six years, most recently with Edmonton 
helping Tracy Ham develop into the CFL's 
1990 Most Valuable Player. The Philadel- 
phia, Pa. native is a Rhode Island graduate 
where he also coached for three seasons. 
Michael and his wife, Kathy, have four 
children, Joseph, 10, Phillip, 7, Theresa, 4, 
and Laura, 2. 
PAUL FERRARO 
Assistant Coach 
Paul Ferraro, 34, is in his third season as 
the defensive coordinator at BGSU after 
joining the staff in December, 1990. Paul 
will work with the defensive secondary in 
addition to his duties as the defensive coor- 
dinator while recruiting Cleveland and 
Tbledo as well as the states of New Jersey 
and Florida. Paul has 11 years of collegiate 
experience, most recently as a member of 
Tom Lichtenberg's staff at both Maine 
(1989) and Ohio (1990). The Ridgewood, 
N.J. native earned three letters at 
Springfield as a defensive back during his 
playing days. 
BRUCE GREGORY 
Assistant Coach 
Bruce Gregory, 32, is the most recent ad- 
dition to the football staff having joined the 
program last July. He came to BGSU after 
serving as the coach of the wide receivers 
at Boston University for four seasons. The 
South Kingstown, R.I. native will also 
coach the receivers again this season at 
BG. Prior to serving on the coaching staff 
at Boston University, Gregory spent two 
seasons (1986 and 1987) at BGSU under 
head coach Moe Ankney. Gregory, a 
Western Maryland College graduate, and 
his wife, Tracy, have two children, Megan, 
4, and Brian, 2. 
BOB LIGASHESKY 
Assistant Coach 
Bob Ligashesky, 31, who joined the staff in 
December, 1990, will coach the outside 
linebackers. Ligashesky is responsible for 
recruiting in the Akron-Canton and Pitt- 
sburgh areas as well as Northeast Ohio 
and the Western United States. The 
McKees Rock, Pa. native came to BGSU 
from Kent where he coached the inside 
linebackers under head coach Dick Crum. 
Ligashesky also coached collegiately at 
Wake Forest and Arizona State. 
Ligashesky earned three letters at Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania during his col- 
legiate playing career. 
TERRY MALONE 
Assistant Coach 
Terry Malone, 33, is in his eighth year at 
BGSU and will be coaching the offensive 
tackles and tight ends this season. Malone, 
who has the added responsibility of being 
the recruiting coordinator, is responsible 
for recruiting the state of Michigan. The 
Buffalo, N.Y. native has also coached the 
centers and guards during his tenure at 
BGSU. Malone previously coached at Ho- 
ly Cross and Arizona. Malone was a four- 
year starting tight end at Holy Cross 
where he earned his degree in 1983. 
Malone and wife, Ann, are the parents of 
two children, Kara, 3, and Patrick, 2. 
TONY PUSATERI 
Assistant Coach 
Tony Pusateri, 42, joined the program in 
February, 1991 and will again coach the 
defensive line while also handling the 
kickers and special teams. Pusateri was 
one of the top high school coaches in the 
state for 15 years prior to coming to BGSU, 
spending 10 of those seasons at St. Fran- 
cis DeSales in Columbus. At DeSales, 
Pusateri's teams won almost 75% of their 
games and the 1985 Ohio Division III ti- 
tle. Pusateri coached at Westerville South 
for five seasons before joining the BGSU 
staff. The Columbus, Ohio native is a 
graduate of Capital University. Tony and 
his wife, Kim, are the parents of one child, 
Antoinette, 1. 
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SCOTT SEELIGER 
Assistant Coach 
Scott Seeliger, 43, is in his second stint as 
an assistant coach at BGSU having been 
a member of Denny Stoltz's staff for five 
years between 1979 and 1983. Seeliger 
joined the staff in January, 1991 as the 
assistant head coach in addition to his 
responsibilities with the guards and 
centers. He recruits Southwestern Ohio 
and the Southeast United States in addi- 
tion to the Cincinnati, Dayton and In- 
dianapolis areas. Besides his five years at 
BG, Seeliger's 15 years of coaching ex- 
perience on the collegiate level includes 
nine seasons at Wisconsin, where he spent 
most of his time coaching the offensive 
line. The Madison, Wis. native was a tight 
end on the 1972 Iowa State team that 
played in the Sun Bowl. Scott and his wife, 
Karen, have two daughters, Keri, 20, and 
Kori, 18. 
JIM BRIDGE 
Graduate Assistant 
Jim Bridge begins his second season with 
the BGSU football program as a graduate 
assistant coach. Bridge, a Rocky River, 
Ohio native, will assist the coaching staff 
on the offensive side of the ball. The 1988 
graduate of St. Edward High School earn- 
ed his undergraduate degree from Wit- 
tenberg in 1992 in history. Bridge was a 
tight end on the 1989 Wittenberg team 
which advanced to the NCAA Division III 
national quarterfinals. He is currently 
working toward a graduate degree in sport 
management at BGSU. 
VIC JAMES 
Graduate Assistant 
Vic James is in his second season with the 
BGSU football program helping the 
coaching staff on the defensive side of the 
ball. The Ramsey, N.J. native and 1983 
graduate of Don Bosco prep earned two let- 
ters in hockey at William Raterson College 
where he received his degree in exercise 
physiology in 1988. He coached for three 
seasons at Pace University before joining 
the staff at BGSU. James is currently 
working on his graduate degree in 
guidance and counseling at BGSU. He and 
his wife, Maureen, live in Bowling Green. 
MIKE WARD 
Strength and Conditioning Coach 
Mike Ward, 31, is in his second season as 
the strength and conditioning coach at 
BGSU. He is also the director of the BGSU 
Athletic Fitness Center, located on the 
west side of Doyt Perry Stadium. The 
Mansfield, Ohio native works with all 19 
intercollegiate sports and is responsible for 
the maintenance and development of the 
$300,000 fitness center, a 5,800-square foot 
facility. The 1984 graduate of Georgetown 
(Ky.) College also earned his graduate 
degree there while earning All-America 
honors as a guard on the football team. 
Before coming to BG, Ward was an assis- 
tant coach at Findlay University. He and 
his wife, Jody, reside in Findlay. 
k 
Cunningham Faragalli Ferraro 
Ligashesky M alone Pusateri 
V jj[     Jm 
Wilson Bridge James Ward 
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MID - AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
The MAC is one of the 10 Division I- 
A conferences in the country, along 
with the Atlantic Coast, Big Ten, Big 
East, Big Eight, Big West, Pacific-10, 
Southeastern, Southwest and Western 
Athletic conferences. 
Entering its 47th year of existence, 
the MAC consists of 10 state- 
supported institutions in the 
midwestern states of Ohio, Michigan 
and Indiana. Of the 10 current memb- 
mers - the University of Akron, Ball 
State University, Bowling Green State 
University, Central Michigan Univer- 
sity, Eastern Michigan University, 
Kent State University, Miami Univer- 
sity, Ohio University, the University 
of Toledo and Western Michigan 
University - nine schools have been 
members of the conference for 15 or 
more years. The University of Akron 
is the newest member having joined 
the league last year. 
The 10 member institutions have a 
total enrollment of better than 
220,000, with individual enrollments 
ranging from 16,000 to 30,000, and 
have produced more than one million 
alumni. The MAC is the fourth-largest 
conference in the country in terms of 
undergraduate enrollment. 
Throughout its existence, the MAC 
has been in the forefront of national 
legislation that has enhanced the 
academic integrity of intercollegiate 
athletics. The MAC had an academic 
progress rule, strengthened admit- 
tance standards, and qualitative 
grade point average requirements for 
its student-athletes long before the 
NCAA adopted or discussed imple- 
menting such academic standards. 
Karl Benson 
Commissioner 
John McNamara 
Assistant 
Commissioner 
Tim Parker 
Director of 
Compliance/ 
Championships 
Sue Wagner 
Director of 
Communications 
The MAC currently sponsors 19 
championships, 10 in men's sports and 
nine on the women's side. For men, the 
MAC sponsors championships in foot- 
ball, baseball, basketball, cross coun- 
try, golf, tennis, and track and field 
since its founding, and added swimm- 
ing and diving and wrestling cham- 
pionships five years later. Men's soccer 
begins as a MAC-sponsored sport this 
fall. 
In 1980, the MAC Council of Presi- 
dents voted to bring women's athletics 
into the conference structure. The 
MAC currently sponsors women's 
championships in basketball, cross 
country, field hockey, gymnastics, soft- 
ball, swimming and diving, tennis, 
track and field and volleyball. 
The MAC is the only Division I con- 
ference with its own Hall of Fame. A 
total of 43 individuals have been in- 
ducted into the MAC Hall of Fame in 
its first five years of existence, in- 
cluding 16 inductees with football 
backgrounds. Some of those include 
Ara Parseghian (Miami), Doyt Perry 
(Bowling Green), Bo Schembechler 
(Miami), Jack Lambert (Kent) and 
Phil Villapiano (Bowling Green). 
Numerous MAC football teams and 
players have received national 
recognition during the MAC's 46 
years. Bowling Green was recognized 
as the national small college cham- 
pion in 1959, and Ohio won similiar 
honors in 1960. After MAC teams 
achieved major college status, Toledo 
compiled a 35-game winning streak 
from 1969-71, the second-longest 
streak in modern major college foot- 
ball history. Miami beat Florida, 
Georgia and South Carolina in the 
1973,1974 and 1975 Tangerine Bowls. 
In the last few years the non- 
conference victims of MAC teams in- 
clude opponents from the Big Ten, Big 
Eight, SEC and WAC. 
For the second straight year, the 
MAC champion will play the Big West 
champion in the Las Vegas Bowl. This 
year's game is scheduled for Dec. 17 at 
5 p.m. This is the 13th season the win- 
ners of the MAC and BWC have battl- 
ed in a bowl. 
ALL-TIME FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
School (1st yr. in MAC) Yrs. 
Central Michigan (1975). 18 
Miami (1948)  45 
Bowling Green (1952).. 41 
Akron (1992)  1 
Ball State (1975)  18 
Tbledo (1952)  41 
Ohio (1947)  46 
Western Michigan (1948) 45 
Kent (1951)  42 
Eastern Michigan (1976) 17 
1993 PRESEASON MAC POLL 
Won Lost Tied Pet. Titles* 
100 40 10 .700 3 
176 84 10 .670 13 
169 93 11 .639 10 
5 3 0 .625 0 
78 61 1 .561 3 
134 141 5 .488 7 
132 162 11 .451 5 
131 161 8 .450 2 
101 177 4 .365 1 
42 90 6 .326 1 
School (1st place votes) Points 
Central Michigan (27)  561 
Akron (19)  537 
Tbledo (5)  498 
Bowling Green (7)  493 
Miami (7)  462 
Ball State  308 
Western Michigan  264 
Kent  197 
Ohio  152 
Eastern Michigan  103 
(voting done by MAC News Media Association) 
1992 Record/Finish 
4-5/7th 
5-3/t-3rd 
5-3/t-3rd 
8-0/lst 
5-3/t-3rd 
54/6th 
6-3/2nd 
2-7/8th 
l-7/t-9th 
l-7/t-9th 
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FILM PROCESSING... 
no 
35mm 
126 
120 
Rush B&W 
1-Hour 
Color Print 
next Day E-6 
3V2 x 5 
4x6 
Wallets 
5x7 
6x8 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 
Cameras Camcorders 
Binoculars Studio Lighting 
Tripods Film 
Video Accessories Batteries 
Darkroom Photo Albums 
Supplies 
H BLUE RIBBOn PHOTO 
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS •  VIDEO 
157 N. Main, B.G. Ph. 353-4244 
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5 
I     I     I      I      I     I      I      I      I      I      I      I      I      I     I'M 
Kellermeier Plumbing & Heating Inc. 
110 Findlay St. 
Haskins, OH 43525 
823-1394 
Good Luck Falcons! 
TRANS 
It's Hard 7b Stop A Trnne" 
GO  FALCONS ! 
m  F ineo o excellence 
Medical 
College  
Hospitals 
3000 Arlington Avenue • Toledo 
419-381-4172 
SEAWAY 
SCAFFOLD   & 
EQUIPMENT   CO 
6860 WALES ROAD 
NORTHWOOD, OH 43619 
PH: 419-666-3336 
FAX: 419-666-4280 
HOURS: MON-FRI 7:30-5:00 
f-y* 
BIL-JAX SCAFFOLDING 
TUBE-N-CLAMP SCAFFOLD 
TRUS-JOIST LAMINATED SCAFFOLD PLANK 
AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS 
PORTABLE & PERMANENT BLEACHERS 
PORTABLE PERFORMANCE STAGING    ^r 
INDUSTRIAL LADDERS 
SHORING EQUIPMENT 
TRENCH SHORING 
MASONRY BLADES & SAWS 
MATERIAL HOISTS & LIFTING EQUIPMENT 
MORTAR MIXERS 
FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 
SWING STAGES 
SALES • RENTAL • SERVICE • DESIGN & BUILD 
P%n   A    Jr 
■$??> 
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KEN FINK MATTFOLEY SHANE FOSTER 
Freshman ■ OL Senior ■ OL Junior ■ DB 
Cleveland, OH Springfield, OH Lima, OH 
Business Administration Marketing Criminal Justice 
CLINT FRAZIER 
Senior • DL 
Cincinnati, OH 
Interpersonal 
Communications 
SHAWN GEORGE 
Freshman ■ DL 
Urbana, OH 
Business Administration 
WILLIE GIBSON 
Junior - LB 
San Diego, CA 
Health Education 
Senior Clint Frazier (99) is one of only three returning players on 
defense He started all 12 games last season and was third on the team 
in tackles for loss. 
WELCOME TO DOYT L. PERRY STADIUM 
• Doyt L. Perry Stadium celebrates its 28th anniversary as the home of Falcon football this season. 
Widely-regarded as the finest facility in the Mid-American Conference in which to watch football, 
Perry Stadium seats 30,599. 
• Authorized personnel ONLY are allowed on the field before, during or after the 
game. 'Vbur adherence to this policy is appreciated. 
• Banners and signs may be displayed in Perry Stadium ONLY with prior permission from Ken 
Kavanagh, associate athletic director. Kavanagh can be reached during weekday working hours at 
372-2401. 
• Emergency medical aid is available from the ambulance crew in the northeast and northwest 
corners of the stadium. Services are provided courtesy of the Wood County Disaster Services Agency. 
• Field headquarters for stadium game operations is located on the ground level of the east side 
of Perry Field. The telephone number is 372-2401. 
• First aid is located on the east side of the stadium next to the equipment room. It is easily mark- 
ed for emergency situations. Trained medical personnel are in attendance at all Bowling Green State 
University football games. 
• Lost and Found is located at field headquarters (see above) during the game or at the Perry 
Stadium office of Ken Kavanagh, associate athletic director, after the game. Kavanagh can be reached 
during weekday working hours at 372-2401. 
• Rest Rooms are located on both the east and west sides of the stadium and can be found bet- 
ween ramps 2 and 4, 6 and 8, 1 and 3 and 5 and 7. 
• Telephones are situated at frequent intervals on ground level on both the east and west sides 
of Perry Stadium. 
• Your cooperation is requested in observing the rules and traditions of this University and of 
the state law that makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic beverages of any kind at an athletic 
event or to possess an open container of alcohol. Anyone caught possessing alcoholic beverages may 
be ejected from the stadium. 
• Handicapped seating areas are located on the north and south ends of the mezzanine levels 
on both sides of the stadium and can be easily reached via the ramped walkways. In addition, areas 
are available in the north end zone. For further information, please contact Scot Bressler, ticket 
manager, during weekday working hours at 372-2762. 
• Request for assistance and reports of discourtesy should be directed to stadium ushers. Usher 
personnel wear orange jackets with identification tags and are positioned at each ramp throughout 
the stadium for your convenience. 
• In accordance with University policy, smoking is prohibited in the seats, portals, locker rooms, 
both press boxes, and in the offices at Doyt L. Perry Stadium. Smoking is permitted on the blacktop 
areas underneath the stadium. 
TICKET INFORMATION 
Hotline: 372-2762 
• Reserved chair seats for single games 
are $10. Reserved bench seats on the east 
side of the stadium for one game are $9. 
General admission seats are $6. 
• Any group of 15 or more people may 
purchase group reserved bench seats in a 
designated section on the east side in ad- 
vance of game day for $6 each, that's $3 off 
a $9 ticket, excluding the Toledo game. 
• The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is 
open from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. each game day 
for ticket purchases. Tickets for all home 
games are on sale through halftime in the 
advanced sale ticket booth on the east side 
of the stadium. The ticket office is open 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. during the week. 
• Ticket outlets for BGSU sporting 
events in Bowling Green are the Memorial 
Hall Ticket Office on campus; Falcon 
House, 123 S. Main St.; and the BG 
Chamber of Commerce, 163 N. Main St. In 
Findlay, B&G Drugs, 528 S. Main St. In 
Fostoria, Bill's Men and Boys' Wear, 118 S. 
Main St. and WFOB Radio, Center and 
Main Streets. In Perrysburg, Huntington 
Bank, Downtown, and Huntington Bank, 
Three Meadows. In Tbledo, Sports Gallery, 
5577 Monroe St. (The Promenade Shops) 
and through SelecTix outlets in five Tbledo 
area Food Town stores and at the Toledo 
Museum of Art. 
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DWAYNE HAIRSTON 
Freshman ■ DB 
Gahanna. OH 
NORMAN HAMMOUD      SAUL HARRISON STEVE HARTLEY RANDY HECKLINSKI SAMHEMKE RYAN HENRY 
Junior-OL Freshman -TB Freshman DB Junior-QB Freshman -DL Sophomore - QB 
Dearborn, MI Albion, NY Columbus, OH Palatine, IL Bloomfield Hills, MI Canton, OH 
Undeclared Undeclared Marketing Undeclared Business Admimstration 
CHRIS HOLBROOK 
Sophomore • DL 
St. Paris, OH 
Undeclared 
ZEB JACKSON BOB JOHNSON GEORGE JOHNSON JOE JOSEPH DEREK KIDWELL JAMES KITCHEN 
Senior-TB Junior-OL Junior DB Sophomore-LB Freshman-QB Freshman-LB 
Toledo, OH Mansfield, OH Sarasota,FL Boardman,OH Fostoria,OH West Jefferson, OH 
Ethnic Studies General Studies General Studies Undeclared Undeclared Art Education 
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Junior Brian Leaver connected on all but one of his nine field goal    CHACHE LEAL 
tries last season. He was fifth in the MAC with 57 points in 1992. &m DieflfcA 
Sport Management 
BRIAN LEAVER 
Junior ■ PK 
Sarasota,FL 
BRAD LONG 
Senior -TE 
Chesterland, OH 
General Business 
BOOKSTORE 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
ART SUPPLIES 
1424 E. Wooster St. 
Across From Harshman 
THE BEST IN GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Sweat Shirts 
• Throw-Away Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
353-2252 
For the Finest in Arts, 
Entertainment, and Sports... 
Food Town Super Markets: 
Fort Meigs Plaza 
Reynolds at Dorr 
3010 Navarre Avenue 
Lewis at Alexis 
Monroe Street Market Square 
Toledo Museum of Art 
University of Toledo - Savage Hall 
243-7000 or 800-374-0667 
\,eVv°u' 
ticKe*1- 
m JLJL 
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MATTMAHANEY BRIAN MANNS RAMEIR MARTIN RYAN MCELROY DEONMETZ 
Senior • LB Freshman • LB Junior -WR Junior-TE Freshman-TB 
Columbus, OH Rental, OH Massillon, OH Harrison, OH Troy, OH 
Radio/TV/Film Education Englisk/Pre-Law Business Administration Undeclared 
DEAN MILLER 
Freshman - LB 
St. Mary's, OH 
Undeclared 
TOM MOSS 
Sophomore • OL 
Marco Island, FL 
Business Administration 
VTNCEPALKO 
Junior ■ LB 
Stow, OH 
Graphic Design 
MIKE PARKER 
Freshman-TB 
Portsmouth, OH 
Physical Education 
TOM PATE JASON PETERS COTTON PHILLIPS RONNIE REDD WALTER REGULA 
Sophomore ■ DB Junior • OL Freshman - LB Junior-WR Sophomore ■ TE 
Hamilton, OH Hilliard,OH Zanesville, OH Huber Heights, OH Fairfield, Connecticut 
Sport Management Education Undeclared Business Administration Health Education 
BOYS' CAMPS 
Football Swimming 
Basketball Tennis 
Baseball Cross Country 
Golf Track & Field 
Soccer 
GIRLS' CAMPS 
Basketball Swimming 
Volleyball 
Softball 
Golf 
Soccer 
Tennis 
Cross Country 
Track & Field 
21st Year 
• Accent on the Individual 
• Instruction by BGSU Coaches & Staff 
• Use of Varsity Facilities 
• Use of Student Recreation Center 
• Training Table Type Meal Plan 
• Modern Residence Halls 
For further information contact 
the Athletic Department at (419) 372-2401. 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS! 
CHEVROLET 
Th(U/OU TOYOTA-GEO 
THAYER CHEVROLET - GEO - TOYOTA 
1225 N. Main      Bowling Green      353-5751 (Tol. 244-2161) 
"The Dealerships That Treat You Like Family" 
m^m\ 
GREAT LAKES FORD-NISSAN 
Rte. 25 Bowling Green 353-5271 (Tol. 246-9592) 
Allow us to be your Automotive Headquarters; we've got 5. 
CHEVROLET - GEO - TOYOTA 
FORD - NISSAN 
New and Used Sales — Plus Full Service 
And That Good Old Friendly Family Atmosphere! 
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When Charlotta Jones, stand- 
out freshman basketball star, 
was looking for resources for a 
term paper on Anderson Arena, 
where did she go: 
To the Athletic Archives and 
Museum at 121 Memorial Hall. 
There Mickey Cochrane and 
Don Cunningham supplied her 
with two laden-down folders, the 
first telling a little about the 
history of Memorial Hall and 
Anderson Arena but the second 
giving complete background of 
Harold "Andy" Anderson, the 
person that carries the Anderson 
Arena name. There was more 
than enough material for a 
paper on the 33-year-old 
building 
More and more students, the 
BEE GEE NEWS, sports infor- 
mation office, MAC Conference 
office and the BG public rela- 
tions office are turning to the Ar- 
chives staff to supply the history 
or background on Bowling Green 
standout athletes like Nate 
Thurmond, Howard Komives, 
Brian McClure, Al Bianchi or 
even back to the good ole days of 
Earl Wittmer, BG's leading 
baseball pitcher in 1921-25 or 
even the 1921 football win over 
Findlay, 151-0. 
Cochrane noted, "that the ad- 
dition to the Archives about two 
years ago has opened up our 
research area and given us more 
space to have the files on over 
200 former athletes along with 
the records of all the teams since 
the first basketball team in 
1915-16. 
"We invite students to stop in 
and look over our holdings and 
maybe we can supply the topic 
for a speech or paper on some 
outstanding Bowling Green 
coach or athlete." 
The archives is open from 
10-12 a.m. every day except Fri- 
day during the academic year. 
BGSU ARCHIVES 
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JERMAINE SPIVEY 
Junior ■ DB 
Youngstown. OH 
Electronic Technology 
DARNELL ST/CTEN 
Senior-CB 
Cleveland Heights, OH 
Ethnic Studies 
BRIAN STIER 
Freshman-DB 
Wheaton, IL 
Business Administration 
Junior Ronnie Redd is the top returning receiver for the Falcons. He 
begins the 1993 season having caught a pass in 23 straight games with 
10 of his SI career receptions good for touchdowns. 
Rudolph I Libbe 
We have a 
Falcon Trained Team 
too! 
John Elder Mark Avers Dena Zolciak 
Fritz Rudolph Kent Libbe John Henry 
Phil Rudolph Kathleen Holzman Todd Kurfess 
Allan Libbe Kerm Rudolph Mike Livingston 
Ron Holzman Tom Schneider Phil Rudolph, Jr. 
Scott Libbe Joe Strieter Rick Meadows 
Gary Haas Charles Hutchings Quin St. John 
Jim Hahn Ron Grolle Don Sutphin 
Marilyn Rudolph Gail Lee Harry Bare m 
Tom Mercer 
...these and other Rudolph/Libbe employees, who have studied 
State University can loudly shout "GO FALCONS!" 
General Contractors 
Construction Managers 
John Szofer Wayne Burrer 
Fred Jackson Robert Baggs 
Gary Fries Kathleen 
Erik Johnson Lemmerbrock 
Don Mathewson Mike DeVoider 
Dave Rozelle Jim Philo 
Jeff Schaller Terry Noonan 
Norm Horner Carl Schober 
Tom Robinson Mark Chase 
and taught at Bowling Green 
Walbridge, Ohio 
419/241-5000 
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GO FALCONS 
VISIT YOUR NEW B.G. 
WAL*MART 
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE 
YOUR SPORTS HEADQUARTERS 
SPORTS APPAREL — ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT — 
STADIUM SEATS — TAIL GATE PARTY SUPPLIES 
— HUNTING & FISHING LICENSES — 
BGSU MERCHANDISE! 
•  GET YOUR PHOTOS AFTER THE GAME AT OUR 1 HR. PHOTO 
NOW OPEN EARLY AND OPEN LATE 
MON.-SAT. 7 a.m.-12 Midnight 
SUN. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 
1120S. MAIN ST.        BG 
A I 
N 
Gypsy Lane 
* 
MART 
6 
Bowling Gr—n, OH 
NO SERVICE CHARGE LsJ 
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY K 
1120 South Main Street 
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Senior Brad Long was a second team All-MAC selection last season    BOB WESTERKAMP CHARLIE WILLIAMS JAMAINE WILLIAMS 
starting six games. He is one of 11 seniors on this year's squad. §?PhoT^™ i™or;2? Itosshman - WR jrc«« a BHU<IU. Cincinati, OH Detroit, MI Detroit, MI 
Interpersonal Sociology Undeclared 
Communication 
GOOD LUCK 
FALCONS! 
yVR2S COPY SYSTEMS 
1101 North Summit 
Toledo, Ohio 43604 
(419-243-6777) 
Your Authorized Toshiba Copier & Facsimile Dealer 
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JOEWYSE MCKYISHA 
Senior - OL Freshman ■ OL 
Archbold,OH Strongsville, OH 
Sociology Undeclared 
Senior Joe Wyse returns on the offensive line along with each of the other four linemen 
from a year ago. Wyse has started each of the last 25 BGSU games. 
Richard 
Newlovc 
Broker 
7:30 - 8 pm 
Daily 
8:30 - 3 pm 
Saturday 
1-3 pm 
Sunday 
NEWIPVE 
REALTY INC. 
♦ara# 
Albert 
Newlove 
Broker 
336 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
352-5161 
Clarke 
American-Lincoln 
Proud to be part of "Your Town" 
for the past 33 years. 
1100 Haskins Road       Bowling Green 
Our Autoscrubbers® , 
Scrubmobiles® , and all hydraulic 
rider power sweepers have earned 
Clarke American-Lincoln the 
distinction of being the leader in 
automated floor care equipment 
worldwide. 
Thanks to the high standards of 
our 195 local employees, Clarke 
American-Lincoln's reputation has 
been built by providing the highest 
quality, durable equipment in the 
industry. 
Our Model 3366 answers the 
industry's demand for state-of-the- 
art outdoor application equipment. 
352-7511 
/////HI 
WE  DO 'CHICKEN RIGHT 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS! 
BOWLING OREEN 
ORTHOPAEDICS. INC. 
Richard D. Barker, MD 
Jeffrey M. LaPorte, MD 
352-1519 
BGSU TEAM PHYSICIANS 
BGSU Students/Faculty/Staff WELCOME! 
960 W. Wooster 
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SOCIAL: 
♦Pre- and Post-Game Parties and 
Luncheons 
♦Greens Fees for BGSU Golf Course 
♦Preferred Parking for Football, 
Basketball & Hockey Games 
♦Ticket Priority 
♦Season Tickets 
INFORMATIONAL: 
♦Calendar of Events 
♦Falcon Club Newsletter 
♦Sports Brochures 
RECOGNITION: 
♦Membership Certificate 
♦Recognition in Athletic Department 
and Falcon Club Publications 
^(Certain benefits dependent on level of contribution) 
f' THE FALCON CLUB 
/    NEEDS YOU! 
Tb Our Falcon Fans: 
You are the key to success for our Falcon teams. 
Our fine student-athletes greatly depend on the 
Falcon Club to raise more than $250,000 of income to 
help fund the athletic grants. The Falcon Club also 
assists in other athletic areas including the funding 
for facility budgets. 
Your help and support does make a difference for the 
continued success of our outstanding teams. Falcon 
Club members are proud alumni, parents, friends and 
fans that provide financial support, volunteer hours 
and give their advisory expertise to the BGSU athletic 
program in order to share in the many benefits the 
Falcon Club has to offer. 
The pride and tradition of Bowling Green has enabl- 
ed the Falcon Club to once again set high goals for 
1993. Your support is needed so participants and fans 
alike can continue to enjoy the winning combination 
provided by one of America's premier athletic 
programs. 
Please give to our fine athletic program and its 19 
very competitive teams as we look forward to you join- 
ing the Falcon Club in '93. 
Go Falcons!!! 
Sincerely, 
Fran Voll 
Associate Athletic Director 
I am interested in learning more about the Falcon 
Club and its activities. 
Name   
Address 
City   
Phone 
State, 
_ Zip_ 
Clip and mail to: The Falcon Club, Athletic Dept. 
BGSU, Bowling Green, Ohio 
43403 
or call (419) 372-7100 
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NORTHWEST OHIO PLASTIC SURGEONS, INC. 
John C. Kelleher, M.D. 
Michael A. Yanik, M.D. 
William O. Murtagh, M.D. 
Laurence M. Baibak, M.D. 
328 22nd Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43624 
419-244-9570 
28442 East River Road 
Suite 104 
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
419-874-2669 
1050 Isaac Streets Drive 
Suite 124 
Oregon, Ohio 43616 
419-698-7485 
Bowling Green 
State University 
« 
o 
e*N. Crea*0„ Q 
•P 
#GSU 
• 18 Holes 
• PGA Professional 
on Staff 
• Pro Shop 
• Golf Carts 
• Driving Range 
• Golf Lessons & Club 
Repair Available 
Stocked with BGSU Crested Items 
Excellent Gift Ideas for Holidays & Birthdays 
Food Service Available For Any Size Group 
Reserve Your 1992 Outing Dates Now! 
372-2674 
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES 
BONNIE KATHRENS — GARY KATHRENS 
Auto • Fire • Life • Commercial 
605 N. Main, Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 354-3516 
MOSSER 
CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
Building a Better 
Northwest Ohio 
122 S. Wilson Avenue 
Fremont, Ohio 43420 
419/334-3801 
Two Maritime Plaza 
Toledo, Ohio 43604 
419/244-3443 
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Official Football Signals—1993 
Ball ready for play Start clock 
Tim«-out 
Discretionary or injury time- 
out (follow by tapping 
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-out 
Touchdown 
Field goal 
Point(s) after touchdown Safety 
m 
Ball dead 
Touchback (move 
side to side) First down Loss of down 
Incomplete forward pass 
Penalty declined 
No play, no score 
Toss option delayed 
Legal touching of forward 
pass or scrimmage kick 
Inadvertent whistle 
(Face Press Box) 
Disregard flag End of period Sideline warning 
First touching 
Illegal touching (NCAA) 
Encroachment 
(NF) 
Offside Defense (NCAA) 
Illegal shift - 2 hands 
Illegal motion - 1 hand 
22 
Delay of game Substitution infraction 
Failure to wear 
required equipment 
Unsportsmanlike conduct 
Noncontact foul 
Illegal participation Sideline interference 
Running into (NCAA) 
or Roughing Kicker 
or Holder 
31 
Illegal batting 
Illegal kicking 
(Followed by pointing 
toward toe for kicking) 
Invalid fair catch signal 
INF) 
Illegal fair catch signal Roughing passer 
Illegal pass 
Illegal forward 
handing 
3fi £L 
Ineligible downfield 
Intentional grounding on pass Personal foul Clipping 
Blocking below waist 
Illegal block Chop block 
Holding/obstructing 
Illegal use of 
hands/arms (NCAA) 
43 
Illegal use of 
hands or arms [NF) 
Illegal block In 
the back (NCAA) 
44 
Helping runner 
Interlocked blocking 
45 
Grasping face mask or 
helmet opening 
46 
Tripping Player disqualification 
Note: Signal numbers 25 and 26 are for future expansion. 25 
CONVENIENCE   MART 
AUTO   WASH 
VIDEO 
CONVENIENCE MART LOCATIONS 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
1091 N. Main 
Bowling Green 
352-2430 
1602 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green 
352-3443 
Detroit and Alexis 
Toledo 
478-9110 
996 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
352-0534 
103 A.W. Trail 
Waterville 
878-8103 
AUTO WASH LOCATIONS 
1001 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
VIDEO STORE LOCATIONS 
1093 N. Main 
Bowling Gree 
354-1401 
''CONVENIENCE AT ITS BEST" 
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1993 Falcon 
Cheerleaders 
Row One (l-r) Cristina 
Whitman, Aimee Lilly, 
Lisa Lochotzki, Anneka 
Wiggins. Row Two (l-r): 
Colleen Alig, Becky Jef- 
frey, DiAnna Wheatley, 
Terri Mann, Jessica Fin- 
neran. Row Three (l-r): 
Stephen Ebanks, Aaron 
Bernstein, Jeff Trainer, 
Dean Wheeler, Ryan 
Sellers, Paul Sauer, Roy 
Oberhaus, Jody Ward - 
Advisor. 
Ever seen a 
football player eat? 
At Chi-Chi's, we have. So you should get here before they do. 
Americas Numero Uno Mexican Restaurant. 
OPENING   SEPTEMBER   13.1993   ACROSS   FROM   THE   STADIUM   IN   THE   GREENWOOD   SHOPPING   CENTER. 
27 
Goal Oriented 
Drive, determination, 
teamwork and a winning 
attitude... all attributes 
of success, both on and 
off the field. 
Sprint Cellular 
1370 Dussel Drive • Maumee, OH 893-1077 or 1-800-548-6019 
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FALCONS IN THE PROS 
(National Football League team unless otherwise noted) 
Year Name Drafted By Round Additional Pro Experience (Years) 
1949 MaxMinnich Los Angeles 10th 
1950 Jack Woodland Cleveland 24th Erie (PA) Bears 
Bob Schnelker Cleveland 29th Philadelphia, NY Giants, Minn., Pittsburgh, 1959-62 
1953 FredDurig San Francisco 16th 
1956 Jack Hecker Cleveland 9th 
1957 Ken Russell Detroit 6th 1957-59 
1958 Karl Koepfer Detroit 8th 
John Murnen Baltimore 19th 
1960 BobZimpfer Denver 1st 
1961 Bernie Casey San Francisco 1st L.A., 1961-68 
NY. Titans (AFL) 9th 
Bob Reublin NY. Giants 19th 
Clarence Mason Green Bay 16th 
Ralph White Baltimore 11th 
Houston (AFL) 9th 
Jack Harbaugh Buffalo (AFL) 25th 
Bob Bird Houston (AFL) 11th 
1962 Karl Anderson Detroit 11th 
Jerry Croft Baltimore 5th 
Buffalo (AFL) 11th 
Robert Fearnside Los Angeles 13th 
1963 Gary Sherman Cleveland 19th 
Boston (AFL) 21st 
Bob Reynolds St. Louis 2nd Boston, 1963-75 
Don Lisbon San Francisco 3rd 1963-67 
1964 Tbny Lawrence St. Louis 10th 
Boston (AFL) 21st 
1965 Jay Cunningham Boston (AFL) 13th 1965-67 
1966 Jerry Jones Atlanta 2nd N. Orleans, 1966-68 
Denver (AFL) 7th 
Tbny Fire Cleveland 11th Buffalo, 1966 
Heath Wingate Washington 13th 
Boston (AFL) 4th 
Bill Earhart Buffalo (AFL) 17th 
1967 MikeWeger Detroit 9th San Diego, Houston, 1967-78 
Stew Williams Green Bay 6th 
Dick Wagoner Minnesota 17th 
Jamie Rivers St. Louis 5th NY Jets, Houston, 1968-76 
1969 Richard Perrin NY Giants 13th 1969-70 
1970 DavePolak Baltimore 13th 
Honester Davidson Cleveland 8th 
Tbm Lloyd St. Louis 5th 
1971 Phil Villapiano Oakland 2nd Buffalo, 1971-83 
1973 John Czerwinski NY Jets 16th 
Fred Sturt St. Louis 3rd Washington, N. England, N. Orleans, 1972-82 
1974 Tbny Bell Baltimore 4th 
Paul Miles Baltimore 8th Memphis (WFL) 
Myron Wilson Detroit 16th 
Phil Polak Philadelphia 10th 
Roger Wallace St. Louis 12th Memphis (WFL) 
Greg Meczka San Diego 15th 
1976 Gene Jones N. Orleans 16th 
1977 Dave Preston New England 12th Denver (NFL), Denver (USFL), 1977-84 
1978 Mark Miller Cleveland 3rd G. Bay, Kansas City, Oakland, Mich. (USFL) 1978-83 
Jack Williams St. Louis 6th Ottawa (CFL), 1978-86 
1979 JeffGroth Miami 8th Houston, N. Orleans, 1979-86 
Dirk Abernathy Oakland 12th 
1980 Bob Harris Philadelphia 9th 
1983 Andre Young Cincinnati 12th Denver (USFL), Calgary (CFL), Green Bay, 1983-86 
1984 Martin Bayless St. Louis 4th Buffalo, San Diego, Kansas City 1984-SA 
Mark Emans Green Bay 12th 
1986 Brian McClure Buffalo 12th 1986-88 
1989 Kyle Kramer Cleveland 5th 1989-90 
1990 Reggie Thornton Minnesota 5th Indianapolis, (1991-1992), Cincinnati (1993) 
Ronald Heard Pittsburgh 6th San Diego, 1991 
Derrick Carr New Orleans 8th Los Angeles, 1991 
1991 Cris Shale Washington 10th 
Reynolds 
Rivers 
Smith 
Earliest selection: Bernie Casey (1961), 9th player overall 
FREE AGENTS 
Larry Baker - NY Titans (AFL), 1960; Gerald Bayless - Cleveland, Atlanta, 1987-88; Ed Bettridge - Cleveland, 1964; Bill Bradshaw - Baltimore, 1953; Kenneth Burke - Sask, (CFL) 1964, 
Green Bay, 1965; Ken Burress - Seattle, 1993; Chester Chapman - Detroit, Charlotte (AFL), 1934; Dave Cranmer - Calgary (CFL), 1969; Duane Crenshaw - Columbus Thunderbolts (Arena 
League), 1991; Shawn Daniels - Dallas, Saskatchewan, 1989-SA; Sean Dykes - San Diego, NY Jets, Saskatchewan (CFL), San Antonio (WLAF), 1991; Mike Estep - NY Jets, 1987-88; Joe 
Green - NY Giants, Houston, 1970-74; Tom Hall - Memphis (WFL), 1974; Stan Hunter - NY Giants, NY Jets, 1986-87; John Jacquot - Memphis (WFL), 1974; Greg A. Johnson - Detroit, 
1988; Anthony Rijanko - Memphis (WFL), 1974; Dave Kinzie -Toronto (CFL), 1989; Jim Ladd - Chicago Cardinals, 1954-56; Bob Martin - Jacksonville (WFL), 1974; Mike McGee - New 
England, 1989; Greg Meehan - San Diego, Cincinnati, 1986-88; Tom Moriarty - Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Michigan (USFL), 1977-83; Mark Nelson - Minnesota, 1987; Kevin O'Brien - Buffalo, 
1993; Mike Obrovac - Cincinnati, Green Bay, 1981-85; John Park - British Columbia (CFL), 1981-88; Shawn Potts - Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Houston (USFL), Buffalo, 1983-86; Tim 
Quinn ■ Chicago (WFL), 1974; Roger Reynolds - NY Giants, 1969; Tim Ross - New England, 1981; Dan Saleet - Cleveland, 1978; Tom Saleet - NY Jets, 1978; Edmund Siminski - Buffalo 
(AFL), 1940; Doug Smith - Los Angeles, 1978-92; John Spengler - Detroit, 1981; Stu Tolle - Cleveland, 1985; Vince Villanucci - Buffalo, Toronto (CFL), Green Bay, 1986-87; John Villa- 
piano - Houston (WFL), 1973; Erik White - Indianapolis, 1993; Terry Wilson - Houston, 1992; Gehad Youssef - New England, Miami, 1984-86.  
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SOME TEAMMATES YOU 
NEVER OUTGROW 
A lasting financial relationship is forged through continuity of service 
and commitment to excellence across a lifetime of changing needs. From your first 
home mortgage to financing for your children's education. From support of local 
business to investment in our community's educational and athletic resources. 
National City Bank, Northwest makes every financial season a championship one. 
NationalCity Bank     f=} 
MEMBER FDIC 
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BEST OF THE BEST 
Four University professors were recent- 
ly honored for their dedicated efforts in the 
areas of teaching, research and service. 
They were presented three of the Univer- 
sity's highest awards. 
Honored were Dr. W. Robert Midden of 
the chemistry department, who was 
presented with the Master Teacher Award; 
Dr. Ryan Tweney of psychology, who 
received the Olscamp Research Award; and 
Dr. Raj A. Padmaraj of finance and Dr. 
Ellen Williams of special education, who 
were selected to share the Faculty Service 
Award. 
All three awards included the presenta- 
tion of a plaque and a $1,000 cash prize. 
The Master Teacher Award, which 
recognizes excellence in teaching, is given 
annually by the Undergraduate Alumni 
Association. Recipients are nominated by 
students and chosen by an alumni-student 
committee. 
Midden, who joined the -University in 
1987, has been nominated for the Master 
Teacher Award annually since 1989. He 
has gained a reputation for being able to 
unravel the mysteries of science and pre- 
sent it in understandable form. 
Midden is an active researcher and lec- 
turer. He also has received numerous 
grants and is a frequent contributor to pro- 
fessional publications. He currently is 
preparing a book entitled How to Use 
Chemistry which offers a new approach to 
teaching introductory chemistry. 
Before joining the faculty at Bowling 
Green, where he is an assistant professor 
at the Center for Photochemical Sciences, 
Midden taught at The Johns Hopkins 
University in the environmental health 
sciences department. 
The Olscamp Research Award is given 
annually to a faculty member for outstan- 
ding scholarly or creative accomplish- 
ments during the previous three-year 
period. It was initiated in 1985 to en- 
courage and recognize faculty research. 
Tweney, this year's recipient, is a known 
expert on the life and works of Michael 
Faraday, a 19th century scientist noted for 
his contributions to the scientific method. 
In 1989 Tweney traveled to England on 
a Fulbright grant to be a visiting scholar 
at the Science Studies Centre of the 
University of Bath. While abroad he also 
lectured on Faraday at the Royal Institu- 
tion and a West German university. 
In 1991 he organized the conference 
"Faraday '91" at the University which 
drew scholars from both the United States 
and Great Britain. Last year, the book 
"Michael Faraday's 'Chemical Notes, 
Hints, Suggestions and Objects of Pursuit' 
of 1822," which he co-edited, was 
published. 
He also co-edited the test "Wundt 
Studies: A Centennial Collection" about 
the life and work of the famed German 
Ellen Williams 
psychologist known as the founder of ex- 
perimental psychology and he co-edited 
the book "On Scientific Thinking" with 
Bowling Green colleagues Dr. Michael E. 
Doherty and Dr. Clifford R. Mynatt, both 
of psychology. 
The Faculty Service Award is presented 
by Faculty Senate and recognizes continu- 
ing, outstanding service to the University. 
The award is designed to focus upon the 
importance of faculty service for the 
development and enhancement of the 
University. 
The recipient of several large grants, 
Williams is currently the co-coordinator of 
Project CREST (Collaboration for Rural 
Education Special Teachers). Along with 
two other University faculty members, Dr. 
Veronica Gold and Dr. Steven Russell, she 
received a $110,000 grant to implement 
preparatory programs for teachers in rural 
schools. 
From 1989-92 she also was a co- 
coordinator of Project RAISE (Rural 
America Institute in Special Education), 
a program that provided special education 
teachers with additional training needed 
to serve rural school districts. In addition, 
she has served as coordinator of the 
Undergraduate Teacher Training Program 
in special education. 
Involved in University, community and 
professional activities, she is a member of 
the United Health Services Board and Ex- 
ecutive Committee and a board member 
for the Autism Society of Ohio, the Toledo 
Society for Autistic Children and the Sun- 
shine Children's Home. She is also a chair 
of the Wood Lane Residential Board for 
Wood Lane Schools. 
In 1992 she was a nominee for Outstan- 
ding Teacher Educator in Ohio by the Ohio 
Federation Council for Exceptional 
Children. In 1990 she received the Profes- 
sional Educator of the 'Year Award from the 
Autism Society of Northwest Ohio and was 
its Volunteer of the Year in 1987. She has 
been the recipient of the University-Public 
School Cooperation Award. 
Padmaraj has been active in departmen- 
tal management and Faculty Senate com- 
mittees. He joined the University in 1974 
and served as chair of the Department of 
Finance and Insurance from 1981-85. 
Prior to coming to Bowling Green, Pad- 
maraj taught 10 years at the University of 
Madras and served as an administrative 
officer in India's Ministry of Defense. He 
earned his master's degree in business ad- 
ministration at the University and his doc- 
torate from The Ohio State University. 
He currently is chair of the senate's Com- 
mittee on Committees and is a member of 
the Senate Executive Committee. 
Four faculty members were recently honored for their teaching, 
research and service at Bowling Green. The four were honored at a 
Faculty Recognition Dinner. Those honored, from left to right, were Dr. 
Ryan Tweney, Dr. Robert Midden and Dr. Raj A. Padmaraj. The fourth 
honoree, Dr. Ellen Williams, separate photo, was unable to attend the 
dinner. 
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Office of Admissions 
Holds Preview Day 
If you see some new faces on campus 
today, they no doubt belong to visiting 
high school students, their parents and 
teachers who are here participating in 
the Office of Admissions Annual 
Preview Day Program. 
Display booths featuring information 
on academic programs and student ser- 
vices and activities were viewed this 
morning in the Grand Ballroom. Cam- 
pus tours were conducted throughout 
the morning and special open houses 
and demonstrations were offered by 
various departments. 
The Office of Admissions hosts Preview 
Day each year in order to provide pro- 
spective students with an opportunity to 
view many segments of college life This 
year, over 2,500 students, parents and 
teachers will participate in Preview Day 
activities and a second Preview Day is 
scheduled for December 4. 
Special recognition is given to the 
Bowling Green State University Alum- 
ni Association, whose financial support 
helped make today's program a success. 
For those students and parents who 
participated, we hope you found 
Preview Day to be a worthwhile and an 
enjoyable experience. 
1993-94 BGSU POMMERETTES 
FRONT ROW (L-R): Bethany Ruggiero, Michelle Wertz, Colleen Bratkovich, Marci Diaz - Captain, Amy 
Shill, Heidi Loar, Tracey Palastro, Shelly Fent, Julie Schwerin, Sherri Babyak, Sherri Manchester. 
BACK ROW (L-R): Kim DeWitt, Kim Hess, Vanya Jones, Cathy Weaver, Tracie Foster - Captain, Andrea 
Brown, Marylynn Huff, Monica Jett, Corey Minor, Martha Phillips, Mary Beth Mazzeo - Coach. 
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BEST WESTERN 
BACKS THE BGSU FALCONS 
Best |  I Western 
AtQHARE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED & OPERATED 
10300 W  HIGGINS    ROSEMONT, ILLINOIS 80018   PHONE: (708) 298-4471  FAX: (708) 296-4958 
* Rosemont Horizon, 3 blocks 
* Willowcreek Health Club, 93,000 sq. ft!! 2 blocks. 
* Adjacent to Chicago's O'Hare Airport. 
* Located off 1-90,1-294 & 1-190 exits, easy access to downtown 
Chicago. 
* Restaurant,6:00am-1:30am. 
FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL (708) 296-4471 
ESCAPE TO A VICTORIAN 
YESTER-YEAR EXPERIENCE 
IN DEARBORN, MICHIGAN 
•Full Service »Near Metro Airport 
•Indoor Pool • Weekend Packages 
•210 Rooms «Kids Stay Free 
•Free Shuttle to Greenfield Village & 
Henry Ford Museum 
Best pp| Western 
m 
3000 Enterprise Drive 
(1-94 at Oakwood Blvd. Exit 206-A) 
Allen Park/Dearborn, MI 48101 
(313) 271-1600 
9815 Mason-Montgomery Rd.(Mason) 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45040 
(Just 1 Exit South of Kings Island at Exit 19, 1-71 
(513) 398-3633 
Toll Free Reservations 
1-800-528-1234 
Bring this coupon in for 
$5.00 off the Regular Rate 
(Valid thru 3/31/93 • Not valid with any other discounts) 
d)& $59 95 
o o ft PER COUPLE* 
PACKAGE 
•••••••• 
Nearby 
Kings Island Theme Park 
Jack Nicklaus Sports Center 
(Golf/Tennis) 
1
 Cincinnati Zoo 
1
 Reds & Bengals 
Facilities 
• 124 Guest Rooms 
• Outdoor Pool 
• Free HBO - Movies/Sports 
• 24-Hour Restaurants within 
walking distance 
Package Includes: 
• Deluxe guest room for one night 
• Two $4.50 breakfast coupons good towards room 
service or menu service in our Whitney's Restaurant 
• Two drink tickets for use in Fortune's Lounge 
• Full complementary use of adjacent Columbus 
North Sports Club. 
For Reservations, Please Call „, 
614/888-8230 OR 800/528-1234 
ESs3 
iBttt] 
OJestem 
Columbus North 
18 E. Dublin-Granville Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43229 
Continental Inn 
1-75, Exit 44,1/2 mile West 
"Near Dayton Mall" 
$40 +tax 
1 -4 people 
Subject To 
Availability 
Free Continental Breakfast 
35 Channel Cable TV, HBO, ESPN 
For Reservations 
513-866-5500 or 1-800-528-1234 
Valid thru 3/31/94. Must be presented at check-in. Not valid with any other discounts. 
v......————' 
BEST FANS ARE FALCON FANS! 
BEST WESTERN^ 
 Falcon Pla; 
1450 East Woosler Street, Bowling Green, OH 43402 
1-800-528-1234 419-352-4671 
BEST LODGING VALUE IN BG 
BG'S ONLY AAA 3 DIAMOND MOTEL 
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA 
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at the Lodge 
Across from the Stadium 
354-2535 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, 
Cocktails 
7 Days a Week 
Great Sunday Brunch! 
Open at 6:00 a.m. 
Downtown 
163 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
352-2595 
Lunch, Dinner, Snacks, 
and Cocktails 
Open Monday - Saturday 
Deluxe Prime Rib 
& Seafood Buffet 
Friday & Saturday 
University Bookstore 
■^ r\ r\ ^ n 
Conveniently located on campus in the 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
Good Luck Coach Blackney 
and The Falcons! 
Used and new textbooks 
WIDE SELECTION OF BGSU MERCHANDISE: 
T-SHIRTS • SHORTS • SWEATSHIRTS 
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING • CAPS • PENNANTS 
GLASSWARE AND MUGS • DECALS 
ORNAMENTS • KEY RINGS • GIFT PENS 
CLASS RINGS AND MORE.... 
Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Mon.-Thurs., 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
VISIT US AFTER THE GAME! 
Please Drive Carefully 
AUTOMOBILE CLUB 
AAA Travel 
"The Most Trusted Name In Travel." 
AAA Insurance 
"You Can't Do Better Than All A's." 
AAA Toledo Auto Club 
"It Really Does Pay To Belong." 
Sylvania • Port Clinton 
Bryan • Toledo • Oregon 
Defiance • Bowling Green 
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874-3711 
errjjsbunr 
Jfehiator (to. 
RADIATORS • GAS TANKS •  HEATERS 
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE & INSTALLATION 
ERNIE SHIFFLER 
OWNER 
32 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
780 W. BOUNDARY 
ENTRANCE ON GROGAN PLACE 
PERRYSBURG, OH 43551 
GOOD LUCK "FALCONS' 
GO WITH THE #1 SNACKS 
AND THE #1 MAC TEAM 
CJ> 
FROM VOUft FRIENDS AT FRITO-LAY 
the one to call 
for 
financial advice 
■ Income Tax Planning 
• Estate Planning 
• Pre-Retirement 
Counselling 
• Investment 
I Management 
• Education 
Planning 
. 
(800) 352-7674 
CHARTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT 
§ CHRIS COOPER 
^-T CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER 
Admitted to the Registry of Financial Planning Practitioners 
CLU. ChFC 
5810 SOUTHWYCK BLVD. TOLEDO, OH / LICENSED IN 14 STATES 
'Serving all of Ohio" 
/ROCKBOTTOHmZ^ 
Hews 
"Printers of the 
1993-1994 
Bowling Green 
State University 
Football Media Guide 
and 
Football Magazine" 
103 N. Main Street 
Bluffton, Ohio 45817 
(419) 358-8010 
FAX (419) 358-5027 
vA00^ 
r
,   TITI  _.' /instate 
INSURANCE 
352-4641 
Steven W. Keys 
1039 North Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
The stuff 
that dreams are 
made of. 
Hard work Long hours. 
And the drive to continually push 
the limits and be the best. 
It's how winners play. 
And how we work. 
8 State H—c Savings 
BANK       FSB 
Traditional Banking. Progressive Thinking. 
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BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
No. Name (*-Letters)        Pos. 
34 Dwaylon Alexander . . FB 
3 Duan'te Anderson . . .WR 
27 Steve Ayers*  DB 
88 Al Barnett TE 
83 Jason Boeckman  . . . .WR 
54 Brian Borgman LB 
63 Cal Bowers* OL 
58 Lee Boyer* LB 
41 Tom Breitigam* DL 
90 Dave Bruhowzki  DL 
65 Chad Bukey OL 
43 Chris Burton FB 
35 Clyde Butler LB 
67 Joe Canzoneri OL 
40 Darius Card* FB 
45 Greg Cepek LB 
60 Vito Cinquepalmi  . . . OL 
44 Maurice Coles  DL 
50 Curtis Collins* DL 
12 Keith Creech LS 
76 Bill Crowe  OL 
36 Courtney Davis TB 
33 Bill DiOrio TB 
71 Jason Dolliver* DL 
23 Rob Donahue** P 
70 Bob Dudley*** DL 
19 Mark Dunaway QB 
25 Tony Everhart DB 
75 Ken Fink  OL 
68 Matt Foley** OL 
10 Shane Foster  DB 
99 Clint Frazier**   DL 
22 Tom Gabram WR 
91 Shawn George DL 
59 Willie Gibson LB 
20 Dwayne Hairston DB 
73 Norman Hammoud* . OL 
42 Saul Harrison TB 
9 Steve Hartley DB 
6 Randy Hecklinski . . . QB 
Ht. Wt. C1./E1. Hometown (High School) 
6-1 240 Jr./So. Youngstown, OH (Wilson) 
6-1 175 So./Fr. Farmington Hills, MI (Harrison) 
5-7 185 Jr./So. Columbus, OH (Brookhaven) 
6-6 245 Fr./Fr. Belleville, MI 
6-2 180 Fr./Fr. Centerville, OH (Alter) 
6-2 215 So./Fr. Williamston, MI 
6-1 270 Jr./So. Auburn, IN (DeKalb) 
6-1 220 5/Sr. Maumee, OH (Anthony Wayne) 
5-10 250 So./So. Fostoria, OH 
6-4 220 So./Fr. Northville, MI (Detroit CO 
6-3       250      Jr./So.    Centerburg, OH (Sparta Highland) 
6-2 
6-0 
6-5 
225 
235 
290 
Fr./Fr. 
So./Fr. 
Jr./So. 
5-11     240      So./So. 
Ft. Wayne, IN (Snider) 
Columbus, OH (East) 
Ypsilanti, MI 
Cleveland, OH (St. Edward) 
6-4 230 Jr./So. 
6-2 290 Sr./Sr. 
5-11 280 5/Sr. 
6-5 265 Sr./Jr. 
6-5 220 Sr./Jr. 
Westerville, OH (North) 
Chicago, IL (St. Patrick) 
Wheeling, WV (C. Catholic) 
Ft. Wayne, IN (Wayne) 
Franklin, OH 
6-3 
5-9 
5-8 
6-6 
6-2 
295 So./Fr. 
175 Fr./Fr. 
175 So./Fr. 
250 Sr./Jr. 
200 Jr./Jr. 
Cortland, OH (Lakeview) 
Ft. Wayne, IN (Snider) 
Poland, OH (Cardinal Mooney) 
Fenton, MI (Lake Fenton) 
Youngstown, OH (Canfield) 
6-4 275 5/Sr. Northville, MI 
6-2 180 So./Fr. Butler, PA (Knoch) 
6-1 185 So./So. Middletown, OH 
6-3 240 So./Fr. Cleveland, OH (St. Ignatius) 
6-1 265 5/Sr. Springfield, OH (Shawnee) 
6-0 190 Jr./Jr. Lima, OH (Central Catholic) 
6-3 245 5/Sr. Cincinnati, OH (Lakota) 
5-8 170 Fr./Fr. Novelty, OH (Kenton) 
6-4 265 So./Fr. Urbana, OH (St. Paris Graham) 
6-2 230 Sr./Jr. San Diego, CA (Point Loma) 
6-1 180 Fr./Fr. 
6-3 295 Sr./Jr. 
5-10 235 So./Fr. 
5-11 190 So./Fr. 
5-11 185 Sr./Jr. 
Gahanna, OH (Lincoln) 
Dearborn, MI (Fordson) 
Albion, NY 
Columbus, OH (Linden McKinley) 
Palatine, IL 
(Continued on page 37) 
TRAVEL PLANS 
Navy 
(Sept. 24-25) 
Holiday Inn-BWI Airport 
890 Elkridge Landing Rd. 
Linthicum, MD 21090 
(410) 859-8400 
Transportation: Plane 
Ohio 
(Oct. 8-9) 
Holiday Inn 
1858 North Memorial Dr. 
Lancaster, OH 43130 
(614) 653-3040 
Transportation: Bus 
Ball State 
(Oct. 22-23) 
The Hotel Roberts 
420 South High Street 
Muncie, IN 47305 
(800) 447-1921 
Transportation: Bus 
Miami 
(Oct. 29-30) 
The Hamiltonian Hotel 
One Riverfront Plaza 
Hamilton, OH 45011 
(800) 552-5570 
Transportation: Bus 
Central Michigan 
(Nov. 12-13) 
The Doherty Hotel 
North McEwan 
Clare, MI 48617 
(800) 525-4115 
Transportation: Bus 
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FUTURE SCHEDULES 
1994 
Sept. 3 at North Carolina State 
Sept. 10 at Akron 
Sept. 17 NAVY 
Sept. 24 at Eastern Michigan 
Oct. 1 at Cincinnati 
Oct. 8 OHIO 
Oct. 15 at Toledo 
Oct. 22 BALL STATE 
Oct. 29 MIAMI 
Nov. 5 at Kent 
Nov. 12 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
1995 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 30 
LOUISIANA TECH 
at Missouri 
at Temple 
1996 
Aug.     31     at Alabama 
Sept.    14     TEMPLE 
Nov.      16     at Central Florida 
1997 
Sept.       6     at Louisiana Tech 
Sept.    13     CENTRAL FLORIDA 
Sept.     27     at Kansas State 
Schedules subject to change 
note: MAC schedules for 1995-97 will be 
announced later this season 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
(Continued from, page 36) 
No. Name (*-Letters)        Pos. Ht. Wt. C1./E1.    Hometown (High School) 
97 Sam Hemke DL 6-4 250 Fr./Fr. Bloomiield Hills, MI/Lahser 
18 Ryan Henry QB 5-11 195 Jr./So. Canton, OH/McKinley 
92 Chris Holbrook DL 6-2 280 So./So. St. Paris, OH/Graham 
21 Zeb Jackson*** TB 5-11 175 5/Sr. Toledo, OH/St. Francis 
62 Bob Johnson OL 6-3 270 Sr./Jr. Mansfield, OH/Madison 
2 George Johnson** .. .CB 5-10 185 Sr./Jr. Sarasota, FL 
86 Joe Joseph LB 6-2 230 Jr./So. Boardman, OH 
13 Derek Kidwell QB 6-2 215 So./Fr. Fostoria, OH 
96 James Kitchen LB 5-11 210 So./Fr. West Jefferson, OH 
95 John Kuck DL 6-4 240 Fr./Fr. New Knoxville, OH (Culver Military) 
51 Doug Landon LB 6-3 220 So./Fr. Ann Arbor, MI (Pioneer) 
46 Chache Leal LB 6-0 220 Sr./Jr. San Diego, CA (Lincoln) 
31 Brian Leaver** PK 5-5 170 Sr./Jr. Sarasota, FL 
81 Brad Long** TE 6-5 235 5/Sr. Chesterland, OH (W. Geauga) 
47 Matt Mahaney LB 6-1 225 5/Sr. Columbus, OH (Watterson) 
52 Brian Manns LB 6-3 240 Fr./Fr. Kenton, OH 
8 Rameir Martin* WR 6-3 185 Sr./Jr. Massillon, OH (Washington) 
89 Ryan McElroy** TE 6-1 210 Sr./Jr. Harrison, OH 
55 Dean Miller LB 6-4 200 Fr./Fr. St. Mary's, OH (Memorial) 
78 Tom Moss OL 6-2 240 Jr./So. Marco Island, FL (Lely) 
32 Bob Oliver DB 6-1 195 Fr./Fr. Delaware, OH (Hayes) 
30 Vince Palko** ILB 6-1 225 Sr./Jr.   Stow, OH (St. Vincent-St. Mary's) 
28 Mike Parker TB 5-10 210 Fr./Fr. Portsmouth, OH 
24 Tom Pate DB 5-11 180 Jr./So. Hamilton, OH 03adin) 
77 Jason Peters* OL 6-5 295 Sr./Jr. Hilliard, OH 
56 Cotton Phillips LB 6-4 245 Fr./Fr. Zanesville, OH (Maysville) 
1 Ronnie Redd** WR 5-9 185 Sr./Jr. Huber Heights, OH (Wayne) 
87 Walter Regula TE 6-3 220 Jr./So. Fairfield, CT 
7 Steve Rodriguez S 5-11 175 Jr./So. Solon, OH 
38 Derek Schorejs* PK 5-10 205 Jr./So. Westerville, OH (North) 
48 Tawan Smith LB 5-11 260 Fr./Fr. Columbus, OH (Eastmoor) 
5 Jermaine Spivey*  . . .CB 5-6 175 Sr./Jr. Youngstown, OH (Wilson) 
16 Darnell Staten** CB 5-8 170 5/Sr. Cleveland Hgts., OH (Shaw) 
15 Brian Stier DB 5-11 180 So./Fr. Wheaton, IL (North) 
79 Mike Story OL 6-6 280 So./Fr.    Farmington Hills, MI (Harrison) 
94 Trevor Stover* TE 6-3 225 Jr./So. Galena, OH (Big Walnut) 
17 Andy Tracy* P 6-1 190 So./So. Bowling Green, OH 
98 Bob Westerkamp TE 6-4 240 Jr./So. Cincinnati, OH (Elder) 
4 Charlie Williams* ...WR 6-0 180 Sr./Jr. Detroit, MI (Ford) 
84 Jamaine Williams .. .WR 6-2 190 Fr./Fr. Detroit, MI (E. Catholic) 
49 Jason Woullard* LB 6-0 220 So./So. Massillon, OH (Washington) 
93 Bryan Wuertzer TE 6-5 250 Fr./Fr. Munfordville, KY (Hart Cty.) 
61 Joe Wyse*** OL 6-5 310 5/Sr. Archbold, OH 
66 Rick Yisha OL 6-2 240 So./Fr. Strongsville, OH (St. Ignatius) 
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BOWLING GREEN 
1 Ronnie Redd WR 27 Steve Ayers DB 49 Jason Woullard LB 75 Ken Fink OL 
2 George Johnson DB 28 Mike Parker TB 50 Curtis Collins DL 76 Bill Crowe OL 
3 Duan'te Anderson WR 30 Vince Palko ILB 51 Doug Landon LB 77 Jason Peters OL 
4 Charlie Williams WR 31 Brian Leaver PK 52 Brian Manns LB 78 Tom Moss OL 
5 Jermaine Spivey 
6 Randy Hecklinski 
7 Steve Rodriguez 
DB 
QB 
S NUMERICAL ROSTER 
79 
81 
83 
Mike Story 
Brad Long 
Jason Boeckman 
OL 
TE 
WR 
8 Rameir Martin WR 32 Bob Oliver DB 54 Brian Borgman LB 84 Jamaine Williams WR 
9 Steve Hartley DB 33 Bill DiOrio TB 55 Dean Miller LB 86 Joe Joseph LB 
10 Shane Foster DB 34 Dwaylon Alexander FB 56 Cotton Phillips LB 87 Walter Regula TE 
12 Keith Creech LS 35 Clyde Butler LB 58 Lee Boyer LB 88 Al Barnett TE 
13 Derek Kidwell QB 36 Courtney Davis TB 59 Willie Gibson LB 89 Ryan McElroy TE 
15 Brian Stier DB 37 Deon Metz TB 60 Vito Cinquepalmi OL 90 Dave Bruhowzki DL 
16 Darnell Staten DB 38 Derek Schorejs PK 61 Joe Wyse OL 91 Shawn George DL 
17 Andy Tracy P 40 Darius Card FB 62 Bob Johnson OL 92 Chris Holbrook DL 
18 Ryan Henry QB 41 Tom Breitigam DL 63 Cal Bowers OL 93 Bryan Wuertzer TE 
19 Mark Dunaway QB 42 Saul Harrison TB 65 Chad Bukey OL 94 Trevor Stover TE 
20 Dwayne Hairston DB 43 Chris Burton FB 66 Rick Yisha OL 95 John Kuck DL 
21 Zeb Jackson TB 44 Maurice Coles DL 67 Joe Canzoneri OL 96 James Kitchen LB 
22 Tom Gabram WR 45 Greg Cepek LB 68 Matt Foley OL 97 Sam Hemke DL 
23 Rob Donahue P 46 Chache Leal LB 70 Bob Dudley DL 98 Bob Westerkamp TE 
24 Tom Pate DB 47 Matt Mahaney LB 71 Jason Dolliver DL 99 Clint Frazier DL 
25 Tony Everhart DB 48 Tawan Smith LB 73 Norman Hammoud OL 
On Offense 
<S> <£> <J*> <£> <5§><S> 
81 Long               65 Bukey             61 Wyse              68 Foley 73 Hammoud         77 Peters 
89 McElroy             67 Canzoneri          63 Bowers              62 Johnson 60 Cinquepalmi       76 Crowe 
18 Henry 
13 Kidwell 
<2>     <E> <£> 
40 Card 
34 Alexander 
1Redd 
4 Williams 
8 Martin 
3 Anderson 
21 Jackson 
28 Parker 
36 Davis 
Punt 
PK 
Hold 
LS: 
KOR 
PR: 
17 Tracy 
31 Leaver, 38 Schorejs 
6 Hecklinski 
12 Creech 
21 Jackson 
1 Redd 
On Defense 
CD    <™>    <4> 
70 Dudley 99 Frazier 44 Coles 
50 Collins 71 Dolliver 91 George 
(OIJJ)     (ILB)     (B)    (OLE) 
58 Boyer 
45 Cepek 
D 
49 Woullard 
51 Landon 
30 Palko 
35 Butler 
<5> 
46 Leal 
59 Gibson 
16 Staten 
5 Spivey 
10 Foster 
15 Slier 
7 Rodriguez 
32 Oliver 
2 Johnson 
27 Ayers 
G 
Fala 
PEPSI 
SCOREBOARD 
1st. Qtr. 2nd 
Golden Flashes 
Falcons 
38 
KENT 
1 Lester Carney WR 28 Dujuan Franklin DB 51 Lawrence Brown LB 71 Alan Fitzgerald OL 
4 Troy Robinson FB 29 Mark Black DB 52 Steve Szymanowski DE 72 Kelly Frederick DT 
5 Berkeley Claggett DB 30 Micah Potts DB 53 Dan Holian OL 73 Ryan Creed OL 
6 Orlando Fortunate WR 31 Nick Petty WR/RB 54 Chris Price DE 74 Jay McNeil OL 
7 Tony Britt WR/QB 75 Gerald Washington DT 
9 Mike Acie 
10 Robbie Butts 
11 Kevin Shumann 
QB 
PK 
QB NUMERICAL ROSTER 
76 
77 
78 
Brian Paroda 
Rodney West 
Doug Morgan 
Craig Butler 
OL 
OL 
OL 
12 Roger Jones DB 32 Omar Williams FB 55 Brian Hales OL 80 WR 
13 Ken Walter P 33 Damon McClendon DB 56 Jon Durkos ILB 81 Otis Santiago TE 
14 Astron Whatley RB 34 Sean Johnson LB 57 Maurice Sumpter DT 82 Brian Dusho WR 
15 Adam Rex LB 35 Jeff Turner DE 58 Roger Terry LB 83 Jeffrey Stout WR 
16 Keith Younger DB 36 Jason Reed DB 59 Eli Donaker DE 84 Shawn McNulty WR 
17 Lance Reisland QB 38 Sean Ward OLB 60 Steve DeLucia OL 85 Brian Cunningham K 
18 Dustin Kaczoroski QB 39 Aaron Hummeldorf DB 61 Travis Jennings DT 86 Mark Britt WR 
19 Robert Moore DB 41 Raeshuan Jernigan RB 62 Sean Peters OL 87 Mark Porter TE 
20 Lance Hansen WR 42 Matt Harrison DB 63 Jim Crimens OL 88 Gabriel Earley TE 
21 Dennis Robinson TB 43 David Mathis RB 64 Chris Cannon OL 89 Brandon Stewart KS 
22 Rich Yurkiewicz LB 46 Terry Elliott DE 65 Adam Poklar OL 90 Sean Patterson LB 
23 Chad Kramer DB 47 Sam Paschall DB 66 Jon Roberts OL 91 Steve Koproski TE 
24 Reggie Carter TB 48 Brian Miller ILB 67 Mike Stenning OL 94 Mike Holmes DT 
25 Mike Lockett DB 49 Brady Renners DE 68 David Sabolcik OL 95 Matt Jenne DT 
26 Vaughn Mosely TB 50 Mike Barry DE 69 Craig Peeps OL 96 John Patterson DE 
27 A.J. Jimerson DB 50 Scott Windfelder OL 70 Don White OL 97 
98 
Tony Peters 
Chris Ceccoli 
DT 
DT 
}o 
cons 
On Offense 
<2> <^>(S> CD <®> <B> 
91 Koproski 
87 Porter 
60 DeLucia 
78 Morgan 
70 White 
67 Stenning 
69 Peeps 
76 Paroda 
74 McNeil 
64 Cannon 
77 West 
62 Peters 
I 
i 
9 Acie 
11 Shuman 
<M>   <a>    <S> 
82 Dusho 
20 Hansen 
32 Williams 
4 T. Robinson 
<™> 
41 Jernigan 
21 D. Robinson 
1 Carney 
7 Britt 
On Defense 
<D <£> <®> 
49 Renners 95 Jenne 57 Sumpter 
75 Washington 94 Holmes 97 Peters 
<RE> 
35 Turner 
52 Szymanowski 
<SJ3>     (ILB)    (ILB) 
22 Yurkiewicz 
15 Rex 
51 Brown 
34 Johnson 
90 Patterson 
48 Miller 
<2>   (S)   <re>   <S) 
19 Moore 
28 Franklin 
16 Younger 
27 Jimerson 
30 Potts 
25 Lockett 
5 Claggett 
42 Harrison 
2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. Final 
Punt: 13 Walter 
PK: 10 Butts, 85 Cunningham 
Hold: 82 Dusho 
LS: 38 Ward 
KOR: 21 Robinson, 20 Hansen 
PR: 28 Franklin 
39 
KENT GOLDEN FLASHES 
No. Name ("-Letters)        Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. 
9 MikeAcie QB 5-11 165 Fr. 
50 Mike Barry OLB 6-1 230 So. 
29 Mark Black  DB 6-0 195 Fr. 
86 MarkBritt... WR 5-10 155 Fr. 
7 Tony Britt WR 5-9 160 Fr. 
Hometown (High School) 
Pittsburgh, PA (Woodland Hills) 
Downers Grove, IL (North) 
Alliance 
Beachwood 
Beachwood 
51 Lawrence Brown . . .LB 5-11 223 Fr. Sacramento, CA (Grant) 
80 Craig Butler  .WR 5-8 155 Fr. Columbia, MD (Wild Lake) 
10 Robbie Butts  .PK 5-9 180 So. Connellsville, PA 
64 Chris Cannon  .OL 5-11 285 Jr. N. Highland, CA (American River JC) 
1 Lester Carney  .... WR 5-9 181 Sr. Akron (Buchtel) 
24 Reggie Carter  .TB 5-11 182 Fr. Freedom, PA 
98 Chris Ceccoli  .DT 6-2 252 Fr. Scranton, PA 
5 Berkeley Claggett . .DB 5-10 190 Jr. McKeesport, PA 
73 Ryan Creed  .OL 6-6 262 Sr. Clinton (Northwest) 
63 Jim Crimens  OL 6-0 221 Fr. Utica, Mich (Stevenson) 
85 Brian Cunningham .K 5-11 176 So. Mentor (St. Ignatius) 
60 Steve DeLucia .... .OL 6-3 262 So. Canfield 
59 Eli Donaker  .DE 6-3 218 Fr. Coshocton 
56 Jon Durkos  .ILB 6-2 222 Jr. Newton Falls 
82 Brian Dusho  WR 5-11 178 Sr. Lorain (Amherst Steele) 
88 Gabriel Earley .... .TE 6-2 226 Fr. Ft. Lauderdale, FL (St. Thomas Aquinas) 
46 Terry Elliott  .DE 6-4 200 So.. McKeesport, PA 
71 Alan Fitzgerald . . . .OL 5-11 246 Fr. Youngstown (Rayen) 
6 Orlando Fortunato. .WR 6-1 179 So. Detroit, MI (Henry Ford) 
28 Dujuan Franklin . . .DB 5-9 170 Fr. San Diego, CA (Castle Park) 
72 Kelly Frederick . . . .DT 5-10 260 Fr. Latrobe, PA (Greater Latrobe) 
55 Brian Hales  .OL 6-2 262 Fr. Dunmore, PA 
20 Lance Hansen .... .WR 5-10 180 Fr. Seville (Cloverleaf) 
42 Matt Harrison .... .DB 5-8 172 Fr. Dayton (Meadowdale) 
53 Dan Holian  OL 6-3 220 Fr. Mentor (Lake Catholic) 
94 Mike Holmes  .DT 6-6 230 Jr. Greensburg, PA (Lanley J.C.) 
39 Aaron Hummeldorf .DB 5-8 158 Jr. Louisville, KY (Connor) 
95 Matt Jenne  .DT 6-3 265 Jr. Green Springs (Clyde) 
61 Travis Jennings . .. .DT 6-2 248 Jr. San Diego, CA (Mesa J.C.) 
41 Raeshuan Jernigan .RB 5-9 177 Fr. Euclid 
27 A.J. Jimerson  .DB 6-3 194 Jr. Erie, PA (Tech Memorial) 
34 Sean Johnson  .LB 6-2 212 Fr. Southfield, MI (Brother Rice) 
12 Roger Jones  .DB 5-11 189 Jr. Coraopolis, PA (Cornell) 
18 Dustin Kaczoroski . .QB 6-2 193 Jr. Conneaut 
91 Steve Koproski.... TE 6-0 229 Sr. Ashtabula (St. John) 
23 Chad Kramer  .DB 6-0 190 So. Flint, MI (Powers Catholic) 
25 Mike Lockett  .DB 6-1 185 Fr. Ft. Lauderdale, FL (St. Thomas) 
43 David Mathis  .RB 5-9 190 Fr Indianapolis, Ind. (Howe) 
33 Damon McClendon .DB 5-11 180 Fr. Pontiac, MI (Brother Rice) 
74 Jay McNeil  OL 6-4 271 Jr. London, Ont. (Saunders) 
(Continued on page 41) 
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OPPONENTS' RESULTS 
VIRGINIA TECH (6-2) 
Sept.   4 BOWLING GREEN W  33-16 
Sept. 11 at Pittsburgh W 63-21 
Sept. 18 at Miami (Fla.) L     2-21 
Sept. 25 MARYLAND W 55-28 
Oct.   2 at West Virginia L    13-14 
Oct. 16 TEMPLE W  55-7 
Oct. 23 RUTGERS W  49-42 
Oct. 30 EAST CAROLINA W  31-12 
Nov.   6 at Boston College 
Nov. 13 SYRACUSE 
Nov. 20 at Virginia 
CINCINNATI (fr3) 
Sept.   4 AUSTIN PEAY W  42-10 
Sept. 11 at Bowling Green L     7-21 
Sept. 18 MIAMI W 30-23 
Sept. 25 at Syracuse L    21-24 
Oct.   2 atTulsa W  22-15 
Oct.   9 at Vanderbilt L      7-17 
Oct. 16 BALL STATE W  44-12 
Oct. 23 at Toledo W  31-24 
Oct. 30 MEMPHIS STATE W  23-20 
Nov. 13 at Houston 
Nov. 20 EAST CAROLINA 
NAVY (4-4) 
Sept. 11 at Virginia L      0-38 
Sept. 18 EASTERN ILLNOIS W  31-10 
Sept. 25 BOWLING GREEN W  27-20 
Oct.   2 at Tulane L    25-27 
Oct.   9 AIR FORCE W  26-24 
Oct. 16 COLGATE W  31-3 
Oct. 23 at Louisville L      0-28 
Oct. 30 NOTRE DAME L    27-58 
Nov. 13 at Vanderbilt 
Nov. 20 SMU 
Dec.   4 Army 
TOLEDO                   (3-5, 2-3 MAC) 
Sept.   4 at Indiana L      0-27 
Sept. 18 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS W  49-28 
Sept. 25 OHIO W  28-10 
Oct.   2 at Bowling Green L    10-17 
Oct.   9 at Ball State L    30-31 
Oct. 16 MIAMI L    19-22 
Oct. 23 CINCINNATI L    24-31 
Oct. 30 at Kent W  45-27 
Nov.   6 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Nov. 13 at Western Michigan 
Nov. 19 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
OHIO (3-6, 3-4 MAC) 
Sept.   4 at North Carolina L      3-44 
Sept. 11 at Central Michigan L      0-38 
Sept. 18 BALL STATE L    16-24 
Sept. 25 at Toledo L    10-28 
Oct.   2 at Virginia L      7-41 
Oct.   9 BOWLING GREEN L      0-20 
Oct. 16 KENT W   15-10 
Oct. 23 at Miami W  22-20 
Oct. 30 AKRON W  21-13 
Nov.   6 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 13 at Eastern Michigan 
AKRON                      (4-4, 3-3 MAC) 
Sept.   2 at Central Michigan W  23-13 
Sept. 11 KENT W  42-7 
Sept. 18 at Western Michigan L      3-20 
Oct.   2 at Army L    14-35 
Oct.   9 MIAMI W  31-13 
Oct. 16 at Bowling Green L      7-49 
Oct. 23 at Temple W  31-7 
Oct. 30 at Ohio L    13-21 
Nov.   6 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 13 BALL STATE 
Nov. 20 YOUNGSTOWN STATE 
OPPONENTS' RESULTS 
BALL STATE    (5-2-1, 4-0-1 MAC) 
Sept.   4 at Syracuse L    12-35 
Sept. 11 ILLINOIS STATE W 45-30 
Sept. 18 at Ohio W 24-16 
Oct.   2 at Central Michigan W 20-17 
Oct.   9 TOLEDO W  31-30 
Oct. 16 at Cincinnati L    12-44 
Oct. 23 BOWLING GREEN T   26-26 
Oct. 30 at Eastern Michigan W  18-13 
Nov.   6 MIAMI 
Nov. 13 at Akron 
Nov. 20 KENT 
MIAMI (2-6, 1-5 MAC) 
Sept. 11 S.W. LOUISIANA W   29-28 
Sept. 18 at Cincinnati L    23-30 
Sept. 25 at Western Michigan L      0-17 
Oct.   2 EASTERN MICHIGAN L     7-15 
Oct.   9 at Akron L    13-31 
Oct. 16 at Toledo W  22-19 
Oct. 23 OHIO L   20-22 
Oct. 30 BOWLING GREEN L   25-30 
Nov.   6 at Ball State 
Nov. 13 at Kent 
Nov. 20 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
KENT (0-8, 0-6 MAC) 
Sept.   4 at Kentucky L     0-35 
Sept. 11 at Akron L      7-42 
Sept. 18 at Hawaii L    17-49 
Oct.   2 WESTERN MICHIGAN L    21-27 
Oct.   9 at Eastern Michigan L    15-20 
Oct. 16 at Ohio L    10-15 
Oct. 23 CENTRAL MICHIGAN L    28-33 
Oct. 30 TOLEDO L    27-45 
Nov.   6 at Bowling Green 
Nov. 13 MIAMI 
Nov. 20 at Ball State 
C. MICHIGAN         (3-5, 3-3 MAC) 
Sept.   2 AKRON L    13-23 
Sept. 11 OHIO W  38-0 
Sept. 18 atUNLV L    20-33 
Sept. 25 at Michigan State L    34-48 
Oct.   2 BALL STATE L    17-20 
Oct.   9 WESTERN MICHIGAN W  23-18 
Oct. 16 EASTERN MICHIGAN L    21-28 
Oct. 23 at Kent W  33-28 
Nov.   6 at Toledo 
Nov. 13 BOWLING GREEN 
Nov. 20 at Miami 
W. MICHIGAN        (5-3, 4-1 MAC) 
Sept.   2 YOUNGSTOWN STATE L    13-17 
Sept. 11 at Purdue L    13-28 
Sept. 18 AKRON W    20-3 
Sept. 25 MIAMI W  17-0 
Oct.   2 at Kent W  27-21 
Oct.   9 CENTRAL MICHIGAN L    18-23 
Oct. 23 at Eastern Michigan W  21-20 
Oct. 30 at Army W  20-7 
Nov.   6 at Ohio 
Nov. 13 TOLEDO 
Nov. 20 at Bowling Green 
Schedules subject to change 
KENT GOLDEN FLASHES 
(Continued from page 40) 
No. Name (*-Letters)        Pos. Ht. Wt. CL 
84 Shawn McNulty WR 6-0 195 Fr 
48 Brian Miller ILB 6-2 218 So. 
19 Robert Moore DB 5-9 165 Fr 
78 Doug Morgan OL 6-4 260 Fr. 
26 Vaughn Mosely TB 5-10 195 So. 
76 Brian Paroda OL 6-3 260 So. 
47 SamPaschall DB 5-9 183 Jr. 
96 John Patterson DE 6-4 251 So. 
90 Sean Patterson LB 6-0 236 Sr. 
69 Craig Peeps OL 6-6 255 Jr. 
62 Sean Peters  OL 6-3 258 So. 
97 Tony Peters DE 6-4 252 So. 
31 Nick Petty WR 5-10 197 Fr. 
65 AdamPoklar OL 6-2 244 So. 
87 Mark Porter TE 6-3 234 So. 
30 Micah Potts DB 6-0 177 Fr 
54 Chris Price DE 6-3 195 Fr. 
36 Jason Reed DB 5-9 175 Jr. 
17 Lance Reisland QB 6-4 197 Fr. 
49 Brady Renners DE 6-1 236 Sr. 
15 Adam Rex LB 6-4 215 Jr. 
66 Jon Roberts OL 5-9 212 Fr. 
21 Dennis Robinson TB 5-10 186 So. 
4 Troy Robinson FB 5-9 217 Sr. 
68 David Sabolcik OL 6-1 255 Fr. 
81 Otis Santiago TE 6-6 223 Fr. 
11 Kevin Shuman QB 6-0 203 Jr. 
67 Mike Stenning OL 6-2 260 Jr. 
89 Brandon Stewart PK 6-0 162 Fr. 
83 Jeffrey Stout WR 6-3 186 Fr. 
57 Maurice Sumpter DT 6-0 262 Sr. 
52 Steve Szymanowski. .DE 6-2 234 So. 
58 Roger Terry LB 5-11 226 Fr. 
35 Jeff Turner DE 6-2 231 Sr. 
13 Ken Walter P 6-0 162 So. 
38 Sean Ward OLB 6-2 195 Sr. 
75 Gerald Washington .. DT 6-1 261 So. 
77 Rodney West  OL 6-4 285 Sr. 
14 Astron Whatley RB 5-8 175 Fr. 
70 Don White OL 6-3 275 Fr. 
32 Omar Williams  FB 5-9 192 Jr. 
50 Scott Windfelder ....OL 6-0 237 Fr. 
16 Keith Younger DB 5-10 178 Sr. 
22 Rich Yurkiewicz LB 6-3 216 Jr. 
Hometown (High School) 
Barberton 
Cincinnati (Purcell-Marian) 
Tampa, FL (Hillsborough) 
Mentor 
New Brighton, PA 
Uniontown, PA (Laurel) 
Wichita, KA (Dodge City JC) 
Pittsburgh, PA (West Mifflin) 
Cleveland (Shaw) 
Centerville 
Trafford, PA (Penn Trafford) 
Indiana, PA 
Chagrin Falls (Univ. School) 
Beachwood 
Canfield 
Berea 
Cleveland (St. Ignatius) 
Tallmadge 
Pepper Pike (Orange) 
Fairfield 
Toronto 
Hilliard (Tri-Valley) 
McKeesport, PA 
Pittsburgh, PA (Avonworth) 
Butler, PA 
Whitby, Ontario (St. Michael's) 
Akron (Ellet) 
London, Ont. (Clark Rd Sec.) 
Rochester, MI (Avondale) 
Seven Mile (Edgewood) 
Cleveland (St. Joseph) 
Fremont (St. Joseph) 
Vero Beach, FL 
Canton (Central Catholic) 
Euclid 
Mentor (Lake Catholic) 
Louisville, KY (Male) 
Akron (Central Hower) 
Warren (Harding) 
Kent (Roosevelt) 
Orlando, FL (Jones) 
Bradfordwoods, PA (N. Allegheny) 
Pittsburgh, PA (N. Catholic) 
Parma (Valley Forge) 
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HOSPITALITY CENTER SERVING BGSU 
AND THE BOWLING GREEN COMMUNITY 
o © © 
FOOD SERVICES 
T 
Falcons' Nest 
372-2641 
GATHERING 
PLACE 
HOTEL 
WITH FULL 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Bowl 'N Greenery 
372-2235 
Pheasant Room 
372-7949 
Catering 
372-6951 
Prout Cafeteria 
Conference Center/ 
Meeting Rooms 
372-2241 
Available to 
University and 
off-campus groups 
Full Summer 
Conference 
Services 
372-9858 
Services include 
housing, 
food service, 
meeting & 
recreational 
facilities 
372-2741 
The Hotel has 26 
rooms including 
a suite, rooms 
with queen beds, 
or rooms with 
twin beds. Each 
features remote 
control, color 
television, 
private bath, and 
individual 
heating/air 
conditioning 
g 1992 Doctor's Associates 
Plymouth 
Oodge 
Ondqc Trurbi 
CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE 
THE HOME FOR ALL CHRYSLER PRODUCTS 
921 N. MAIN       BOWLING GREEN 
352-5151  / 243-4647 
The tradition continues at 
AL SMITH OLDS • CADILLAC 
1013 N. MAIN       BOWLING GREEN 
352-OLDS / 243-CADY 
SALES 
PARTS 
SERVICE 
DAILY RENTALS 
LEASING 
BODY SHOP fl 
AT BOTH AWARD-WINNING LOCATIONS 
«SUBIAJRW 
SCORE BIG 
WITH A 
FALCON 
TAILGATE 
PARTY 
828 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
354-2608 
524 E. WOOSTER 
352-8500 
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LET US SHOW YOU 
THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN MARKETING 
AND ENGINEERING. 
EnHanced.MII. 
Come and see the EnHanced 
Mil VTRs—the fifth generation of 
Panasonic half-inch component 
analog recording technology. 
The more you use it, the better it 
gets. Now. a three dimensional- 
type TBC provides features like 
picture-in-picture, a full field of 
memory and digital still-frame. 
RS-422 Serial Digital Control is standard as is a full complement of video and audio connectors. 
By offering features like a selectable, built-in 16:9 aspect ratio and an optional CCIR 601, 4:2:2 
component digital interface, we can tink you to the future M^ ■ 
with Enhanced Mil. *'CtllClSQniC 
Broadcast &Te(Gvision Systems Company 
Video 
Systems Serving metro Toledo and the Midwest! Rental,Sales & Service since 1948. Call 
(419) 868-9988 
6501 Angola Road Unit P.,   Holland, Ohio 
Nutritious Nic 
JSfieklea 
ENRICHED BREAD 
408 EAST WALNUT STREET BUS: 419-843-3666 
NORTH BALTIMORE, OHIO 45872 
WOODMEN FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
A Division of Woodmen Accident and Life Company 
JAMES M. GRAUEL, JR. 
spas, too! 
FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS 
FOR OVER 35 YEARS 
BRIGHAM POOLS, INC. 
318 ILLINOIS AVE./MAUMEE, OH/893-2032 
Worship With Us After The Game 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church 
315 S. College Drive Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 353-9305 or 353-6675 
■1 I ■11 
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" 
Saturday at 5p.m.Casual Attire 
Sunday Worship 8:30 &.11:00a.m 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
■    ■ ■■■*:■;■ 
,-■.■-■■■■■■■■ -,■.<■'"'        .•■■■:...;■■■■■ ■■■ ■■■■■■.■■■a.:--.-, .v..-" ■ " 
ELCA - ^TheWelcome Place' 
7 SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
Sound System Supplier 
for the new 
Field House Practice Facility 
29050 Glenwood Road 
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
Phone 666-0676 
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GO FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. PHONE 353-7732 
Open Saturday 9:00-5:00       Weekdays 9:00-5:30 
Home of Bowling Green's 
Largest Selection of 
Imprinted BGSU Soft Goods 
Serving BGSU For Over 30 Years 
THE DRIVE TO WIN 
Try our Dinner Specials or 
our Weekday Breakfast Breaks! 
Located across from the stadium 
Carry Out Available. Call 352-2193 
M 
p : 
1 aft A* itfttrafl ft iA 
WEUCOME TO BOB EVANS. 
Custom Silk Screening or Embroidery on: 
T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Jackets and Hats 
112 S. Main St. BG 
1-419-354-3098 1-800-626-4940 
it FIRST CARE, THEN CARS 
FOR OVER 54 YEARS! 
39 
At Ed Schmidt, "first care, then cars" has been our way of 
doing business since we first opened over 54 years ago. We 
did business that way then, and we do it that way now! 
Before we try to put you in one of our cars, we try to put 
ourselves in your shoes. Some call that the Golden Rule, we 
just call it good business. And that way of doing business 
has given Ed Schmidt an A-1 rating in the Northwestern 
Ohio area. See us for all your automotive needs. 
'First Care Then Cars" 
PONTIAC/GMC TRUCK/CONVERSION VAN/VOLVO/SAAB/VOLKSWAGEN 
Perrysburg • 26875 North Dixie Highway • 874-4331 
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NotYour 
i 
Johnny Bench 
There are a lot of reasons to switch 
to Fifth Third. We have shown our 
strength by ranking as one of the 
strongest banks in the country, year 
after year. And when you take a look 
at Fifth Third's total package of 
products and services like our One 
Account Plust, Rainy Day CD and 
Club 53, we don't think anyone can 
match it! 
So, stop by your nearest Fifth Third 
Banking Center—there are 47 in 
northwest Ohio, nine of which are in 
select Kroger stores and offer seven- 
day-a-week banking. You'll find out 
why we're not your ordinary bank! 
'Service mark owned by Fifth Third Bank. Member FDIC. FIFTH THIRD BANK 
FALCON FOOTBALL MAGAZINE 
KENT 
Carol 
Cartwright 
President 
Paul Amodio 
Athletic 
Director 
Pete Cordelli 
Head Coach 
Berkeley Claggett 
Junior - DB 
McKeesport, PA 
Ryan Creed 
Senior - OL 
Clinton, OH 
Raeshuan Jernigan 
Freshman - RB 
Euclid, OH 
Matt Jenne 
Junior-DT 
Green Springs, OH 
Jrady Renners Troy Robinson Kevin Shuman Mike Stenning 
Senior-DE Junior - FB Junior ■ QB Junior - OL 
Fairfield, OH Pittsburgh, PA Akron, OH London, Ontario 
Maurice Sumpter 
Senior-DT 
Cleveland, OH 
Jeff Turner 
Senior-DE 
Canton, OH 
Ken Walter 
Sophomore - P 
Euclid, OH 
Rich Yurkiewicz 
Junior - LB 
Parma, OH 
KENT 
Location: Kent, Ohio 
Founded: 1910 
Enrollment: 33,307 
Nickname: Golden Flashes 
Colors: Navy Blue & Gold 
Assistant Coaches: 
Jon Hoke (Defensive Coordinator) 
Shannon O'Brien (Offensive 
Coordinator) 
Thomas Jones (Secondary) 
Pete Mahoney (Defensive Ends) 
Denie Marie (Wide Receivers) 
Mike Pendino (Offensive Line) 
Ricky Porter (Running Backs) 
Thomas Spann (Linebackers) 
Series Record: BG, 42-13-6 
Series Scores: 
1920 BG 7 
1921#BG 0 
1922 BG 6 
1927 BG 13 
1928#BG 6 
193MBG 0 
1935 KS 45 
1936#KS 6 
1937 BG 13 
1938#KS 7 
1939 BG 34 
19401 KS 13 
1941 BG 12 
1942#KS   7 
1946 BG 13 
1947 BG 21 
1948 BG 23 
1949# BG 27 
1950 KS 19 
195 W BG 27 
1952 BG 44 
1953iC KS 41 
1954 KS 28 
1955 BG 6 
19561 BG 17 
1957 BG 13 
1958#KS 8 
1959 BG 25 
1960# BG 28 
1961 BG 21 
1962# BG 45 
KS 
KS 
KS 
KS 
KS 
KS 
BG 
BG 
KS 13 
BG 3 
KS 
BG 
KS 
BG 
KS 
KS 18 
KS 14 
KS 6 
BG 6 
KS 27 
KS 21 
BG 7 
BG 25 
KS 6 
KS 0 
KS 7 
BG 7 
KS 8 
KS 0 
KS 6 
KS   6 
1963 BG 18 
19641 BG 41 
1965 BG 7 
1966# KS 35 
1967 BG 7 
1968#BG 0 
1969 BG 7 
19701 BG 44 
1971 BG 46 
19721 KS 14 
1973 KS 21 
19741 BG 26 
1975 BG 35 
19761 BG 17 
1977 BG 14 
1978# BG 28 
1979 BG 28 
1980if BG 24 
19811 BG 13 
1982 BG 41 
1983# BG 38 
1984 BG 27 
19851 BG 26 
1986 BG 31 
1987* BG 30 
1988 KS 31 
1989# BG 51 
1990 BG 20 
1991# BG 35 
1992 BG 28 
KS 3 
KS 0 
KS 6 
BG 13 
KS 6 
KS 0 
KS 0 
KS 0 
KS 33 
BG 10 
BG 7 
KS 10 
KS 9 
KS 13 
KS 10 
KS 20 
KS 17 
KS 3 
KS 7 
KS 7 
KS 3 
KS 10 
KS 14 
KS 15 
KS 20 
BG 19 
KS 28 
KS 16 
KS 7 
KS 22 
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Put College Degrees       j. 
Within Your Children's Grasp 
By the year 2010, the average college education will cost $58,000 at a public university and 
$159,000 at a private institution.* 
For many parents, the goal of providing children a college education seems out of reach. Find out 
how you can put college degrees within your children's grasp. Call us today. 
*6% annual rate of inflation applied to projected costs of a four-year college education: The College Board, Princeton, N.I. 
,*** CENTURY 
*■ COMPANIES 
*■ OF AMERICA* 
CENTURY UFE OF AMERICA 
IRaled At (Superior) by AM. Bait] 
Home Office: Waveriy, Iowa 
Dave Ruble 
382-5652 (home) 
Ruble, Joerin, Chamberlin & Meyer Financial Services 
302 North Main Street 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 352-2141 
Ed Joerin 
882-4884 (home) 
Allan Chamberlin 
352-3446 (home) 
Joe Meyer 
592-3751 
(Napoleon office) 
OUR COMMITMENT FOR THE BEST 
The Union Tradesmen Northwestern Ohio Building Trades Council 909 Front Street • Toledo, Ohio 43605 • (419) 693-7717 
Allan J. Segur, Executive Secretary 
Business Manager 
George Ray Medlin, Jr., President 
Dennis Duffey, Vice President 
Gerald R. Hall, Recording Secretary 
Raymond Schlagheck, Secretary-Treasurer 
David LaPlante, Sergeant-at-Arms 
Wiifredo Hinojosa, Trustee 
Roger Kerner, Trustee 
Joseph D. Blaze II, Trustee 
Investing in Toledo's Future through 
Northwestern Ohio Construction 
Industry Foundation 
• Asbestos Workers Local 45 
• Boilermakers Local 85 
• Bricklayers Local 3 
• Cement Masons & Plasterers Local 886 
• Electrical Workers Locals 8 & 1076 
• Elevator Constructors Local 44 
• Glaziers Local 948 
• Iron Workers Local 55 
• Laborers Local 480 & 500 
• Operating Engineers Local 18 
• Painters Local 7 
• Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 50 
•Roofers Local 134 
• Sheet Metal Workers Local 33 
• Northwest Ohio District 
Council of Carpenters 
Locals 248, 372, 1138, 1581, 1393 
and 2239 
Celebrating Over 30 Years in Toledo! 
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PEARL GAS 
546 SAND RIDGE ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
PHONE 419 353-5811 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-237-1633 
Complete Propane Service 
|   FARM  \\ j |    HOME    j [ !!■ 
JLLL 
INDUSTRY 
KENTON 
12978 SR 68S 
675-1802 
McCLURE 
State Route 65 
748-8016 
HICKSVILLE 
State Route 18 
542-7778 
WITH PLANTS IN: 
SOMERSET CENTER, 
MICHIGAN 
11375 U.S. Rt. 12 
(517) 688-4486 
MAUMEE 
435 Illinois Avenue 
893-6451 
WEST UNITY 
U.S. 20A 
924-2414 
DELPHOS 
7151 Buettner Road 
695-8500 
BGSU 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS 
Field House 
Intramural/Sport Clubs 
Student Recreation Center 
GO    FALCONS! 
® 
GARY   BLACKNEY   F00TBRLL   CAMPS 
"We are committed to running a super camp 
where kids learn the game and have fun!" 
G. Blackney 
DAY   CAMP 
Monday, June 13 - Friday, June 17 
• Boys 6-16 years old 
• Highlight Videos • Great Coaching 
• Start the Summer with a Great Week! 
0UERNIGHT    CAMP 
Sunday, July 24 - Wednesday, July 27 
• Special QB-WR Instruction 
• Special Offensive Line Instruction 
• Speed Improvement      • Strength Improvement 
• Great Food & Plenty of It 
For more information write to: 
BGSU Football 
Perry Stadium 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
OR CALL (419) 372-2401 
Gary Blackney 
BGSU Head Football Coach 
When you make Society®   your 
bank, you're putting the most com- 
petitive products and responsive service 
in today's banking on your side. 
So if you're playing to win, team up 
with Society. 
Member FDIC 
.Society 
Where to grow. 
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SINGLE GAME LEADERS 
RUSHING ATTEMPTS 
46 Bryant Jones vs. Kent St., 1981 
41 Dave Preston vs. San Diego St., 1974 
38 Dave Preston vs. Toledo, 1974 
38 Paul Miles vs. Toledo, 1973 
37 Darryl Story vs. Ball State, 1983 
37 Bryant Jones vs. Central Mich., 1982 
37 Dave Preston vs. S. Mississippi, 1974 
NET YARDS RUSHING 
225 Darryl Story vs. Ball State, 1983 
217 Paul Miles vs. Marshall, 1972 
212 Bryant Jones vs. Kent St., 1981 
206 Fred Durig vs. Bradley, 1951 
205 Chip Otten vs. Eastern Mich., 1982 
RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS 
5 Dave Preston vs. Dayton, 1974 
4 Bernard White vs. Eastern Mich., 
1985 
4 Bernard White vs. Richmond, 1984 
4 Paul Miles vs. Marshall, 1972 
4 Julius Livas vs. Kent St., 1970 
4 Fred Matthews vs. Marshall, 1968 
4 Ed Radich vs. Temple, 1966 
PASSING ATTEMPTS 
59 Brian McClure vs. Toledo, 1983 
56 Rich Dackin vs. E. Michigan, 1987 
53 Rich Dackin vs. Akron, 1989 
51 Brian McClure vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
51 Brian McClure vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
PASS COMPLETIONS 
37 Brian McClure vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
35 Brian McClure vs. Toledo, 1983 
34 Rich Dackin vs. E. Michigan, 1987 
34 Brian McClure vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
31 Brian McClure vs. Ohio, 1985 
YARDS PASSING 
479 Brian McClure vs. Ohio, 1985 
427 Brian McClure vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
407 Brian McClure vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
385 Brian McClure vs. No. Illinois, 1984 
376 Rich Dackin vs. Kent, 1989 
TOUCHDOWN PASSES 
4 Rich Dackin vs. Kent, 1989 
4 Brian McClure vs. Richmond, 1984 
4 Brian McClure vs. Ball State, 1984 
4 Mark Miller vs. Grand Valley, 1978 
4 Mike Wright vs. C. Michigan, 1977 
PASSING PERCENTAGE (10 ATT.) 
.917    Jim Bryan vs. Bald.-Wall., 1955 
(11-12) 
.900    Brian McClure vs. C. Michigan, 1982 
.900    Bill Lyons vs. Bald.-Wall., 1975 
.846    Steve Swan vs. Long Beach, 1982 
.833    Don Nehlen vs. Miami, 1957 (10-12) 
.830    Jim Bryan vs. W. Michigan, 1955 
(10-12) 
RECEPTIONS 
13 Mark Dowdell vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
13 Fred Matthews vs. Marshall, 1969 
11 Mark Szlachcic vs. Fresno State, 1991 
11 Reggie Thornton vs. E. Michigan, 
1987 
11 Chip Otten vs. Fresno St., 1982 
11 Bill Pittman vs. Marshall, 1970 
11 Bob Zimpfer vs. W Texas St., 1969 
11 Ed Jones vs. Ohio Univ., 1966 
11 Jack Hecker vs. Marshall, 1955 
RECEPTION YARDS 
189    Mark Szlachcic vs. Fresno State, 1991 
188    Jeff Groth vs. Kent St., 1978 
175    Stan Hunter vs. Ohio, 1985 
175    Mark Dowdell vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
175    Stan Hunter vs. Brigham Young, 
1983 
TOUCHDOWN RECEPTIONS 
4 Jeff Groth vs. Grand Valley St., 1978 
3    Shawn Potts vs. Kent St., 1982 
3 Clarence Mason vs. W Michigan, 
1959 
TOUCHDOWNS SCORED 
5 Dave Preston vs. Dayton, 1974 
4 Bernard White vs. E. Michigan, 1985 
4    Bernard White vs. Richmond, 1984 
4 Jeff Groth vs. G. Valley St., 1978 
4 Paul Miles vs. Marshall, 1972 
4 Julius Livas vs. Kent St., 1970 
4 Fred Mathews vs. Marshall, 1968 
4 Chuck Radich vs. Temple, 1966 
POINTS SCORED 
30 Dave Preston vs. Dayton, 1974 
24 Bernard White vs. E. Michigan, 1985 
24 Bernard White vs. Richmond, 1984 
24 Jeff Groth vs. G. Valley St., 1978 
24 Paul Miles vs. Marshall, 1972 
24 Julius Livas vs. Kent St., 1970 
24 Fred Mathews vs. Marshall, 1968 
24 Chuck Radich vs. Temple, 1966 
POINTS SCORED BY KICKING 
19    Carl Bachman vs. Findlay, 1922 
15    Jason Zeller vs. Kent, 1989 
13    Don Taylor vs. Toledo, 1974 
EXTRA POINT ATTEMPTS 
22    Carl Bachman vs. Findlay, 1921 
9    Al Silva vs. Ball St., 1968 
8    Jim Perry vs. Temple, 1966 
7 Five Players, most recently Gehad 
Youssef vs. Richmond, 1984 
EXTRA POINTS MADE 
19    Carl Bachman vs. Findlay, 1921 
8 Al Silva vs. Ball State, 1968 
8    Jim Perry vs. Temple, 1966 
FIELD GOALS MADE 
4 Don Taylor vs. Toledo, 1974 
3 Jason Zeller vs. Kent, 1989 
3 Jason Zeller vs. Kent, 1987 
3 Gehad Youssef vs. Fresno St., 1983 
3 Gehad Youssef vs. No. Illinois, 1983 
3 Gehad Youssef vs. W.Michigan, 1983 
3 Gehad Youssef vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
3 John Spengler vs. W Michigan, 1979 
3 John Spengler vs. S. Mississippi, 1979 
3 Robin Yocum vs. Syracuse, 1976 
3 Don Taylor vs. Texas-Arlington, 1975 
3 Bill Witte vs. W. Michigan, 1971 
PUNT ATTEMPTS 
13 Max Minnich vs. Ohio, 1947 
12 Cris Shale vs. Central Michigan, 
1990 
11 Jim Phelps vs. Long Beach, 1982 
11 Jim Phelps vs. Miami, 1981 
11 Tom Lawrence vs. Ohio Univ., 1969 
11 Tom Lawrence vs. Utah St., 1969 
11 Tom Lawrence vs. Toledo, 1968 
PUNTING YARDS 
593  Cris Shale vs. Central Michigan, 
1990 
481   Cris Shale vs. Ball State, 1990 
472  Cris Shale vs. Virginia Tech, 1990 
441   Jim Phelps vs. Long Beach, 1982 
431  Tom Lawrence vs. Toledo, 1968 
PLAYS 
69 
60 
60 
58 
55 
55 
55 
Brian McClure vs. 
Rich Dackin vs. E. 
Brian McClure vs. 
Brian McClure vs. 
Brian McClure vs. 
Brian McClure vs. 
Vern Wireman vs. 
Toledo, 1983 
Michigan, 1987 
C. Michigan, 1983 
C. Michigan, 1984 
Ohio, 1985 
Kentucky, 1985 
Marshall, 1969 
PUNTING AVERAGE 
57.5 Greg Kampe vs. S. Mississippi, 1975 
53.4 Cris Shale vs. Ball State, 1990 
53.3 Bill Bradshaw vs. Ohio Univ., 1953 
53.0 Jim Phelps vs. Toledo, 1982 
51.3 Norm Limpert vs. Marshall, 1964 
51.3 Bill Bradshaw vs. W Michigan, 1954 
51.3 Bill Bradshaw vs. Bradley, 1953 
YARDS GAINED 
471 Brian McClure vs. Ohio, 1985 
422 Brian McClure vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
403 Brian McClure vs. No. Illinois, 1984 
389 Rich Dackin vs. Kent, 1989 
386 Brian McClure vs. C. Michigan, 1983 
PUNT RETURNS 
10 Bob Harris vs. C. Michigan, 1950 
7 Chip Otten vs. W Michigan, 1982 
7 Bill Pittman vs. Kent St., 1972 
7 Bob Zimpfer vs. Ohio Univ., 1969 
6 Bill Pittman vs. Marshall, 1970 
6 Bob Zimpfer vs. Utah St., 1969 
PUNT RETURN YARDS 
152 Bob Zimpfer vs. Quan. Marines, 1967 
125 Joe Souliere vs. Marshall, 1965 
118 Bob Harris vs. C. Michigan, 1950 
103 Joe Souliere vs. W. Michigan, 1965 
PASS INTERCEPTIONS 
3 Carlos Brooks vs. Kent, 1992 
3 Martin Bayless vs. Ball St., 1983 
3 Shawn Simms vs. Toledo, 1981 
3 Jac Tbmasello vs. Kent St., 1981 
3 Arch Tunnell vs. Cal.-Poly, 1960 
3 Jack Harbaugh vs. Delaware, 1959 
PASS INTERCEPTION YARDS 
127 Julius Livas vs. Miami, 1971 
90 Rodney Lash vs. Toledo, 1948 
83 Melvin Marshall vs. Ball State, 1985 
80 Melvin Marshall vs. BYU 1983 
66 Pete Schmidt vs. Findlay, 1948 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
8 Reggie Thornton vs. TCU, 1988 
7 Reggie Thornton vs. Penn State, 1987 
6 Shawn Potts vs. Ohio Univ., 1979 
6 Bill Pittman vs. Ohio Univ., 1970 
6 Eric McGhee vs. Wisconsin, 1992 
KICKOFF RETURN YARDS 
177 Reggie Thornton vs. TCU, 1988 
158 Steve Kuehl vs. Toledo, 1976 
154 Joe Souliere vs. Temple, 1966 
125 Eric McGhee vs. Wisconsin, 1992 
113 Honester Davidson vs. Ohio 1969 
112 Bill Pittman vs. Ohio Univ., 1970 
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FREE 
DELIVERY 
352-1504 
^% 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
354-4660 
HOURS: 
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY:    11:00 A.M.-2:30 A.M. 
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY:    11:00 A.M.-3:00 A.M. 
SUNDAY:    NOON-2:30 A.M. 
Sub • Pizza • Salads 
Beer — Wine —  Liquor 
Open For Lunch at 11:00 A.M. Mon.-Sun. 
Myles' Pizza Pub 
300 E. Wooster 516 E. Wooster 
Downtown Bowling Green, Ohio 
Our family of stores give you quality selection, friendly 
service with prices to match the best in town... 
136 S. Main, 352-0251 
ALL STORES 
Open 'til 9 p.m. daily 
11-5 Sunday 
154 S. Main, 352-3389 
Better quality for less 
Locally owned 
OCCASIONS 
181 S. Main, 352-2100 
Rear entrance & 
convenient parking 
at all stores. 
UniGrciphics 
Bowling Qreen State University's 
Design and Desktop Publishing 
Service Bureau. 
211   West  Hall   •   BGSU 
Brochures 
Journals 
Newsletters 
Resumes 
File Output 
372-7418 
Tuffy gives you extra yardage! 
5 $R00 OFF 
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE 
Call Store For Details. 
Locally Owned & Operated 
by Ed Schwerkoll 
BOWLING GREEN 
353-2444 
1087 S. MAIN STREET 
Next to Pizza Hut 
HtmtHCmM f 
Auto Service 
Centers 
Tuffy Does It Right! 
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BGSU 
In large measure, Bowling Green State 
University's success has centered on its 
ability to offer its students the educational 
diversity and excitement of a large univer- 
sity, while maintaining the caring and 
camaraderie of a small college. 
That's a direct result of Bowling Green's 
research and teaching commitment, which 
attracts top scholars and graduate 
students and puts the University on the 
cutting edge of the development of exciting 
new knowledge, combined with a "We 
Care" attitude that students are introduc- 
ed to when they first arrive on campus. 
Today, the University has nearly 1,000 
full- and part-time faculty and 17,300 
students on its main campus. Degree pro- 
grams are offered through the colleges of 
Arts and Sciences, Business Administra- 
tion, Education and Allied Professions, 
Health and Human Services, Musical 
Arts, Technology and the Graduate Col- 
lege. Within the undergraduate colleges 
are schools of Art, Mass Communication, 
Nursing, and Health, Physical Education 
and Kecreation. 
In all, the University offers more than 
170 undergraduate degree programs, 13 
master's degrees in 69 fields of study and 
doctoral degrees in 14 departments with 
more than 60 specializations. 
In addition to courses on the main cam- 
pus, the University's Firelands College 
campus, located in Huron, Ohio, offers five 
associate degree programs, as well as 
courses which fulfill the first two years of 
a bachelor's degree requirement. 
Firelands enrollment tops 1,400 students. 
Fully accredited at the highest state, 
regional and national levels, the Univer- 
sity has chapters of most national 
academic honor societies, including Phi 
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi. Bowling 
Green is also a member of the National 
Association of State Universities and Land 
Grant Colleges. 
The University's faculty members, 78 
percent of whom hold Ph.D's, include 
Fulbright Scholars, authors and national- 
ly known researchers. The caliber of the 
faculty is reflected, too, in the number of 
academic programs which are regionally 
and nationally recognized. Also, faculty 
have been elected to high ranking posi- 
tions in several national and regional pro- 
fessional organizations. 
Three departments—chemistry, philoso- 
phy and psychology - are home to Ohio 
Eminent Scholars. The scholar program 
was created by the Ohio Board of Regents 
to attract world-class educators and resear- 
chers to the state's universities. Only two 
other Ohio universities - Ohio State and 
The Fine Arts Center houses all five divisions of the School of Art. 
Cincinnati - have more of these prestigious 
positions than Bowling Green. 
While committed to teaching, faculty are 
researchers as well, generating new 
knowledge through independent research 
and involvement in University units such 
as the Population and Society Research 
Center, the MidAmerican Center for Con- 
temporary Music, the Center for Quality, 
Measurement and Automation, the Cana- 
dian studies program, the Center for the 
Study of Popular Culture and the Social 
Philosophy and Policy Center. 
Bowling Green is also the site of the Na- 
tional Drosophila Species Center and the 
Mid-America Stock Center—the largest 
scientific facilities of their kind in the 
world—where University faculty assist in 
supplying some 400 species of fruit flies to 
scientists involved in genetics and cancer 
research around the globe. 
The University's students come from 
throughout the United States and nearly 
60 foreign nations. While most students 
are between the ages of 18-22, the number 
of those older than 25 is increasing. Last 
year, more than 4,000 "non-traditional" 
adult students enrolled in undergraduate 
and graduate programs on a full- or part- 
time basis. 
The focal point of the 1,338-acre campus 
is the nine-story Jerome Library, with its 
collection of more than four million items, 
including 1.7 million volumes plus jour- 
nals, periodicals, microforms, government 
documents and other materials. Special 
sections of the library include the Center 
for Archival Collections, which houses 
materials relevant to northwest Ohio 
history, and the Sound Recording Archives 
with 600,000 recordings. The Institute for 
Great Lakes Research, located in Per- 
rysburg, contains an extensive collection 
of materials on the shipping industry's 
past and present. 
The University is continually improving 
its more than 100 existing buildings and 
upgrading facilities to meet current needs. 
Last fall, a $9.8 million addition to the fine 
Arts Building was completed as well as the 
transformation of Hayes Hall into a com- 
puter center. Earlier this year, an $8.7 
million field house for intramurals, 
physical education classes and inter- 
collegiate sports was opened. A $15 million 
renovation of Founders Quadrangle was 
completed in August and has transformed 
the building into a state-of-the-art 
residence hall. Construction on a $13.5 
million classroom building and a $9.5 
million major renovation of Eppler Hall 
are currently underway. 
In the last 11 years, more than $160 
million has been allocated for new con- 
struction and remodeling projects. 
The University has also accomplished its 
goal of making computers a vital part of 
each students education. There are 19 
computer labs, including one in every 
residence hall complex, for use by students. 
In addition, nearly a half dozen depart- 
ments have created computer labs for their 
students. And, following a successful pilot 
program, student rooms in Chapman Hall 
are equipped with computers. 
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YOURSEARCH 
ENDS WHEN OURS 
BEGINS. 
Port Lawrence people share a common responsibility for 
constructive ideas, work quality and individual productivity. 
We believe accuracy, thoroughness and promptness 
are imperative. 
TftERM LAWRENCE 
TITLE AND TRUSTCOMPANY 
Toledo: 616 Madison Ave. / Toledo, OH 43604 / 244-4605 /1 -800-824-1125 
Bowling Green: 352-8785 / 241-9479 (from Toledo) 
Port Clinton: 419-734-6502 
Metal 
Container 
Division 
FINDLAY, OHIO 
World Class. 
Don't take our word for it... 
If you're thinking about college, think 
about Bowling Green State University. 
•Visit the campus 
•Take a guided tour 
•Talk to an admissions counselor 
Find out what BGSU can offer you: 
•Academic challenge 
•Affordable price 
•Friendly, active students 
See for yourself what BGSU is all about! 
Two special days when you can explore the campus, talk to faculty and 
learn about the many academic programs, organizations and 
opportunities available at Bowling Green. 
For more information, write or call: 
Office of Admissions 
110 McFall Center 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2086 
PREVIEW DAYS CAMPUS TOURS 
November 6, 1993 
December 4, 1993 
9:30 a.m. - Noon 
University Union 
Daily, 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
Saturdays, 11 a.m. 
Office of Admissions 
110 McFall Center 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BRYAN CONNALLY LASKEY 
MAHANEYJB. MEDLINJR. NEWELL 
ALVIN HEARD 
Student Board Member 
DAVID A. BRYAN 
David A. Bryan is a partner with the Toledo law firm of 
Wasserman, Bryan, Landry & Honold. He is a member of the 
board of directors of Mid American National Bank and Trust 
Co. and Mid Am Inc and the BGSU Medici Circle. He also has 
created a scholarship for minority children in the Big Brother 
Program to attend the University. A graduate of Muskingum 
College and the University of Toledo, he taught in the Toledo 
Public School system before beginning his legal career. Bryan 
is filling the unexpired term of Nick Mileti, which will end in 
1994. 
C. ELLEN CONNALLY 
Judge C. Ellen Connally is serving her third term as judge 
of the Cleveland Municipal Court. She is the first black woman 
in Ohio to be elected to a judgeship without first being ap- 
pointed. Very involved with civic affairs, she is a founding 
member of the Black Women Lawyers Association of Cleveland, 
a volunteer lecturer for the Weekend Intervention Program at 
Deaconess Hospital of Cleveland, a member of the Adult Con- 
tinuing Education Advisory Committee of the Cleveland Board 
of Education, and a member of the National Conference of Black 
Lawyers. Connally, a 1967 graduate of BGSU, was appointed 
to the board in 1988 for a term ending in 1997. 
JOHN A. LASKEY 
John "Jack" Laskey of Perrysburg is the chair and president 
of Port Lawrence Title and Trust Co. He also is an owner of Gulf 
Atlantic Title Insurance Group which has offices in Orlando, 
Palm Beach and Daytona, Florida. Actively involved in regional 
economic development, Laskey has served as a trustee of the 
Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce, the Mid-American Coun- 
cil on Economic Development, and Toledo Scape, a leadership 
development organization. Laskey, who attended the Univer- 
sity of Notre Dame, was appointed to the board in June 1989. 
His term expires in 1998. 
DELBERT L. LATTA 
Delbert Latta concluded a distinguished 30-year Congres- 
sional career in 1989. The Bowling Green Republican served the 
JODICHAPPELL 
Student Board Member 
PAULJ.OLSCAMP 
University President 
Fifth Congressional District and was one of the most influen- 
tial members of the House of Representatives at the time of his 
retirement. He earned both bachelors and law degrees from 
Ohio Northern University and following three terms in the Ohio 
Senate was first elected to Congress in 1958. Upon his retire- 
ment, friends and family created the Delbert Latta Scholarship 
Fund to benefit young men and women living in the 16 nor- 
thwest Ohio counties that Latta served during his political 
career. His term on the board will expire in 2001. 
JOHN C. MAHANEY JR. 
John C. Mahaney Jr., president of the board, is the president 
of the Ohio Council of Retail Merchants in Columbus. He serves 
as president of the Merchants Services, Inc and holds the posi- 
tion of executive director of both the Ohio Automatic Merchan- 
dising Association and the Ohio Association of 
Wholesaler/Distributors. A graduate of Niagara University, he 
is a former sports editor of the Piqua "Daily Call." Two of his 
children, John and Julie, are BGSU graduates and a third, Mat- 
thew, is currently a member of the football team. He was ap- 
pointed to the Board in 1987 and his term expires in 1996. 
G. RAY MEDLIN JR. 
G. Ray Medlin Jr. of Toledo is executive secretary 
treasurer/business manager of the Northwest Ohio District 
Council of Carpenters and is responsible for contractor relations. 
He also is president of the Northwest Ohio Building and Con- 
struction Trade Unions, representing 10,000 members 
throughout northwest Ohio. The council consists of 19 affiliated 
local unions. He has received certification from the George 
Meany Institute in labor law, the Ohio State Workers Compen- 
sation Institute and the International Foundation of Employee 
Benefit Plans. His term will expire in 1999. 
VALERIE L. NEWELL 
Valerie L. Newell of Cincinnati is vice president/senior port- 
folio manager of Scudder, Stevens & Clark where she is respon- 
sible for private investment counsel. Active in the Cincinnati 
LATTA 
STROH 
LESTER BARBER 
Board Secretary 
community, she serves on the Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park 
board of trustees, the Cincinnatus Association, the Cincinnati 
Board of Education, United Way and Junior League of Cincin- 
nati. She has received such honors as YWCA Career Woman of 
Achievement and Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce 
Distinguished Career Woman of 1985. A 1975 accounting 
graduate of BGSU, she was named the Outstanding Woman 
Graduate that year and also served as captain of the women's 
swimming team where she received All American honors in 
1974 and 1975. Newell is filling the unexpired term of G.O. 
Herbert Moorehead Jr., which expires in 1995. 
THOMAS W. NOE 
Thomas W Noe is founder and president of Numismatic In- 
vestments of Ohio in Sylvania. A native of Bowling Green, he 
has been a full-time coin dealer since 1973. He is a member of 
numerous organizations including the Professional Numismatic 
Guild and vice-chair of the Industry Council for Tangible Assets. 
Active in the community, he is the chair of the Lucas County 
Republican party, a member of the Toledo and Sylvania 
Chambers of Commerce and the Rotary Club of Tbledo. He is 
also a member of the board of directors of the St. Vincent 
Medical Center Foundation and the board of regents of the 
Catholic University of America in Washington, DC. His term 
will expire in 2000. 
KERMIT STROH 
Kermit Stroh of Wapakoneta is president and chief executive 
officer of Moulton Gas Service Inc His company provides pro- 
pane gas service to more than 14,000 customers in West Cen- 
tral Ohio and he has been president of the Ohio Propane Gas 
Association. Stroh has been a generous contributor to the 
University through his involvement with the Charles E. Perry 
Society, Gold University Circle and Falcon Club. He is also ac- 
tive in the Republican party. Two of his three daughters, Tracey 
(Stroh) Wright '77 and Melissa (Stroh) Wansker '82, are Univer- 
sity alumni. His term will expire in 2002. 
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P£OPL£ CHMTER/NG. 
GADGETS BEEPING. BEEPING. BEEPING. 
SPEAKERS BL ARlNG 
PHONES'IRIIIRIIRINGING. 
DOES THIS SOUND LIKE 
YOURLASTMSITTOA HOSPITAL? 
Most people think of a hospital as a peaceful 
place to rest and recover. But in many semi-private 
hospital rooms, getting peace and quiet is more 
wishful thinking than anything else. 
At Mercy and St. Charles we understand that 
your only wish in the hospital is to get well soon, 
which is why all our regular rooms for adult medical 
patients are private rooms. 
So while bigger hospitals are making noise 
about how many people they treat, remember to ask 
yourself—how noisy do you want your hospital to be? 
BETTER HEALTH, TIMES TWO. 
HOSPITAL 
I ST CHARLES 
I HOSPITAL 
Members of Mercy Health System 
PRIVATE ROOMS NO EXTRA CHARGE. 
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PRESIDENT PAUL J. OLSCAMP 
Building upon the inherent strengths of 
the University's faculty and its academic pro- 
grams. Olscamp charted a course that would 
move Bowling Green into the ranks of the 
country's most important colleges and 
universities. The effort focused on teaching, 
research and service and has involved a 
University-wide commitment to excellence. 
He adopted the slogan "An Environment 
for Excellence," a clear indication of the vi- 
sion he had for Bowling Green. 
Early in his administration, Olscamp and 
the faculty outlined the task ahead in a 
27-goal document called the Role and Mis- 
sion Statement. Most of the goals centered on 
improving the quality of undergraduate and 
graduate students; academic programs; lear- 
ning resources, particularly computing and 
the library; and the faculty development, in- 
cluding recruitment of minority faculty. 
Now, as Olscamp begins his 12th year at 
Bowling Green, many of those original goals 
have been met and new priorites have been 
established, including additional scholar- 
ships for academically gifted students, 
strengthening the graduate program and fur- 
ther enhancement of the University's 
endowment. 
One of his most important accomplish- 
ments has been to fully involve the faculty in 
University governance. Faculty now have a 
key role in developing the annual budget and 
share authority with the president in inter- 
preting the University's Academic Charter. 
The faculty also have greater control over the 
curriculum and development of new 
academic programs. 
While always a concern, finances have 
taken center stage in recent years. With a 
tightening state budget, Olscamp has 
directed efforts to increase private giving. In 
1992-93, private giving topped $4 million for 
the second straight year. During his tenure, 
the school's endowment has increased to 
nearly $44 million from $1.9 million when he 
arrived. 
Olscamp also brings a personal touch to his 
presidency. He frequently hosts both 
students and faculty as his home. He also 
holds periodic forums with students wanting 
to discuss campus issues. 
A great deal has happened at Bowling 
Green since 1982. Here are some of the 
highlights: 
Academic Programs ♦Creation of Bowling Green's first endow- 
ed professorships, in management, finance, 
chemistry and philosophy. 
♦Development of the Center for Photo- 
chemical Sciences, the only one of its kind in 
the country. Photochemistry is a multibillion 
dollar growth industry and some key 
research for that industry is being conducted 
at Bowling Green. 
♦Development of the Center for Quality, 
Measurement and Automation, the only 
center of its kind in the state designed to 
assist manufacturing and other businesses 
in the design and production of products. 
*The appointments of three Ohio Eminent 
Scholars in photochemical sciences, moral 
philosophy and industrial/organizational 
psychology; the positions are the result of 
three $500,000 grants from the Ohio Board 
of Regents. 
*The addition of doctoral programs 
in applied philosophy and photochemical 
sciences; the 13th and 14th Ph.D. offerings 
at BGSU 
♦More than 275 students are National 
Merit Scholars, one of the highest numbers 
on any campus in the country, over the last 
six years. 
♦Establishment of the University's first 
major scholarships for minority students. 
♦Creation of a network of computer labs 
throughout the campus, including labs in 
each residence hall. One survey has BGSU 
listed 35th in the country in the number of 
personal computers on campus. 
♦Securing more than $5 million from the 
Board of Regent's Selective Excellence Pro- 
grams, which are designed to attract top 
scholars, conduct pioneering research and 
develop centers of excellence. Grants have 
been awarded in both the sciences and the 
humanities. 
♦Creating a Canadian studies program em- 
phasizing Canada-US. trade relations and 
economic development in the northwest Ohio 
region. 
♦Expansion of the library's holdings to 
more than four million items, including 1.7 
million books, plus journals, periodicals, 
microforms, government documents and 
other materials. Also, the library is among 
the first to be part of OhioLink, which 
enables students access to all holdings at 
state universities, community colleges and 
selected private libraries in Ohio. 
♦Development of the Student Telephone 
Accessed Registration system which enables 
students to schedule their classes from a 
touchtone telephone. The STAR system has 
made long registration lines a part of Univer- 
sity history. 
Physical Plant ♦More than $160 million has been spent in 
the past 11 years for the construction of new 
buildings and upgrading existing buildings. 
♦Completion of the $7.2 million Physical 
Sciences Laboratory Building in 1984 and a 
$3.65 million addition to the Business Ad- 
ministration Building in 1988 and a $9.8 
million Fine Arts Center and an $8.7 million 
field house. 
♦Construction is now nearing completion 
on an a $13.5 million classroom building. 
♦Major renovation and refurbishing of ex- 
isting campus buildings including Williams, 
Overman, Hayes and Shatzel halls, the Ep- 
pler complex and Founders Residence Hall. 
Construction of a $2 million office building 
to house faculty and staff temporarily 
displaced by renovation projects and later to 
be used for permanent offices. 
University Finances 
♦Creation of an internal endowment fund 
of $4 million from various University 
reserves. The balance is expected to reach $10 
million in 1994. Interest on the $10 million 
principle will be used to supplement the 
academic budget. 
♦Developing a plan to restructure debt ser- 
vice obligations which is projected to result 
in a $32 million principle in 10 years. Interest 
on that amount, which could exceed $2 
million annually, will go toward the 
academic budget. 
♦Completion of the most successful fund 
raising drive in University history. With the 
assistance of the development and alumni of- 
fice, the 75th Anniversary Fund raised more 
than $15 million in three years; well above 
the $12.5 million goal. Donations included 
the University's first two $1 million gifts— 
from the Stranahan Foundation of Toledo for 
the Social Philosophy and Policy Center and 
from Harold and Helen McMaster of Per- 
rysburg for the McMaster Leadership In- 
stitute. In 1988 the Stranahan Foundation 
awarded a $3 million grant to the Social 
Philosophy and Policy Center. 
♦Completion in 1993 of a $1,825 million 
Campaign for the Arts to benefit the theatre, 
music, art, dance and Arts Unlimited 
programs. 
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BGSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
The tradition of excellence that is Bowl- 
ing Green State University athletics con- 
tinued in 1992-93 as five Falcon teams cap- 
tured league titles, three teams earned 
berths in the NCAA Tournament and 
three student-athletes earned Academic 
All-America honors. 
As we move further into the' final decade 
of the 20th century, the accomplishments 
of BGSU's coaches and student-athletes 
solidify BGSU's place as one of the top 
athletic programs in the country. 
Bowling Green sports teams of the 1980s 
achieved a level of success matched by few 
and, based on the performance of Falcon 
teams in the first three years, the 90s may 
be even better. 
Bowling Green claimed 24 conference 
titles during the 1980s with twenty-one 
teams earning berths in post-season play. 
In the first three years of the 90s, BG 
teams have already won eight league titles 
with seven of those teams making ap- 
pearances in post-season action. 
In addition, the last two years the 
women's programs have captured the 
Jacoby Trophy for overall athletic ex- 
cellence in the MAC. 
The following is a brief synopsis of each 
program in the BGSU Athletic 
Department... 
BASEBALL - The program has a young, 
energetic leader in fourth-year head coach 
Danny Schmitz who is beginning to 
develop one of the top programs in the 
region. Schmitz, who played eight seasons 
of professional baseball, coached in the 
minor leagues at the AAA level. Many 
former BGSU players have gone on to play 
professional baseball including two of the 
top pitchers in the game - Roger McDowell 
and Orel Hershiser - who play for the Los 
Angeles Dodgers. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL - After making 
back-to-back postseason appearances for 
the first time in 30 years in 1989-90 and 
1990-91 under head coach Jim Larranaga, 
a solid nucleus of returning players will try 
to get BGSU back in postseason play this 
season. Historically, BGSU leads the MAC 
in postseason appearances (22 games), vic- 
tories (eight) and number of All-Americans 
(eight). Former NBA standouts Nate Thur- 
mond and Al Bianchi are among BGSU's 
alumni. Thurmond and coaching great 
Harold Anderson were inducted into the 
National Basketball Hall of Fame in 1985. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - The 
tradition-rich program made a fifth NCAA 
Tournament appearance last season 
hosting Florida. BGSU's 163-47 record 
over the last seven seasons is the 10th best 
record among the almost 300 schools in 
Division I. The Falcons are the winningest 
team in MAC history having captured five 
Bob Dudley - Football 
...Second Team Academic Ail-American 
Kathy Holland - Softball 
...Third Team Academic All-American 
Talita Scott - Women's Basketball 
...Third Team Academic All-American 
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league tournament titles and four regular 
season championships. The success of the 
program has attracted large crowds to 
Anderson Arena, including 4,408 for BG's 
NCAA Tournament game against Florida 
last season. 
CROSS COUNTRY - The program is in 
good hands with Sid Sink in charge of the 
men and Steve Price directing the women. 
Sink, a former track and cross country All- 
American at BGSU, coached the BG 
women to four CC titles in the 1980s. Now, 
he's working his magic with the men. 
Price, an experienced coach on the na- 
tional and international level, is in his 
fourth year as the head coach. 
FOOTBALL - Back-to-back league 
titles and bowl victories along with 16 
straight MAC wins have put the BGSU 
football program back among the elite. 
BG's 21-3 record the last two seasons is the 
fifth-best mark in the country among the 
106 Division I-A schools. Celebrating its 
75th season of play this year, along the way 
BGSU alumni have included former NFL 
all-pros Phil Villapiano (Oakland), Mike 
Weger (Detroit) and Doug Smith (Los 
Angeles Rams). 
GOLF - Coach Todd Brunsink's men's 
and women's golf teams play on some of the 
most challenging courses in the country 
and in some of the most prestigious tour- 
naments on the collegiate level. The 
Falcon men's program has won four MAC 
Championships and made four NCAA 
Tournament appearances while the 
women's program is annually among the 
best in the region. 
GYMNASTICS - Year in and year out, 
Coach Charles Simpson fields an MAC ti- 
tle contender. With three MAC titles since 
1980, the Falcons have qualified as a team 
for postseason competition five of the last 
ten years. In each of the last five seasons, 
his teams have consistently increased the 
school record for team score. 
HOCKEY - A winning tradition is what 
the Falcon hockey program is all about. 
One of only five teams in the country to 
earn 20 or more wins every year between 
1981 and 1990, BGSU will be looking to 
make its fifth NCAA Tournament ap- 
pearance in the last eight years this 
season. In all, the Falcons have appeared 
in nine NCAA Tournaments winning the 
1984 national title. Coach Jerry York 
ranks among the best collegiate coaches of 
all-time with 448 career wins having led 
the Falcons to four CCHA regular season 
championships and one league playoff ti- 
tle. In all, the Falcons have won 11 con- 
ference titles. BGSU has produced some of 
college hockey's greatest names, nine of 
whom currently play in the NHL, in- 
cluding defensemen Garry Galley and Rob 
Blake and forward Nelson Emerson. 
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SOCCER - The program posted a win- 
ning record in all but one year of the 1980s 
and the success has continued in the 90s 
with the team compiling a 31-4-3 record 
the last two seasons. The Falcons were the 
top team in the Great Lakes Region last 
season posting a sparkling 15-2-1 record on 
their way to an NCAA Tournament berth. 
The BGSU schedule annually includes 
perennial NCAA power Indiana along 
with the Kwik Goal/BGSU Classic. BG has 
won 12 or more matches in five of the last 
seven years for a 66.2 winning percentage. 
SOFTBALL - After a 37-win season in 
1991, MAC Coach of the Year Jacquie 
Joseph led her team to a MAC title and 
NCAA Tournament berth winning 34 
games last season. Many of the key person- 
nel return from the championship team 
which points to more success in the future 
for the program. The program has had an 
all-region player three of the last five years 
and the Freshman of the Year in the league 
the last two seasons. 
SWIMMING AND DIVING Coach 
Brian Gordon returns for his seventh year 
with the men and women hoping to con- 
tinue to make winning a habit. Thirteen 
dual meet wins in 1991-92 by the women's 
program established a school record while 
they have never finished lower than third 
in 12 MAC meets. The Falcons train at 
beautiful Cooper Pool, one of the midwest's 
top swimming and diving facilities. 
TENNIS - The Falcon tennis teams have 
the advantage of playing and practicing at 
one of the finest facilities of its kind in the 
region - Robert Keefe Courts. The men's 
team, under the guidance of third-year 
coach Dave Morin, finnished fourth in the 
MAC last season and he returns his entire 
lineup intact for the 1992-93 season. The 
women's program is under the guidance of 
Penny Dean, who is in her fourth season. 
TRACK & FIELD - Bowling Green, 
long associated with success in track and 
BGSU Conference Champions 
(Since 1980) 
Men's Basketball (MAC) 
1980-81, 1982-83 
Ice Hockey (CCHA) 
1981-82, 1982-83, 1983-84, 1986-87, 
Women's Basketball (MAC) 
1986-87+, 1987-88+, 1988-89+, 
1987-88* 
Softball (MAC) 
1989-90* 1992-93+ 1988, 1993 
Women's Cross Country (MAC) 
1980, 1981, 1982, 1983 
Women's Swimming (MAC) 
1980-81 
Football (MAC) 
1982, 1985, 1991, 1992 
Women's Track (MAC) 
1981 
Men's Golf (MAC) 
1983 
Volleyball (MAC) 
1989, 1991, 1992 
Gymnastics (MAC) 
1981-82, 1982-83, 1984-85 
"Tournament Champion 
+Regular Season & Tournament 
Champion 
field, had five athletes win events at the 
MAC meet and four athletes compete in 
the NCAA meet, two earning All-America 
honors. The women's program was the 
runner-up in the race for the MAC team ti- 
tle last year. Among the track alumni is 
six-time NCAA All-American and 1972 
Olympic gold medalist Dave Wottle. Sid 
Sink, a seven-time All-American at BGSU, 
heads the men's track team, while Steve 
Price directs the women's program. 
VOLLEYBALL - Coach Denise Van De 
Walle has steadily built the Falcon 
volleyball program into one of the best in 
the country. Last year's team won a school- 
record 30 matches in capturing their 
second-straight MAC regular-season title. 
BG has won 20 or more matches six of the 
last seven years. Van De Walle, three times 
named the league Coach of the Year, has 
led the Falcons to 171 wins over the last six 
seasons or a victory three out of every four 
times they've played. 
BGSU in Post-Season 
Men's Basketball 
1979-80,1982-83,1989-90,1990-91 (NIT) 
Women's Basketball 
1986-87, 1987-88, 1988-89, 
1989-90,1992-93 (NCAA) 
Football 
1982,1985,1991 California Bowl 
1992 Las Vegas Bowl 
Gymnastics 
1981-82,1982-83,1984-85,1985-86, 
1986-87,1990-91 (NCAA) 
Ice Hockey 
1983-84 NCAA Champion, 1981-82, 
1986-87,1987-88, 1988-89, 
1989-90 (NCAA) 
Soccer 
1992 (NCAA) 
Softball 
1988, 1993 (NCAA) 
Volleyball 
1991 (NCAA), 1992 (NIVC) 
Q BGSU Head Coaches s^ 
Baseball 
Danny Schmitz 
Men's Basketball 
Jim Larranaga 
Women's Basketball 
Jaci Clark 
Men's Cross Country 
Sid Sink 
Women's Cross Country 
Steve Price 
Football 
Gary Blackney 
Men's and Women's Golf 
Todd Brunsink 
Gymnastics 
Charles Simpson 
Ice Hockey 
Jerry %rk 
Soccer 
Mel Mahler 
Softball 
TBA 
Men and Women's Swimming 
Brian Gordon 
Men's Tennis 
Dave Morin 
Women's Tennis 
Penny Dean , 
Men's Track 
Sid Sink 
Women's Track 
Steve Price 
Volleyball 
Denise Van De Walle 
For more information contact: 
BGSU Athletic Department 
Jack Gregory, Athletic Director 
Bowling Green State Univ. 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
(419) 372-2401 
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LONGEST PLAYS 
Touchdown Run 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
93 Mike McGee vs. Central Michigan 
89 Mike McGee vs. Ball State 
85 Tony Trent vs. Toledo 
81 Harold Furcron vs. Dayton 
80 Jerry Dianiska vs. Ohio 
Non-Scoring Run 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
64 Jeff Davis vs. Richmond 
52 Dan Saleet vs. Brigham Young 
51 Dan Saleet vs. Brigham Young 
50 Chip Otten vs. Eastern Michigan 
48 Bernard White vs. Ball State 
Touchdown Pass 
Yds.      Name/Opponent 
96 Mark Miller to Dave Dudley vs. San 
Diego State 
94 Eric Smith to Ronald Heard vs. Ohio 
90 Brian McClure to Stan Hunter vs. 
Central Michigan 
80 Bob Colburn to Ron Blackledge vs. 
Southern Illinois 
78 Mike Wright to Jeff Groth vs. Kent 
78 Brian McClure to Greg Meehan vs. 
Eastern Michigan 
Non-Scoring Pass 
Yds.      Name/Opponent 
74 Vern Wireman to Bob Zimpfer vs. 
Utah State 
69 Mark Miller to John Park vs. Tenn.- 
Chattanooga 
66 Vern Wireman to Fred Matthews vs. 
Marshall 
61 Reid Lamport to Roger Wallace vs. 
Dayton 
Year 
1987 
1987 
1964 
1958 
1958 
Year 
1984 
1975 
1975 
1982 
1985 
Year 
1976 
1988 
1983 
1959 
1978 
1985 
Year 
1969 
1977 
1968 
1973 
Kickoff Return 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
93 Roger Reynolds vs. Kent 
90 Tony Bell vs. Dayton 
90 Chuck Comer vs. Delaware 
85 Joe Souliere vs. Temple 
Punt Return 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
80 Bob Zimpfer vs. Ball State 
73 Max Minnich vs. Morris Harvey 
65 Joe Souliere vs. Miami 
65 Joe Souliere vs. Temple 
Punts 
Yds.        Name/Opponents 
95 Macs Leitman vs. Bluffton 
81 Cris Shale vs. Ohio 
79 Jim Phelps vs. Toledo 
78 Greg A. Johnson vs. Oklahoma 
State 
77 Greg Kampe vs. Southern 
Mississippi 
Pass Interceptions 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
90 Rodney Lash vs. Toledo 
88 Julius Livas vs. Miami 
80 Melvin Marshall vs. Brigham Young 
66 Pete Schmidt vs. Findlay 
64 Martin Bayless vs. Kent 
Field Goals 
Yds. Name/Opponent 
56 Gehad Youssef vs. Western Michigan 
49 Gehad Youssef vs. Toledo 
48 Jason Zeller vs. Central Michigan 
48 Paul Silvi vs. Western Michigan 
48 John Spengler vs. Ohio 
48 John Spengler vs. Ball State 
48 Al Silva vs. Quantico Marines 
Year 
1961 
1973 
1959 
1966 
Year 
1968 
1948 
1965 
1965 
Year 
1928 
1990 
1982 
1984 
1975 
Year 
1948 
1971 
1983 
1948 
1982 
Year 
1983 
1981 
1988 
1985 
1980 
1980 
1967 
The Last Time 
A BG Player Returned a Kickoff for a Touchdown: 
Tony Bell vs. Dayton, Sept. 23, 1973 
An Opposing Player Returned a Kickoff for a 
Touchdown: Larry Stokes (Tennessee-Chattanooga), Nov. 
20,1976 
A BG Player Returned a Punt for a Touchdown: Jeff 
Groth vs. Kent, Oct. 15, 1978 
An Opposing Player Returned  a  Punt for a 
Touchdown: Larry Hargrove (Ohio), Oct. 7, 1989 
A BG Player Returned an Interception for a 
Touchdown: Ken Burress vs. Ball State, Nov. 14, 1992 
An Opposing Player Returned an Interception for a 
Touchdown: Scott Zele (Ohio), Oct. 10, 1992 
A BG Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a Touch- 
down: Darnell Staten vs. Ball State, Nov. 14, 1992 
An Opposing Player Returned a Blocked Punt for a 
Touchdown: Perry Belcastro (Miami), Oct. 20, 1979 
A BG Player Rushed for 200 or more Yards: Darryl 
Story vs. Ball State, Nov. 5, 1983 (37-225) 
An Opponent Rushed for 200 or more Yards: Chris 
Alexander (Miami), Oct. 28, 1989 (27-210) 
A BG Player Had Three Interceptions in a Game: 
Carlos Brooks vs. Kent, Nov. 7, 1992 
An Opposing Player Had Three Interceptions in a 
Game: Chris Owens (Akron), Oct. 24, 1992 
Three Players Rushed for 100 or more Yards in a 
Game: Dave Windatt (139 yds.), Mike Wright (131), Dave 
Cassell (125) vs. Toledo, Oct. 7, 1978. 
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ATHLETIC DIRECTOR JACK GREGORY 
Since his appointment 12 years ago as direc- 
tor of athletics at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity, John C. (Jack) Gregory has set a standard 
of excellence designed to place Falcon men's and 
women's teams on equal terms with today's elite 
intercollegiate athletic programs. 
lb reach these goals, Gregory challenges his 
staff of administrators, coaches and classified 
personnel to settle for nothing less than the very 
best. His challenge has resulted in some of the 
finest moments in the history of intercollegiate 
athletics at BGSU: 
• the 1984 NCAA Division I Ice Hockey 
Championship; 
• 18 Mid-American Conference regular 
season championships in football, men's and 
women's basketball, Softball, women's cross 
country, gymnastics, men's golf, and volleyball; 
• three California Bowl appearances; 
• one Las Vegas Bowl appearance: 
• five MAC postseason tournament 
championships; 
• three Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion regular season championships; 
• one CCHA postseason tournament 
championship; 
• 20 NCAA Tournament appearances in 
hockey, basketball, softball and gymnastics, in- 
cluding 16 in the last seven years, the most of 
any MAC school: 
• four home NCAA Tournament berths in 
hockey, softball and women's basketball; 
• and the 1987-88 and 1991-92, and 1992-93 
Jacoby Trophies, awarded annually to the MAC 
school with the best overall record in women's 
sports. 
Under Gregory's guidance, BGSU athletics has 
enjoyed two of its best years ever the last two 
seasons. Five league titles and postseason ap- 
pearances by each of those five teams made the 
1992-93 athletic year very special. And the 
women's program earned the Jacoby Trophy for 
the second straight season with BG the first school 
to win MAC titles in the three required sports. 
All of that came on the heals of a 1991-92 season 
in which five teams set records for wins in a 
season, two earned postseason berths and the 
women's programs earned the Jacoby Trophy. 
Some of the other highlights during Gregory's 
tenure include: postseason appearances by five 
BGSU teams in 1989-90 and 1990-91, back-to- 
back postseason appearances by the men's 
basketball program in 1989-90 and 1990-91 for 
the first time since the early 60s, and in 1989-90 
Bowling Green was the only school in the coun- 
try to send teams to national postseason tour- 
naments in men's and women's basketball and 
hockey. 
Gregory came to Bowling Green during one of 
the most difficult periods in the school's 73 years 
of intercollegiate athletics, a time when BGSU 
and the MAC were fighting for NCAA Division 
I-A status in football. Behind Gregory's leader- 
ship, the football program attained I-A status. 
Record crowds have attended Falcon football, 
hockey and women's basketball games during 
Gregory's tenure. Soccer, volleyball, gymnastics 
and softball are drawing larger crowds, too. 
Another "first" during Gregory's tenure oc- 
curred in the fall of 1990 when more than 25,000 
fans turned out for the first night game in Berry 
Stadium history. 
In 1983,33,527 fans packed Perry Stadium to 
witness the Bowling Green-Toledo football clash, 
one of college football's best rivalries. BGSU and 
MAC single game attendance marks fell that 
afternoon. Two years later, the Falcons drew a 
record 112,110 fans for five home games, 
the third-largest average attendance (22,422) in 
MAC history. In 1992, Bowling Green set still 
another MAC attendance record by playing in 
front of 94,808 fans at Ohio State. 
Sell-out crowds for BGSU hockey games are 
a tradition. In 1989-90,1,700 seats were added 
to the BGSU Ice Arena, and all attendance 
records were broken, including single game 
(5,005) and season (79,376) marks. 
With the growing interest in TV sports pro- 
gramming, Gregory has aggressively negotiated 
for live television coverage of BGSU sports 
events. Last year, Falcon football, basketball and 
hockey all attracted live TV coverage. This year 
promises more of the same. Falcon football and 
basketball will be aired as part of the MAC 
Game of the Week broadcasts, while Falcon 
hockey will continue to play in front of a na- 
tional TV audience as part of the CCHA Game 
of the Week. 
With the world of college athletics changing 
constantly, it is important for Gregory to be ac- 
tive on the national level. Gregory has served 
on the NCAA I-A Executive Committee, the I- 
A Television Committee, the Division I Ice 
Hockey Committee, and the Pro Sports Liaison 
Committee. He has also worked on numerous 
MAC and CCHA committees. 
Gregory, 65, has also been instrumental in the 
development of the Falcon Club, the Universi- 
ty's official athletic department booster club. Re- 
cent membership drives have encompassed all 
of northern and west central Ohio, resulting in 
unparalleled growth in cash and pledges. The 
Falcon Club has more than doubled its income 
and grown to such an extent that is compares 
favorably with any athletic support organization 
in the country. 
Still, Gregory understands the integrity of col- 
lege athletics depends on the continued em- 
phasis of the "student" in student-athlete. In 
that regard, he appointed an academic coor- 
dinator in 1984, the first such appointment in 
the MAC. 
Many BGSU student-athletes have excelled in 
the classroom. Volleyball's Linda Popovich 
became the MAC's first female to receive the 
Byers Scholarship in May, 1990 while BG has 
had 21 Academic Ail-Americans in the last 
seven years. 
A 1952 graduate of East Stroudsburg State 
College and holder of a master's degree from 
Temple University, Gregory and his wife, Peg, 
reside in Bowling Green. They are the parents 
of two sons and have two grandchildren. 
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Today's Halftime Show 
BGSU FALCON MARCHING BAND 
November 6, 1993 
The Falcon Band has prepared a special halftime for our 
parents featuring colorful marching design and music design- 
ed to invoke a complete gamut of emotions. In an appropriate 
mood for the Halloween season, this afternoon's halftime 
theme sets a foreboding tone. Today's production, entitled "A 
Little Night Music," was designed by assistant director, David 
Wieser. An ominous fanfare from Bach's Toccata and Fugue 
in D Minor begins the show, and it is soon followed by 
Mussorgsky's Night on Bald Mountain. The next selection is 
the passionate ballad from the Broadway production, Phan- 
tom of the Opera, entitled Music of the Night. The conclusion 
to today's performance returns to an up-tempo mood with a 
driving arrangement of Tonight from West Side Story. Thanks 
for coming, Mom and Dad! 
Director of Band 
Activities 
Mark Kelly 
Director of Falcon 
Marching Band 
Thomas P. Rohrer 
Graduate Assistants 
Gretchen Weaver 
David Wieser 
Drum Majors 
Melinda Dolence 
Tiffany Law 
Percussion Instructor 
Roger B. Schupp 
Twirling Instructor 
Kathy Siebenaler 
Wilson 
Announcer 
Robert S. Erickson 
Band Secretary 
Bonnie Bess 
? ATHLETIC PROMOTIONS by BRAD BROWNING Assistant Athletic Director 
Hello football fans and welcome to Doyt L. Perry Stadium! 
Thank you for joining us. 
Tbday's game features yet another battle between two sister 
schools. Bowling Green and Kent, both founded in 1910, began 
their football series back in 1920 and since then have met 61 
times. The Falcons have dominated the series with a record of 
42-13-6. Today the Falcons will try and build on their 13-game 
home win streak, as well as their 21-game unbeaten streak! 
I would like to especially welcome all BGSU parents with us 
today as part of the annual Parents' Day celebration. Thank you 
for spending the afternoon with us. I truly hope that you enjoy 
your visit and time spent with your child. I would also like to bid 
farewell to our outgoing senior band members, managers, players, 
and trainers. 
The Falcons will conclude their regular-season at home in two 
weeks — November 20 — against Western Michigan during Fan 
Appreciation Day. We have a big day planned for you fans who 
will be with us on that day, and included along with the free 
giveaways will be FREE ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE FOR TWO 
to anywhere in the continental U.S., sponsored by American 
Airlines. To enter, just sign-up prior to the game on November 20. 
Tickets for the Falcon finale can be purchased here today 
through halftime at the east side Will Call booth or during 
regular working hours at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office 
(372-2762). 
Falcon hockey is underway and off to a great start! The 
Falcons will return to home action the first two weekends of 
December to host Ferris State on the 3rd and 4th and then 
Alaska-Fairbanks December 10-11. Tickets for either series and 
all home Falcon hockey games can now be purchased at the 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office (419/372-2762). Make your plans now 
to get out and support the Falcons! 
Basketball season is here! Practices have begun and ticket 
orders are now being accepted for the upcoming home season. For 
more information stop by Field Headquarters or the East Side 
Will Call Booth today through halftime or at the Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office during the week. Plan to spend this winter's cold 
afternoons in Anderson Arena. 
Here's a look at the home Falcon sporting events in the month 
of November: 
Today Men's/Women's Swimming vs. Wright State, 4:00 
November 12 Volleyball vs. Kent, 7:00 
November 13 Volleyball vs. Akron, 4:00 
November 18 Women's Swimming vs. Tbledo, 3:00 
November 18 Women's Basketball vs. Slovenian National Team, 
7:30 
November 19 Women's Swimming vs. Tbledo, 3:00 
Men's Swimming vs. Tbledo, 5:30 
Men's Basketball vs. Croatian Team, 7:30 
November 20 Football vs. Western Michigan, 1:30 
November 22 Men's Basketball vs. Athletes-In-Action, 7:30 
November 29 Men's Basketball vs. Defiance, 7:30 
November 30 Women's Basketball vs. Xavier, 7:30 
Ticket Outlets 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office (BGSU) 
Chamber of Commerce, 163 N. Main St. 
Falcon House, 123 N. Main St. 
B & G Drugs, 528 S. Main St. 
Bill's Men's and Boys Wear, 118 S. Main St. 
WFOB, Center & Main Sts. 
Huntington Bank, Downtown 
Huntington Bank, Three Meadows 
The Sports Gallery, 5577 Monroe St. 
In Bowling Green: 
In Findlay: 
In Fostoria: 
In Perrysburg: 
In Toledo: 
Selectix: 
In Perrysburg: Food Town, Fort Meigs Plaza 
Food Town, Lewis at Alexis 
Food Town, Monroe St. Market Square 
Food Town, Reynolds at Don- 
Food Town, 3010 Navarre Ave. 
Savage Hall 
Tbledo Museum of Art 
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THROUGH THE YEARS 
YEAR-BY-YEAR RECORD 
Year   W-LrT       Pet.       Coach 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
0-3-0 
1-4-0 
3-1-1 
4-2-1 
3-5-0 
3-4-0 
3-1-3 
4-3-1 
5-1-1 
5-0-2 
4-2-1 
6-0-2 
3-1-4 
3-3-1 
2-3-2 
2-3-2 
1-6-0 
4-2-3 
3-4-1 
3-2-3 
6-1-1 
3-4-1 
7-1-1 
6-2-1 
5-3-1 
.000 
.200 
.700 
.643 
.375 
.429 
.643 
.563 
.786 
.857 
.643 
.875 
.625 
.500 
.429 
.429 
.143 
.611 
.438 
.563 
.813 
.438 
.833 
.722 
.611 
Stitt 
Jean 
Krieger 
Snyder 
McCandless 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Steller 
Ockerman 
Ockerman 
Ockerman 
Ockerman 
Ockerman 
Ockerman 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Year      W-L-T     Pet.      Coach 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
5-3-0 
4-3-0 
5-3-0 
5-5-0 
8-0-1 
4-5-0 
3-4-2 
4-4-1 
7-2-0 
1-8-0 
2-7-0 
7-1-1 
8-0-1 
6-1-2 
7-2-0 
9-0-0 
8-1-0 
8-2-0 
7-1-1 
8-2-0 
9-1-0 
7-2-0 
6-3-0 
6-4-0 
6-3-1 
.625 
.571 
.625 
.500 
.944 
.444 
.444 
.500 
.778 
.111 
.222 
.833 
.944 
.777 
.778 
1.000 
.889 
.800 
.833 
.800 
.900 
.778 
.667 
.600 
.650 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Whittaker 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Perry 
Gibson 
Gibson 
Gibson 
Nehlen 
Year 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
Total 
W-LT      Pet. 
6-4-0 
2-6-1 
6-4-0 
6-3-1 
7-3-0 
6-4-1 
8-3-0 
6-5-0 
5-7-0 
4-7-0 
4-7-0 
4-7-0 
5-5-1 
7-5-0 
8-3-0 
8-3-0 
11-1-0 
5-6-0 
5-6-0 
2-8-1 
5-6-0 
3-5-2 
11-1-0 
10-2-0 
.600 
.277 
.600 
.650 
.700 
.591 
.727 
.545 
.417 
.364 
.364 
.364 
.500 
.583 
.727 
.727 
.917 
.455 
.455 
.227 
.455 
.400 
.917 
.833 
383-239-50 .603 
Coach 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Nehlen 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Stolz 
Ankney 
Ankney 
Ankney 
Ankney 
Ankney 
Blackney 
Blackney 
74 years 
Blackney 
Coach 
Gary Blackney 
Moe Ankney 
Denny Stolz 
Don Nehlen 
Bob Gibson 
Doyt Perry 
Robert Whittaker 
Ankney 
Years 
(1) 1991- 
(5) 1986-90 
(9) 1977-85 
(9) 1968-76 
(3) 1965-67 
(10) 1955-64 
(14) 1941-54 
Stolz Nehlen Gibson Perry 
1      '^«r"      0^ 
4^k 
Whittaker 
BGSU HEAD COACHES 
w 
21 
20 
56 
53 
19 
77 
66 
L 
3 
31 
45 
35 
9 
11 
50 
T 
0 
3 
1 
4 
0 
5 
7 
Pet. 
.875 
.398 
.553 
.598 
.679 
.855 
.565 
Coach 
Harry Ockerman 
Warren Steller 
R.B. McCandless 
Allen Snyder 
Earl Krieger 
Walter Jean 
John Stitt 
Years 
(6) 1935-40 
(11) 1924-34 
(1) 1923 
(1) 1922 
(1) 1921 
(1) 1920 
(1) 1919 
W 
20 
40 
3 
4 
3 
1 
0 
L       T 
19 9 
21        19 
Pet. 
.510 
.619 
.375 
.643 
.700 
.200 
.000 
Ockerman Steller McCandless Snyder Krieger Jean Stitt 
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Phil Goldstein 
Senior Associate 
Athletic Director 
Steve Barr 
Sports Information 
Director 
Annette 
Davidson 
Assistant Trainer 
BGSU ATHLETIC STAFF 
I 
i 
Mary Ellen 
Cloninger 
Associate Athletic 
Director 
Scot Bressler 
Ticket Office 
Manager 
Chris Geib 
Director of Academic 
Support Services 
Mark 
Kunstmann 
Assistant Sports 
Information Dir. 
Ken Kavanagh 
Associate Athletic 
Director 
Bill Jones 
Head Trainer 
A 
Mike Messaros 
Assistant Trainer 
1^ 
Fran Voll 
Associate Athletic 
Director 
Randy Sokoll 
Ice Arena Director 
Mark Nell 
Director of 
Concessions 
Joe Sharp 
Equipment 
Manager 
Don Woods 
Equipment 
Manager 
Ken Schoeni 
Administrative 
Assistant to the 
Director 
Brad Browning Todd Brunsink Kathy Daniels 
Assistant Athletic Director of Golf Administrative 
Director Course Assistant 
Marv Kumler 
Faculty 
Representative 
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LET THE FOOD TOWN DELI IIELI 
WITH YOUR PARTY PLANNING! 
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We feature made-to-order 
GOURMET PARTY TRAYS 
We can help with any party plans from tailgate 
parties, to fraternity or sorority events. At the Food 
Town Deli our specialty is made-to-order party 
trays. If you prefer, we'll be glad to assist you in 
selecting the proper amounts of rolls, cold cuts, 
cheeses, etc., needed for your event. So, put us to 
work for you. Take the guesswork out of party 
planning at the Food Town Deli. 
food 
SUPER MARKETS 
«K£» 
Go Falcons! 
on tail 
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FALL SCHEDULES 
TODD      PENNY      BRIAN       MEL 
BRUNSINK     DEAN      GORDON     MAHLER 
Golf Women's Tennis Swimming Soccer 
Time 
4:00 
11:00 
11:00 
3:00 
1:30 
11:00 
4:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Date Opponent 
Sept. 10 OHIO, MARSHALL 
Sept. 18 MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL 
Sept. 25 at Miami 
Oct.   1 at Notre Dame Invitational 
Oct.   8 at All-Ohio Championships (Delaware, OH) 
Oct. 16 at Central Collegiate Championships 
(Kalamazoo, MI) 
Oct. 22 at Eastern Michigan Open 
Oct. 30 at Mid-American Conference Championship 
(Akron, OH) 
Nov. 13 at NCAA District 4 Meet (Bloomington, IN) 
Nov. 22 at NCAA Championship (Bethlehem, PA) 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Sept. 10 OHIO, MARSHALL 4:00 
Sept. 18 MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL 11:00 
Sept. 25 at Miami 11:00 
Oct.   2 at Lakefront Invitational (Chicago, IL) 11:00 
Oct.   8 at All-Ohio Championships (Delaware, OH) 1:30 
Oct. 16 at Bearcat Invitational (Cincinnati, OH) 11:00 
Oct. 22 at Eastern Michigan Open 4:00 
Oct. 30 at Mid-American Conference Championship (at 
Akron, OH) 11:00 
Nov. 13 at NCAA District 4 Meet (Bloomington, IN) 11:00 
Nov. 22 at NCAA Championships (Bethlehem, PA) 11:00 
SWIMMING AND DIVING 
Oct. 29           TOM STUBBS RELAYS 11:00 
Nov.   5          NOTRE DAME 500 
Nov.   6           WRIGHT STATE 4:00 
Nov. 13          at Eastern Michigan 100 
Nov. 19          TOLEDO 3:00 
Nov. 20          at Kenyon 2:00 
Dec.   2-4        at U.S. Open (@ Michigan) 8:30 
PURDUE 100 
OHIO 1:00 
at Xavier 4:30 
at Miami 1-00 
BALL STATE 1:00 
Women's MAC Championship (at Bowling Green, OH) 
Men's MAC Championship (Athens, OH) 
Women's NCAA Championship (Indianapolis, IN) 
Men's NCAA Championship (Minneapolis, MN) 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
5 
15 
.28 
.29 
5 
Feb. 24-26 
Mar.   3-5 
Mar. 17-19 
Mar. 24-26 
Sept. 18-19 
Sept. 24 
Oct.   8-10 
Oct. 16-17 
Sept. 11-12 
Sept. 18-19 
Sept. 24-25 
Oct.   1-2 
Oct.   9-10 
Oct. 18-19 
MEN'S GOLF 
at Purdue Fall Invitational 
at Salem Hills Shootout 
at Northern Intercollegiate 
at Buckeye Fall Classic 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
West Layfayette, IN 
Northville, MI 
Ann Arbor, MI 
Columbus, OH 
at Illinois State Invitational Normal, IL 
at Fall Spartan Invitational East Lansing, MI 
at Ferris State Invitational Big Rapids, MI 
at Northern Illinois Huskie Classic Genoa, IL 
LADY FALCON INVITATIONAL Bowling Green, OH 
at Lady Cardinal Invitational Beaumont, TX 
DAVE STEVE 
M0RIN PRICE 
Men's Tennis Women's 
Cross Country 
SID DENISE 
SINK VANDEWALLE 
Men's Volleyball 
Cross Country 
Date 
Sept.   4-5 
Sept.   4 
Sept.   5 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 17-19 
Sept. 17 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 
Oct.   3 
Oct.   6 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 
Sept.   1 
Sept.   3-4 
Sept.   3 
Sept.   3 
Sept.   4 
Sept. 10-11 
Sept. 10 
Sept. 11 
Sept. 11 
Sept. 17 
Sept. 24 
Sept. 25 
Oct.   1 
Oct.   2 
Oct.   8 
Oct.   9 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 16 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 29 
Oct. 30 
Nov.   5 
Nov.   6 
Nov. 12 
Nov. 13 
Nov. 19 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 26-27 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 24 
Sept. 25 
Oct.   1-3 
2-3 
8-10 
Oct 
Oct 
Oct 
Oct.   9 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 16-17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 22-24 
Oct. 28-31 
Nov.   5-8 
SOCCER 
Opponent 
BGSU KWIK GOAL CLASSIC 
BG vs. DePaul 
BG vs. Kentucky 
at Central Michigan 
at WKU-Mitre Classic (at Western Kentucky) 
BG vs. Western Kentucky 
BG vs. UAB 
at Ohio State 
CINCINNATI 
at Western Michigan 
MARQUETTE 
at Detroit Mercy 
INDIANA 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
NOTRE DAME 
MIAMI 
AKRON 
at Cleveland State 
at Michigan State 
VOLLEYBALL 
WASHINGTON 
at Colorado Invitational 
BG vs. Minnesota 
BG vs. Tennessee 
BG vs. Colorado 
at West Virginia Invitational 
BG vs. West Virginia 
BG vs. Northern Arizona 
BG vs. William & Mary 
TOLEDO 
at Ball State 
at Western Michigan 
OHIO 
MIAMI 
at Kent 
at Akron 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
at Tbledo 
BALL STATE 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
at Ohio 
at Miami 
KENT 
AKRON 
at Eastern Michigan 
at Central Michigan 
MAC TOURNAMENT (©Battle Creek, MI) 
TENNIS 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY (women) 
at UIC (women) 
at Chicago State (women) 
at EMU Invitational (men) 
AKRON, E. MICH., TOLEDO (women) 
KEEFE TENNIS INVITATIONAL (men) 
at Cincinnati (women) 
at Xavier (women) 
UIC (men) 
at Toledo Invitational (women) 
at Hillsdale (women) 
at Midwest Intercollegiate (men) 
at ITCA Rolex Qualifier (women) 
at ITCA Rolex Qualifier (men) 
Time 
3:00 
3:00 
2:00 
6:00 
11:00 
4:00 
2:00 
4:00 
2:00 
4:00 
2:00 
4:00 
2:00 
3:00 
2:00 
3:30 
2:00 
7:00 
noon 
5:00 
2:00 
8:00 
11:00 
5:00 
7:00 
7:30 
7:30 
7:00 
7:00 
7:30 
3:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:30 
7:00 
4:00 
7:30 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:30 
4:00 
1:00 
3:00 
10:00 
8:00 
9:00 
8:00 
3:00 
10:00 
3:00 
9:00 
3:00 
8:00 
TBA 
TBA 
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WINTER SCHEDULES 
HEAD COACH JIM LARRANAGA 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
HEAD COACH JACI CLARK 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Date Opponent Date Opponent Date 
Nov. 19 SLOVENIAN NAT'L Jan. 19 at Western Michigan Nov. 18 
TEAM (ex.) Jan. 22 OHIO 
Nov. 22 ATHLETES-IN- Jan.26 at Central Michigan Dec 30 
ACTION (ex.) Jan. 29 AKRON Dec 34 
Dec.   1 FINDLAY Feb. 2 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Dec.  4 at Loyola-Chicago Feb.  5 at Kent Dec.   3 
Dec  8 at Detroit Mercy Feb.  9 BALL STATE Dec  4 
Dec. 11 WISCONSIN-GREEN Feb. 12 at Miami 
BAY Feb. 16 WESTERN MICHIGAN Dec.  8 
Dec. 21 TIFFIN Feb. 19 at Ohio Dec 11 
Dec 29-30 at Oldsmobile Spartan Feb. 23 CENTRAL MICHIGAN Dec 20 
Classic (E. Lansing, MI) Feb. 26 at Akron 
Dec 29 Michigan State Mar.  2 at Eastern Michigan Dec. 22 
Dec. 30 Cornell/Georgia Southern Mar.   5 TOLEDO Jan. 23 
Jan.  5 at Toledo Mar.  8 MAC Tournament Quarter- Jan.   3 
Jan.  8 KENT finals (campus sites) Jan.  5 
Jan. 12 at Ball State Mar. 11-12 MAC Tournament (Colum- Jan.   8 
Jan.15 MIAMI bus, OH/Battelle Hall) Jan. 12 
Opponent Date 
SLOVENIAN NAT'L Jan. 15 
TEAM (ex.) Jan. 19 
XAVIER Jan. 22 
at Lady Techster Classic Jan. 26 
(Ruston, LA) Jan. 29 
Oklahoma State Feb.  2 
Texas Southern/ Feb.  5 
Louisiana Tech Feb.  9 
MICHIGAN STATE Feb. 12 
at Vanderbilt Feb. 16 
ATHLETES-IN- Feb. 19 
ACTION (ex.) Feb. 23 
at Wisconsin-Green Bay Feb. 26 
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee Mar.   2 
at Youngstown State Mar.  5 
at Toledo Mar.  8 
KENT 
at Ball State Mar. 11 
Opponent 
MIAMI 
at Western Michigan 
OHIO 
at Central Michigan 
AKRON 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
at Kent 
BALL STATE 
at Miami 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
at Ohio 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
at Akron 
at Eastern Michigan 
TOLEDO 
MAC Tournament Quarter- 
finals (campus sites) 
12 MAC Tournament (Colum- 
bus, OH/Battelle Hall) 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY 
Date 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 29 
Oct. 30 
Nov. 5 
Nov. 6 
Nov. 19 
Nov. 20 
Nov. 26-27 
Nov. 26 
Nov. 27 
Dec.   3-4 
Dec.   7 
Dec. 10-11 
Jan.   7-8 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 15 
Opponent Date 
TORONTO Jan. 21-22 
OHIO STATE Jan. 25 
at Ohio State Jan. 28 
MICHIGAN Feb.  4 
WESTERN MICHIGAN Feb.   5 
at Ferris State Feb. 11-12 
at Lake Superior Feb. 18 
at Western Michigan Feb. 19 
at Michigan State Feb. 25 
at Dexter Shoe Classic Feb. 26 
(Orono, ME) Mar.   1 
RPI Mar.   4 
Maine/UIC Mar.   5 
FERRIS STATE Mar. 11-13 
at Miami Mar. 18-20 
ALASKA-FAIRBANKS 
at UIC Mar. 24-26 
at Notre Dame Apr. 2-4 
at Michigan State  
Opponent 
LAKE SUPERIOR 
at Michigan 
MICHIGAN STATE 
UIC 
OHIO STATE 
at Kent 
NOTRE DAME 
MIAMI 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
KENT 
at Miami 
MICHIGAN 
at Notre Dame 
CCHA First Round (Campus Sites) 
CCHA Championships 
(Detroit, Ml/Joe Louis Arena) 
NCAA Regionals 
NCAA Championships 
(St. Paul, MN)     HEAD COACH JERRY YORK 
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VARSITY BG CLUB SAYS 
GO FALCONS! 
ABOUT THE VARSITY BG CLUB 
The Varsity BG Club is an exclusive organization open only to former 
Bowling Green State University varsity letterwinners, who, for a non-tax 
deductible contribution of $20 per year, can help operate the club and 
support BGSU athletics at the same time. Almost 600 former Falcon let- 
terwinners were Varsity BG Club members last year. Again this year, the 
Varsity BG Club is offering a lifetime membership for $200; no other 
dues will ever be required. Lifetime memberships for those 65 and older 
are only $100. 
The Varsity BG Club undertakes two major projects each year. In July 
we will enjoy another Doyt Perry Golf Outing at the BGSU Forrest 
Creason Golf Course. Each fall, the annual Varsity BG Day festivities 
take place in conjunction with a Bowling Green football game. It's a great 
day to return to campus and visit with former classmates and teammates. 
We are looking forward to another big year for the Varsity BG Club 
and Falcon athletics, and all we need from you is your participation. 
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 
All active members of the Varsity BG Club will receive: 
•Membership in an exclusive organization open only to BGSU varsity 
letterwinners. 
•A list of special activities and programs, such as the ones described 
above. 
•Subscription to the quarterly newsletter. 
•Personal satisfaction in contributing to BGSU athletics through your 
continued involvement. 
VARSITY BG CLUB 
1993-94 Membership Application 
Name_ 
StreeL 
City _ .State 
-Zip 
Home Phone (AC). 
Office Phone (AC). 
Occupation  
If Coaching, What Sport?_ 
Employer  
BGSU Class of_ _No. of Varsity Letters. 
Sport at BGSU 
Varsity BG Club Member Last Year?   Yes_ _No_ 
Membership dues are $20.00 per year.Or you can become 
a lifetime member for $200 ($100 if you are age 65 or older). 
Make your check payable to Varsity BG Club, and mail this 
form to: 
Sports Information Office 
BGSU Athletic Department 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
0HNS0N 
COMPANIES 
P.O. Box 29A 
Maumee, Ohio 43537 
DEDICATED TO SERVING YOUR CONSTRUCTION 
AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL NEEDS... 
CONTRACTORS 
• Asphalt Paving 
• Bridges 
• Excavating 
• Total Site Development 
SEMOHNSON 
COMPANIES 
STONECO, INC. 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
• Crushed Limestone 
• Sand & Gravel 
• Bituminous Asphalt Products 
• Bituminous Cold Mix 
• Emulsified Asphalts 
• Trucking 
P.O. BOX 29A — MAUMEE, OH 
(419) 891-8731 — FAX (419) 891-3013 
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SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
EQUIPMENT MANAGERS 
(Left to right) Terrence James, Jeff Jones, equipment 
manager Joe Sharp and Dave Rottinghaus. 
ATHLETIC TRAINERS 
Kneeling (l-r) Kelly Slavik, Scott Vanderhaar, Tracy Ander- 
son, Aaron West, and Tony Lea Standing (l-r) head trainer 
Bill Jones, assistant trainer Annette Davidson, assistant 
trainer Mike Messaros and Dan King. 
GROUNDS CREW 
(Left to right) assistant to the athletic director Ken Schoeni, 
Greg Kuhn, Gary Emch, Norm Jimison (seated on mower), 
Danny Malone, Al McCurdy (seated on mower) and Andy 
Jones. 
SECRETARIES 
(Left to right) Jan Kiehl, Gloria Martinez, Debra Brims, Lin- 
da Canterbury, Kay Riesen, Jean Panning, Linda Kidd and 
Ann Jones. 
TICKET OFFICE 
Ticket manager Scot Bressler and Opal Adams. 
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PERRY STADIUM 
iltel!15950ElSWJL> 
A Mid-American Conference record crowd of 33,527 attended the Toledo-Bowling Green game in 1983. 
Doyt L. Perry Stadium, with its 30,599 
seating capacity, is celebrating its 28th year 
as the home of Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity football. 
Built in 1966 for approximately $3 million 
as a replacement for the 43-year-old Univer- 
sity Stadium, Perry Stadium had a capacity 
of 23,272 until bleacher seats were installed 
in both end zones in 1982. 
One of the largest and most attractive ath- 
letic facilities in the Mid-American Con- 
ference, Perry Stadium holds the conference 
record for single-game attendance. 
On October 8,1983, a huge crowd of 33,527 
packed into Perry Stadium for the annual Nor- 
thwest Ohio rivalry between Bowling Green 
and Toledo, establishing a school and MAC 
record for single-game attendance The Falcons 
went on to set a season record, breaking the six- 
digit figure for five games with a total draw of 
100,021. It marked the first time in history 
that Bowling Green averaged more than 
20,000 fans for five home football games. 
That figure was topped in 1985, when 
Bowling Green posted a perfect record (11-0) 
in the regular season and clinched the MAC 
Championship by shutting out arch-rival 
Toledo at Perry Stadium in November. More 
than 28,000 fans turned out that day, raising 
Bowling Green's season attendance to an all- 
time high 112,000, an average of 22,422. 
A large crowd is expected for this year's bat- 
tle with Toledo on Oct. 2 as the Falcons go 
after their 17th straight league win, which 
would be a record, in front of a Homecoming 
Day crowd. 
Perry Stadium is more than just a football 
facility. The east side of the stadium includes 
dressing rooms, equipment and training 
rooms, along with the Athletic Department 
offices. The west side received a face-lift five 
years ago. A physical fitness center/weight 
room opened its doors for all 19 inter- 
collegiate athletic teams in the summer of 
1988. 
Also situated on the west side of Perry 
The football facility at BGSU was formally dedicated as Doyt L. Perry Stadium 
on Sept. 26,1992. Present for the ceremony was (left to right) Perry's children 
D.L., Judy Perry McClain, David and Doyt's wife, Loretta. They are joined by 
John Mahaney, president of the Board of Trustees, University President Paul 
J. Olscamp and Athletic Director Jack Gregory. 
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Stadium are the Falcon Club offices and 
clubhouse, the academic counselor's office, 
the track and cross country offices, as well as 
maintenance and storage areas. 
Sitting atop the press box on the west side 
of the stadium is the plush Stadium Club. 
Now in its 14th year of operation, the 
Stadium Club's 106 theater-type seats, which 
are all sold, provide loyal BGSU fans with a 
fine view of the game. The President's Box, 
located on top of the east side of the stadium, 
provides luxury seating for President Paul J. 
Olscamp and other supporters of Falcon 
football. 
Bowling Green won the first game ever 
played in Perry Stadium, defeating Dayton, 
13-0, on October 1,1966. Since that time, the 
Falcons have won over 66 percent of their 
home games, compiling a 86-42-5 record in 
the 133 games played at Perry Stadium. Over 
the last 11 seasons, Bowling Green is 42-9-3 
at home for a .806 winning percentage. 
Perry Stadium is named in honor of the 
man who led Bowling Green to a 77-11-5 
record in his 10 years as the head coach of the 
Falcons. Doyt L. Perry was simply one of the 
greatest football coaches of his day. His .855 
winning percentage over 10 seasons in the 
1950s and 1960s remains one of the highest 
in football history. In fact, Perry is fourth all- 
time behind Bob Reade (Augustana), Knute 
Rockne (Notre Dame) and Frank Leahy 
(Notre Dame) in winning percentage among 
coaches with at least 10 years of service on 
the collegiate level. Perry served as the 
BGSU athletic director for seven years after 
stepping down as football coach. 
Perry Stadium Records 
Rushing 
Attempts 46, Byrant Jones vs. Kent, 10/31/81 
Yards 225, Darryl Story vs. Ball State, 11/5/83 
TDs 5, Dave Preston vs. Dayton, 9/21/74 
Passing 
Attempts 59, Brian McClure vs. Toledo, 10/8/83 
Completions 35, Brian McClure vs. Toledo, 10/8/83 
Yards 437, Neil Britt (Ball State,), 11/5/83 
407,Brian McClure vs. Central Michigan, 10/29/83 
TDs 4, Rich Dackin vs. Kent, 11/4/89; Brian McClure vs. 
Richmond, 9/8/84; Mark Miller vs. Grand Valley, 9/23/78 
Interceptions 6, Neil Britt (Ball State), 11/5/83 
5, Brian McClure vs. Akron, 9/28/85; Brian McClure vs. 
Central Michigan, 10/29/83 
Receiving 
Receptions 13, Mark Dowdell vs. Central Michigan, 10/29/83 
Yards 237, Dave Naumcheff (Ball State), 11/5/83 
188, JeffGroth vs. Grand Valley, 9/23/78 
TDs 4, Jeff Groth vs. Grand Valley, 9/23/78 
Scoring 
Points 30, Dave Preston vs. Dayton, 9/21/74 
Field Goals 3, Jason Zeller vs. Kent, 11/4/89; Jason Zeller vs. Kent, 
11/7/87; John Spengler vs. Southern Mississippi, 
11/10/79; Bill Witte vs. Western Michigan, 10/2/71 
Long Plays 
Rush 93 yds., Mike McGee vs. Central Michigan, 11/21/87 (TD) 
Pass 96 yds., Mark Miller to Dave Dudley vs. San Diego State, 
9/25/76 (TD) 
Interception 88 yds., Julius Livas vs. Miami, 10/23/71 
88 yds., Scott Frazier (Miami), 10/27/90 
Punt Return 85 yds., Mike Schwartz (Iowa State), 9/24/77 
80 yds., Bob Zimpfer vs. Ball State, 9/21/68 
Punt 81 yds., Cris Shale vs. Ohio, 10/6/90 
Field Goal 56 yds., Matias Garza (West Texas State), 11/14/70 
49 yds., Gehad Youssefvs. Toledo, 10/24/81 
Most Points 
ByBG 55 vs. Richmond, 9/8/84 
By Opponent 42, Xavier, 11/13/71 
Bowling Green best in italics if not record 
Top 20 Home Crowds 
1.     33,527* 
vs. Toledo, October 8, ] .983 
2.    28,110 
vs. Toledo, November 16,1985 
3.    27,333 
vs. Toledo, October 19, 1991 
4.    26,860 
vs. Tbledo, October 9, ] L971 
5.    25,057# 
vs. Akron, Sept. 30, 1989 
6.    25,000 
vs. Akron, September 28, 1985 
7.    24,409 
vs. Miami, September 24,1983 
8.     24,194 
vs. Miami, October 25 1975 
9.    23,500 
vs. Miami, September 21,1985 
10.  22,684 
vs. Toledo, October 6, ; L973 
11.  22,612 
vs. Toledo, October 14, 1989 
12.  22,342 
vs. Ohio, October 6,1990 
13.  22,160 
vs. Miami, October 20 1973 
14.  21,465 
vs. Miami, October 25 1989 
15.  21,404 
vs. Ball St ., November 6, 1982 
16.  21,250 
vs. Toledo, October 24, 1981 
17.  20,820 
vs. Toledo, October 11, 1969 
18.  20,612 
vs. Kent, November 7, 1987 
19.  20,547 
vs. Tbledo, October 14, 1967 
20.  20,507 
vs. Kent, October 14, ] L972 
* MAC Record 
# first night game 
BGSU Home Record 
1966    3-1-0 1979 2-3-0 
1967    2-3-0 1980 2-3-0 
1968    4-1-0 1981 2-2-1 
1969    3-2-0 1982 5-0-0 
1970    2-2-1 1983 4-1-0 
1971    3-2-0 1984 5-0-0 
1972    3-1-0 1985 5-0-0 
1973    4-1-0 1986 4-1-0 
1974    4-1-0 1987 3-2-0 
1975    3-2-0 1988 2-2-1 
1976    3-3-0 1989 3-2-0 
1977    2-3-0 1990 1-1-2 
1978    2-3-0 1991 5-0-0 
1992    5-0-0 
Total (86-42-5, .665 
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They Put BGSU 
In The Driver's Seat 
The Bowling Green State University Athletic Department recognizes and appreciates the efforts of the 
automobile dealers from Bowling Green, Maumee, North Baltimore, Marion, Findlay, Fostoria and 
Toledo pictured on thispage. The generosity of these people and their support ofFalcon athletics enables 
BGSU coaches to be on the road to recruit student-athletes, scout opponents, and represent the Univer- 
sity. Please show your support by patronizing our "Wheels of the Falcons" automobile dealers. 
WAYNE ALLEN 
University Honda 
1019 N. Main 
Bowling Green 
354-2222 
SKEET DOREN 
Doren Auto Center 
740 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
352-5244 
CARL HEFFERNAN 
BG Lincoln-Mercury — 
Jeep-Eagle 
1079 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
352-2553 
BOB KELLEY 
Bob Kelley Chevrolet- 
Buick-Geo 
138-40 South Main St. 
North Baltimore 
257-2011 
Photo 
unavailable 
GARY KEZMER 
Graff Automall 
1498 Perrysburg Rd. 
Fostoria 
435-6618 
*. A 
STAN KUJAWA 
Findlay Ford — 
Lincoln Mercury 
1065 County Rd. 95 
Findlay 
422-1661 
MIKE McDANIEL 
McDaniel Motors 
1111 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Marion, Ohio 
(614) 389-2355 
JOE McGEE 
Great Lakes Ford-Nissan 
18039 State Rte. 25 
Bowling Green 
353-5271 
irL 
BOB SCHMIDT 
3ob Schmidt Chevrolet 
425 N. Reynolds 
Maumee 
800-472-3025 (in Ohio) 
AL SMITH 
Al Smith Chrysler- 
Plymouth-Dodge, Inc. 
921 N Main 
Bowling Green 
352-5151 
Photo 
unavailable 
PAT SMITH 
Great Lakes Nissan 
18039 State Rte. 25 
Bowling Green 
353-5271 
PAUL THAYER 
Ralph Tahyer Chevrolet- 
Geo-Tbyota 
N. Dixie Highway 
Bowling Green 
353-5751 
DICK WILSON 
Dick Wilson Pontiac-Buick- 
GMC Trucks 
1099 N. Dixie Highway 
Bowling Green 
353-5151 
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ALL-AMERICANS 
Fred Dung, FB 
1952 
College Division 
James Ladd, E 
1953 
College Division 
Jack Hecker, E 
1955 
College Division 
Jack Giroux, FB 
1956 
College Division 
Tim Murnen, G 
1957 
College Division 
Bernie Casey, HB 
1959 
College Division 
BobZimpfer,T             Mike Weger, DB           Dave Preston, HB           Mark Miller, QB Andre Young, DT 
1959                             1965                             1975                             1977 1982 
College Division                Division I                     Division I                     Division I Division I-AA 
AP 3rd Team Churchman's 2nd Team Football News, Argosy 1st Team 
Martin Bayless, DB 
1983 
Division I-A 
AP 3rd Team 
Cris Shale 
Punter Cris Shale became the most decorated player ever 
at BGSU in 1990 earning a spot on five All-America teams 
while establishing four MAC records, including season (46.77) 
and career (43.09) average. For being selected to the 
Associated Press All-America team. Shale was invited to Ft. 
Lauderdale, Florida for the taping of the Bob Hope Christmas 
Show (photo at left), which annually presents the All-America 
team as one of the segments on the show. Shale, who was a 
10th round draft pick of the Washington Redskins in 1991, 
led the nation in punting in 1990. 
1990 - Division I-A 
First team American Football Coaches 
Association (Kodak) 
First team Football News 
First team Associated Press 
Second Team United Press International 
Second Team Sporting News 
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HEAR THE PLAY-BY-PLAY 
BY PHONE, AND 
BE THERE WHEN IT HAPPENS. 
No matter where you are, you can always hear the live play- 
by-play of your team's game - even when it's not on TV or radio 
in your area. Just call TEAMLINE' at 1-800-846-4700 and 
enter the four-digit access code listed below. Charge the call to 
your VISA* or MasterCard* And listen to all the action as it's 
broadcast live from your team's flagship radio station. 
You can listen as long as you like, and pay only for the time 
you listen. The longer you listen, the less you pay - as low as 20c 
per minute. And you can call from any phone - home, office, car, 
hotel, even a pay phone. From anywhere in the U.S., Canada, 
even internationally.* 
So call in for the live play-by-play action. For scores. To listen 
to postgame interviews. Or get the gang together and listen to the 
entire game live on a speakerphone. No matter where you are, you 
can always follow your team with TEAMLINE. 
TEAMLINE provides full coverage of over 200 college and 
professional sports teams. To learn about other TEAMLINE 
programming or for more information with no obligation, call the 
TEAMLINE Information Line toll-free at 1-800-846-4700. 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
1-800-846-4700 
ext. 3396 UVE PLAY-BY-PLAY & MORE: 1-800-846-4700 
• Canadian charges are higher than U.S. charges. International calls must be made through MCI Direct, call for details. MasterCard* is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated. 
VISA' is a registered trademark of VISA International Service Association. TEAMLINE is a service of TRZ Communication Services, Akron. OH. 
HOTn 
NOW 
15D2E. WoosterSt. 
(Just off 1-75) 
Bowling Green 
f~" 
THE HOTn HOW MENU 
(Estimated Reading Time: 23 seconds) 
BURGERS A MORE 
HAMBURGER 39 cents 
CHEESEBURGER 49 cents 
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 99 cents 
BIG DOUBLE DELUXE $1.19 
BIG DOUBLE DELUXE w/CHEESE $1.29 
CHICKEN DELUXE $1.19 
COMBOS 
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER, BONUS FRIES, BONUS DRINK $2.17 
BIG DOUBLE DELUXE w/CHEESE, BONUS FRIES, BONUS DRINK $2.47 
CHICKEN DELUXE, BONUS FRIES, BONUS DRINK $2.37 
FRIES 
REGULAR FRENCH FRIES 39 cents 
BONUS FRENCH FRIES 59 cents 
DRINKS 
6-OUNCE REGULAR DRINK 39 cents 
24-OUNCE BONUS DRINK 59 cents 
44-OUNCE BIG BOLT 89 cents 
39< 
each 
DOUBLE 
CHEESEBURGER 
COMBO 
when you buy the same 
item at regular price % 
g 
Please present coupon before 
ordering. Limit 1 coupon per person 
per visit. Expires Nov. 30.1993. 
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SPIRIT & TRADITION 
Alma Mater 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
From our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zi 
Roll along you BG warriors 
Roll along and win for BGSU 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zi 
Roll along you BG warriors 
Roll along and win for BGSU 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba is Bowling Green's 
unofficial fight song (the official fight 
song is "Forward Falcons"). No one 
knows who wrote "Ay Ziggy Zoomba," 
but it became famous nationally when 
former Falcon All-American and 
Detroit Lion All-Pro halfback Mike 
Weger sang it in the film "Paper 
Lion." The Falcon football team tradi- 
tionally sings "Ay Ziggy Zoomba" 
after each victory. 
Fight Song 
Forward Falcons, Forward Falcons 
Fight for victory, 
Show your spirit, make them fear it 
Fight for 'ol Bee Gee 
Forward Falcons, Foward Falcons 
Make the contest keen 
Shout out the fame of our 
mighty name 
And win for Bowling Green! 
Frieda & Freddie 
Falcon 
Frieda and Freddie Falcon are the 
official mascots of the Bowling Green 
Falcons. Together with the BGSU 
cheerleaders, Frieda and Freddie 
boost spirit at intercollegiate athletic 
events. Tryouts are held each spring,, 
and winners remain anonymous to the 
student body until each is "beheaded" 
at the last home basketball and 
hockey game. The Freddie Falcon 
tradition began in 1950 while Frieda 
Falcon was added for the 1979-80 
athletic year. 
FREDDIE & FRIEDA FALCON 
Retired Jersey 
The only football jersey ever retired 
at Bowling Green is #29. It was worn 
by Paul Miles from 1971-73. Miles 
rushed for 3,239 yards and 25 
touchdowns in his career and was a 
three-time first team All-MAC selec- 
tion. He was just the third back in 
NCAA history to rush for 1,000 or 
more yards in three consecutive 
seasons. 
Why The Falcons? 
The 1993 season marks the 66th an- 
niversary of Bowling Green's nick- 
name, Falcons. Before 1927, BG teams 
were called the Normals or Teachers. 
Ivan Lake '23 suggested the nick- 
name. Falcons, after reading an arti- 
cle on falconry. Lake, managing editor 
and sports editor of the Sentinel 
Tribune in Bowling Green at the time, 
proposed the name change because it 
fit headline space and because falcons 
were "the most powerful bird for their 
size and often attacked birds two or 
three times their size." 
Why Orange and 
Brown? 
Burnt Orange and Seal Brown have 
been the school colors at Bowling 
Green State University since 1914, 
the first year of classes. Legend has it 
that Leon Winslow, an industrial arts 
faculty member, got the idea from 
watching a woman's hat on a bus trip 
to nearby Toledo, Ohio. He liked the 
brown and orange color combination. 
So, too, did former Cleveland Browns' 
head coach Paul Brown. Following a 
trip to BGSU in the 1940s. Brown 
used the colors for his All-America 
Conference team. 
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For The Record 
Year Record 
1964 9-1-0 
Mid-American Conference 
Champions 
1965 7-2-0 
Mid-American Conference 
Champions 
1966 6-3-0 
1967 6-4-0 
1968 6-3-1 
1969 6-4-0 
1970 2-6-1 
1971 6-4-0 
1972 6-3-1 
1973 7-3-0 
1974 6-4-1 
1975 8-3-0 
1976 6-5-0 
1977 5-7-0 
1978 4-7-0 
Cumulative Record 
 90-59-4 
Conference Affiliation 
Mid-American Conference 
 (1952-present) 
One of the most signifi- 
cant wins in school history 
was the 1972 victory over 
Purdue by a 17-13 count. A 
fourth quarter field goal by 
freshman Don Taylor was 
the difference in the game. 
Photo above shows the 
Falcons stopping Purdue 
running back Otis Arm- 
strong. Photo at right is 
head coach Don Nehlen be- 
ing carried off the field as 
coaches and players 
celebrate the victory over 
the #18 team in the country. 
Mark Miller (left) was the first in a succession of quarterbacks that continues to this day 
which comprise the list of the top five passers in school history. Miller passed for almost 6,000 
yards during his career (1974-77) ranking behind only Brian McClure (1982-85), Rich Dackin 
(1986-89) and Erik White (1989-92) in school history. 
1964 Mid-American Conference Champions 
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Dave Preston (below) is 
the career rushing leader 
at BGSU with 3,423 yards 
which is seventh-best in 
MAC history. Preston also 
rushed for 39 touchdowns 
in his career with his 246 
points also the top figure 
in school history. In 1974, 
he rushed for 1,414 yards 
and scored 19 touch- 
downs. He played eight 
years of professional foot- 
ball with the Denver 
Broncos of the NFL and 
the Denver Gold of the 
USFL. 
Paul Miles (right) in ac- 
tion against rival Toledo. 
Miles is second on the BG 
career rushing list with 
3,238 yards while he is 
also the only player to 
have his number (#29) 
retired. He was a three- 
time first team All-MAC 
selection and he rushed 
for 25 touchdowns in his 
career. At the time, he was 
only the third running 
back in NCAA history to 
rush for 1,000 or more 
yards in three con- 
secutive seasons. 
Mike Weger helped 
the Falcons capture 
back-to-back MAC 
titles in 1964 and 
1965 as a halfback. 
He is one of only 
three players in 
school history to 
earn All-America 
honors from Associ- 
ated Press. He was a 
third team selection 
in 1965. He went on 
to enjoy a nine-year 
career with the 
Detroit Lions, six of 
which he spent as 
the starter at safety. 
*M 
* ft 
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1965 Mid-American Conference Champions 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL PREVIEW 
With the basic nucleus of the team retur- 
ning from a year ago, Bowling Green State 
University head basketball coach Jim Lar- 
ranaga is optimistic about the chances of 
his 1993-94 team being in the hunt for the 
Mid-American Conference title. 
One of the reasons for Larranaga's op- 
timism is the return of the Falcon front- 
court, which is the reverse of last season 
when seniors Michael Huger and Vada 
Burnett made the backcourt the strongest 
area on the team. 
"This year, we expect our frontcourt to 
control the backboards and control the 
tempo of the game," Larranaga said. "With 
experience and depth at each frontcourt 
position, we should be able to improve our 
defense and defensive rebounding. That 
will be the key to offsetting our inex- 
perience at the guard position." 
But, more important than the dilemma 
in the backcourt, Larranaga feels the key 
is at the defensive end of the court for the 
1993-94 squad. 
"Our defense was solid last season, but 
we allowed too many second-chance oppor- 
tunities to our opponents," Larranaga said. 
"This year, when we can make the other 
team miss, we'll be able to rebound and 
run." 
"Our frontcourt players, who are now up- 
perclassmen, are stronger, and more 
physical. With additional experience in 
every area, we know that for us to be a bet- 
ter team our rebounding has to improve. 
"The additional maturity of the front- 
court players should put us in a position to 
be a much better rebounding team. Last 
year at this time I said my main concern 
was rebounding. I think that proved to be 
true." 
Larranaga also thinks some added bulk 
among the frontcourt players from work in 
the weight room will help on the boards. 
"We have improved on the boards to the 
point it has become a strength," the eighth- 
year head coach said. "We should have 
much better physical presence inside mak- 
ing us more competitive on the 
backboards. 
"Almost everything revolves around re- 
bounding. If you are a good offensive and 
defensive rebounding team, you can keep 
yourself in a lot of games when your of- 
fense is not clicking. Last year, if we did not 
shoot the ball well, we did not win." 
A look at the Falcon follows: 
POST: Every player returns at the two 
post positions, including the most ex- 
perienced returning player, junior Shane 
Kline-Ruminski. The 1991-92 MAC 
Freshman of the Year did not suffer the 
sophomore jinx last season averaging 12.0 
Jim Larranaga 
Head Coach 
Shane Komives 
points and 5.4 rebounds while shooting 
56.7% from the floor. He ranked among the 
top 15 in the conference in each category. 
Kline- Ruminski has started 50 games the 
last two seasons and will be counted on to 
be a team leader. 
Also returning is senior Eric Steaple 
and juniors James Cerisier, Ramon 
Knopper and Floyd Miller. 
Miller played the most of the foursome 
last season earning 21 starts and just over 
23 minutes a game. He could become one 
of the top rebounders in the MAC this 
season after averaging 5.0 last season 
while shooting 59.1% from the floor. 
Cerisier, Knopper and Steaple started 
seven games between them and played just 
over 400 minutes. They will see increased 
playing time this season with each 
needing to take the next step in their 
development. 
Larranaga comments: "We expect 
every player at the post position to be ef- 
fective this season. Their experience and 
physical maturity should be a strength for 
us." 
WING: Again the Falcons have good 
depth and talent at this position. 
The top player is returning starter 
Shane Komives. One of the top freshman 
in the conference last season, Komives, 
who averaged 9.0 points, 2.6 rebounds last 
season, is the leading returning three- 
point shooter after hitting 45 "threes" and 
shooting almost 38% from beyond the arc. 
Floyd Miller 
Two-year veterans Ray Lynch, Matt Ot- 
to and George Finney will also vye for 
playing time at the position. Lynch is the 
top defender on the squad and has ex- 
cellent quickness while Otto is one of the 
top offensive players on the team with 
three-point range. Finney has seen action 
in a reserve role playing in 28 games the 
last two seasons. 
Two of the newcomers, Jay Larranaga, 
the son of head coach Jim Larranaga, and 
Tyler Brown also have a good chance to 
see playing time at the wing. 
Both players were ranked among the top 
100 players coming out of high school last 
year and both should make an impact this 
season. 
Larranaga was a second team Division 
I (big schools) all-state pick after leading 
Toledo St. John's to the state championship 
game averaging 18 points, seven rebounds 
and four assists. Brown was one of the top 
players in New York City last year leading 
St. Raymond's, ranked 16th in the country 
by USA Today, to state and city titles. 
Brown had 35 points in the state title game 
and was named the tournament MVP. He 
averaged 17 points and seven rebounds as 
a senior. 
Larranaga comments: "This position 
should provide us with players who can 
score and run the court making us a much 
better running team. Shane Komives had 
a solid freshman season and should con- 
tinue to get better. He's very knowledge- 
able about the game and plays very hard." 
POINT GUARD: No matter who ends 
up playing at point guard it will be so- 
meone with very limited or no game ex- 
perience, something that would be a con- 
cern for any coach. 
Two players return at the position who 
have seen very little playing time during 
their careers. Junior Mike Swanson 
played 208 minutes as a freshman and 98 
last season, and sophomore Mick Milnark 
made the team as a walk-on last season 
and saw action in only nine games. 
The third candidate at the position is in- 
coming freshman Antonio Daniels, who 
averaged 21.3 points and 9.6 assists last 
season earning division II district Player 
of the Year honors and second team all- 
state accolades. 
It is also possible Jay Larranaga could 
see playing time at the point guard spot. 
Larranaga comments: "The point 
guard position is where we have to develop 
quickly. We have three players vying for 
the playing time who have little or no play- 
ing experience. We probably will use two 
point guards alternating the two in order 
to keep fresh legs on the court." 
Shane 
Kline-Ruminski 
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Your partner in protection 
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business  • life 
Belch Insurance Agency, Inc. 
184 E. South Boundary St., Perrysburg, OH 43551 
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1993-94 BGSU Football Team 
Front Row Q to r): Darnell Staten, Zeb Jackson, Maurice Coles, Matt Mahaney, 
Matt Foley, Lee Boyer, Bob Dudley, Joe Wyse, Brad Long, Vito Cinquepalmi, Clint 
Frazier, head coach Gary Blackney. Second Row: Ronnie Redd, Randy Hecklin- 
ski, Rob Donahue, Vince Palko, Bob Johnson, Norman Hammoud, Jason Peters, 
Jason Dolliver, Curtis Collins, Keith Creech, Ramier Martin, Charlie Williams, Ryan 
McElroy, George Johnson, Shane Foster, Brian Leaver. Third Row: Paul Kenney, 
Cal Bowers, Joe Joseph, Bob Westerkamp, Trevor Stover, Joe Canzoneri, Chache 
Leal, Willie Gibson, Dwaylon Alexander, Greg Cepek, Chad Bukey, Walter Regula, 
Tom Moss, Tom Pate, Jermaine Spivey, head athletic trainer Bill Jones; Fourth 
Row: Brian Stier, Steve Hartley, Tony Everhart, Andy Tracy, Tom Breitigam, Jason 
Kreager, Derek Schorejs, Steve Rodriguez, Steve Ayers, Gary Carman, Jason 
Woullard, Darius Card, Duan'te Anderson, Clyde Butler, Chris Holbrook, Ryan 
Henry. Fifth Row: student coach Brian Essinger, assistant coach Paul Ferraro, assis- 
tant coach Scott Seeliger, graduate assistant coach Vic James, assistant coach 
Michael Farragalli, assistant coach Bruce Cunningham, assistant coach Tony 
Pusateri, assistant coach Terry Malone, assistant coach Bob Ligashesky, graduate 
assistant coach Jim Bridge, strength and conditioning coach Mike Ward, assistant 
coach Terry Wilson, equipment manager Joe Sharp, student coach Joe Bair, stu- 
dent coach Dave Rottinghaus. Sixth Row: Travis Gibbs, Deon Metz, Mark Dunaway, 
Rick Yisha, Ken Fink, Shawn George, Brian Borgman, Mike Story, Dave Bruhowzki, 
Bill Crowe, Doug Landon, Derek Kidwell, Saul Harrison, James Kitchen, Bill DiOrio. 
Seventh Row: Jamaine Williams, Kevin O'Neill, Jay Hoey, Brian Wuertzer, Dean 
Miller, John Kuck, Tom Carmon, Al Barnett, Cotton Phillips, Cory Kettler, Sam 
Hemke, Brian Manns, Adam Rose, Ed Merritt, Chris Burton. Eighth Row: assis- 
tant trainer Annette Davidson, student trainer Tony Leo, Jason Boeckman, Bob 
Oliver, Rob Burdine, Karlos Griffin, Dwayne Hairston, Tawan Smith, Brandon Sim- 
mons, Mike Parker, Tom Gabram, Courtney Davis, assistant trainer Mike Messaros, 
student trainer Tracy Anderson, student trainer Kelly Slavik, student trainer Aaron 
West, student trainer Scott Vanderhaar, student trainer Dan King. 
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